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SYNOPSIS:

Ideology and literature: A study of society and literary criticism with special reference to the reception of Heinrich Böll during the 1970's.

This thesis is an attempt to analyse the role the practice of literary criticism plays in the political processes. After an analysis of the social history of German literary criticism from the Enlightenment to the 1970's, I analyse the reception of three major works by Heinrich Böll published during the 1970's. In my analysis I pay particular attention to the manner in which literary criticism, both as media-based and as academy-based practice, functions politically. From the reception analysis I have distilled certain typical forms of criticism which I describe as being characterized by subjectivity hidden under a layer of mechanisms giving the impression of objectivity. This subjectivity enables the institutions in which criticism functions (i.e. the media and academy-based literary criticism) an unproblematic access to continuity of concepts and practices. It also allows for a continuing monopoly on the definition of these concepts and practices by the way the institutions select and approach the texts.

The evidence indicates that the practice of literary criticism in newspapers and academic journals selects certain texts and approaches to texts and disempowers others. This is achieved simultaneously by: first, the
monopoly on the defining of the category 'literature' which literary criticism is able to maintain, second, by the processes of reproduction of the institution literary criticism and third, by the 'signifying' effects of the selection of texts and approaches to texts. All this helps to prove that literary criticism is ideological in nature. This ideological nature of literary criticism as practiced in the FRG during the 1970's on Heinrich Böll's novels is finally demonstrated more firmly in my concluding chapters. Here, I reiterate the positions which the novels are allocated by the critical reception (i.e. the critical classifications they receive) and assess these in terms of the meanings they tend to mobilize and the significance these meanings have to the prevailing political power structure. The need for the institution to reproduce itself drives it to assign values to these literary works which strip them of their capacity for, and purpose to, change social values and political structures. My conclusion, therefore, is that the reception of Böll's work during the 1970's can be described as being constrained by the ideological nature of the reception. The evidence leads to the conclusion that the practice of literary criticism mobilizes 'meanings' which aid the continued asymmetrical distribution of power.
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Not having lived in the FRG since 1970, I have been able to acquire a different perspective on cultural and political developments there. As a foreigner, I noticed my contradictory feelings about Germany being mirrored by an equivalent reaction of my surroundings to my nationality. During my studies, I often tried to search for answers to the many questions which I and my generation have about the recent history of Germany. The answers which were available from political evaluations such as studies of the politics, history or economics of Germany were never sufficient, nor were those which concentrated on the cultural aspects. Whenever the opportunity presented itself to devote my time to academic work, I chose projects which combined two disciplines and inquired into the connections between the cultural and political fields of experience.

Heinrich Böll, in my view, had expressed the reluctance of parts of the German population to accept the silence under which the volatile questions of responsibility and guilt had been buried after the war. His quiet insistence, that forgetting was impossible and that Germany had squandered the chance to construct a different political and social system after the war, corresponded to my own wishes for a new and open assessment of the German past with a view to social
change. When I found that Böll's reception in Germany had been contradictory, I became very interested to find out why this was so. This interest led me not only to study reception patterns but also the connections between the areas of literary criticism and other fields more often accommodated in the disciplines of politics. I found that the whole gamut of political positions active in the FRG during the 1970's were represented in the reactions to Böll's novels. However, this was not a democratic or open communication, where all points of view had equal weight. The complete dominance, in terms of numbers and status, of those positions which dismissed and marginalized the social relevance of Böll's novels raised questions about the structural, political and social reasons for this imbalance. My project therefore became an analysis of the relationship between ideology and literature, power and literary criticism.
INTRODUCTION

This is an investigation into the process of critical reception of three novels of Heinrich Böll, *Gruppenbild mit Dame*, *Die verlorene Ehre der Katharina Blum* and *Fürsorgliche Belagerung* in the 1970's. This is not a study of Heinrich Böll as such and could have been written about any contemporary author. It makes no assumptions about the quality of Heinrich Böll's work and is neutral about the quality of literary evaluation. I chose Heinrich Böll because his work effectively opens up a field of enquiry into the relationships of criticism and society. His work not only contains multifaceted references to political and historical events of high contemporary relevance, but it also challenges the preconceptions of criticism. Often the boundaries between accepted genres and conventions of style- and language-use are challenged.

Since the inception of a public debate about literature in the 18th century up to the debates during the early nineteen seventies, the relationship between literature and politics has been, explicitly or implicitly, part of the formulation of the concept literature and its role in society. The argument which bases the concept 'literature' on some exclusively non-political premise has, in theory, been ousted during the early seventies. The manner in which literary criticism
continues to function institutionally suggests, however, that this relationship has not been internalized. The discourse has not changed its political implication and significations. This thesis is an attempt at pointing towards these political implications and their social consequences.

This thesis attempts to establish that literary criticism is ideological, in the sense that it helps to mobilize meanings and concepts which support the dominance of those assumptions and expectations which maintain and renew an asymmetrical power structure. I will describe this process by an analysis of the reception of three novels by Heinrich Böll. I intend to establish the political and structural situation in which the reception takes place as 'institutional'. As such it selects and promotes certain practices which reproduce the institution. The potential for a debate about necessary social change which the novels by Böll contain and which is recognized and sometimes emphasized by parts of the reception, is weakened by certain methods and approaches which are characteristic and dominant in the reception. This dominance of a characteristic approach and method is traditional and can be traced back though the social history of literary criticism. The relevant characteristic traits of literary criticism could be called the philosophy of criticism. The analysis of the social history of criticism unveils the philosophical and social roots of the practice in the attempts of ruling
intellectual elites to maintain intellectual dominance and superiority as well as social isolation from the wider mass of the population. Apart from the aims of some of the Enlightenment critics and those of the theories of Benjamin and Brecht, there has not been a philosophy of criticism which was disinterested in the maintenance of the separation between a small group and the much larger population with the small 'knowledgeable' group defining, fixing and dominating 'meaning'. This process of mobilizing meaning which tends to support the maintenance of the social status quo, is always only partly successful at any one time.

In the actual case of reception in the FRG during the 1970's, one must see the social upheaval and political power shifts as the background in relation to which the reception occurred. The political processes on an international scale, the intended internal political reforms of the SPD and the intense debate on internal security forced on the country by the terrorist threat all left an impression on the reception. Within that dynamic it is all the more important and interesting to analyse the role which literary criticism plays in terms of a maintenance or disruption of those ideological assumptions about key social issues which support asymmetrical power relations. Böll's novels provided ample opportunity for a public discussion of many of these issues. His non-literary activities also challenged traditional conceptions. The study of the reception of
his books became, then, a guide to the methods and approaches by which ideology was active in literary criticism in the FRG during the 1970's.
CHAPTER ONE

INTRODUCTION

This thesis attempts to analyse what is commonly referred to as 'literary reception'. I want to argue that literary reception is a cultural practice with political implications which can be understood if it is examined using the analytical devices set out by recent developments in the theory of language and the theory of ideology.

This introduction sets out the relevant aspects of these theoretical developments. After a brief outline of the wider social theory within which my study is situated, the concept 'ideology' will be defined and its relevance for this study established.

This chapter will then (1) consider the social production of what we know as 'reality' and 'meaning' in our society, (2) explore the relationship between ideology, language and literature, (3) discuss the relationship between power and language as this is relevant to literature and its reception. I argue that literature and its reception are a fruitful area for an examination of the ideological role cultural practices play in maintaining or undermining of a given social power structure. The core of this study is a detailed consideration of the reception, exemplified in
contemporary FRG literary criticism, of three novels by Heinrich Böll in the 1970’s.

The bulk of material for this study was collected during a research trip to the FRG during 1985. I was able to use the considerable collection of newspaper clippings in the Böll-Archive in Cologne with the kind permission and encouragement of Victor Böll, its curator. I also benefited from the resources of libraries in Cologne, Bonn, Marbach, Frankfurt and Bielefeld. Various trips to the FRG during 1983 to interview publishers and to observe the processes of the book-market during the Frankfurt Book Fair gave me some background knowledge of the economics of publishing.

1. Social theory

My approach has been informed by the theories and concepts of Marxism. Karl Marx (1818-83) and Friedrich Engels (1820-95) visualized history as a process rooted in human material needs. The essential characteristics of historical evolution are seen as a product of the modes and relationships of production which in the last analysis determine the nature of each historical epoch. The Marxist approach centres on the notion that the divisions between classes, nations, races or sexes are based on social relations, which enable one class to extract surplus labour (value) from the labour of
another. Marx wrote in the preface to: A Contribution to the Critique of Political Economy:

In the social production of their life, men enter into definite relations that are indispensable and independent of their will, relations of production which correspond to a definite stage of development of their material productive forces. The sum total of these relations of production constitutes the economic structure of society, the real foundation, on which rises a legal and political superstructure and to which correspond definite forms of social consciousness. The mode of production of material life conditions the social, political and intellectual life process in general. It is not the consciousness of men that determines their being, but, on the contrary, their social being that determines their consciousness.

In capitalism this relationship is expressed in the wage contract or in similar arrangements between those who own the means of production and those who have to sell their labour power. The characteristic condition for the non-owners of the means of production is that they have no acceptable alternative but to enter into this contract if they wish to subsist.

---

The domination of one group or class by another must, however, be seen as constituted by more than just economic factors. The stress on the determination of consciousness by the 'social being' has led to the notion of an economic determinism which was, however, rejected by both Marx and Engels. In a letter to Franz Mehring, Engels writes that he feels both he and Marx had neglected to clarify the complexities of the relationship between the economic and ideological processes:

Otherwise, there is only one point lacking which, however, Marx and I always failed to stress enough in our writings and in regard to which we are all equally guilty. That is to say, we all laid, and were bound to lay, the main emphasis, in the first place, on the derivation of political, juridical and other ideological notions, and of actions arising through the medium of these notions, from basic economic facts. But in so doing we neglected the formal side — the ways and means by which these notions, etc., come about — for the sake of the content. This has given our adversaries a welcome opportunity for misunderstandings and distortions.

In connection with this is the fatuous notion of the ideologist that, because we deny an independent historical development to the various ideological spheres which play a part in history, we also deny them any effect upon history. The basis of this is the common undialectical conception of cause and effect as rigidly opposite poles, the total disregarding of interaction. These gentlemen often (almost deliberately) forget that once a historic element has been brought into the world by other, ultimately economic causes, it reacts, can react on its environment and even on the causes that have given rise to it.

They saw literature, as part of the superstructure, playing an important social role, and therefore pleaded

3 ibid. p.101
for a truly 'tendentious' literature, which was aware of its historical role. Stefan Morawski describes their contribution to a new understanding of the priorities among the values embodied by art:

They found a new solution to the old dilemma which saw art at once dying out and providing hope and comfort to a presently suffering humanity. The achievement of homo aestheticus could be anticipated, Marx thought, but a radical socio-political change in the situation of the species would be required. In this particular sense, the artist had to make a choice. Would he bemuse himself in an ivory tower, or participate in revolutionary progress by accepting its vicissitudes? Tendentiousness acquires a new meaning in Marx and Engels, not found among their forerunners. Tendenz is recast in the context of the Marxian world view, and historical reality itself is described as 'tendentious'.

Ideology here comes to be considered a component of artistic choice and discrimination. The nature of a profound and true tendentiousness is to further refine and shape the artistic-cognitive values united within the aesthetic entity. Or again, the genesis of aesthetic sensibility is newly interpreted by reference to dialectical and historical materialism. And the transformation of homo faber into homo ludens is seen as a profoundly social phenomenon, so much so that even the process of art's autonomization has to be seen historically.

The areas Marx and Engels refer to as 'superstructure' and 'social consciousness' have increasingly become the object of many studies. The manner in which these areas help to sustain or break through the relations of power and the degree to which they can be seen as independent of or determined by the economic structures can be seen as central questions. Antonio Gramsci was one of the first Marxists to argue against the assumption of an unproblematic dominance of

4 ibid. p.46
the economic base over the superstructure. Criticizing the manner in which the use of the term 'ideology' had become vague and negative, he wrote...

The process leading up to this error can be easily reconstructed:
1. ideology is identified as distinct from structure, and it is asserted that it is not ideology that changes the structures but vice versa;
2. it is asserted that a given political solution is "ideology" - i.e. that it is not sufficient to change the structure, although it thinks that it can do so; it is asserted that it is useless, stupid etc.
3. one then passes to the assertion that every ideology is "pure" appearance, useless, stupid. etc. One must therefore distinguish between historically organic ideologies, those, that is, which are necessary to a given structure, and ideologies that are arbitrary, or "willed".

Gramsci rejects the notion that ideology is a mere epiphenomenon of a structure of economic domination and that the development of 'structure' is not influenced by ideological factors. He conceives of ideology as more than just appearance. It is something real and material and quite vital in the constitution of society:

To the extent that ideologies are historically necessary they have a validity which is "psychological". They "organize" human masses, and create the terrain on which men move, acquire consciousness of their position, struggle, etc.

He sees, then, what Althusser later spelt out in a different approach: that consciousness is not independent of the social context but must be seen as in part

6 ibid p.377
constituted, in part conditioned by social relations, as such always partially pre-given and acquired by the subject through ideology. In this, he followed Marx and Engels who had, however, never treated this point in detail.

His concept of ideology covers both "historically necessary" ideology and "arbitrary" ideology. For him, ideology is a battlefield where various groups struggle for hegemony. Hegemony, the central concept in Gramsci's work, must be understood as the domination of one social group in a given society, not just economically but also politically, intellectually and morally to such an extent that it has saturated every aspect of society. This domination is so encompassing that it is accepted as 'common sense' and part of the natural order even by those who might in fact be subordinated to it. For Gramsci, then, a revolution means not merely a transference of economic and political power to the masses, but the creation of an alternative hegemony through new forms of experience and consciousness. There are, however, two possible ways in which hegemony can be achieved or maintained. One Gramsci sees as positive and as the legitimate aim of the socialist movement, that of expansive hegemony. This concept has been described as a "creation of an active, direct consensus resulting from the genuine adoption of the interests of the popular classes by the hegemonic class, which would give rise to
the creation of a genuine 'national-popular will'". The negative manner of exercising hegemony is by 'transformism'. This is described as a "gradual but continuous absorption of the active elements produced by allied groups. In this sense political leadership becomes ... merely an aspect of domination". This produces a "passive consensus" and excludes large sectors of the popular classes. It lacks the vitality of true expansive hegemony and maintains the undemocratic, even oppressive, characteristics of the hegemony which it replaced.

Two aspects of these Gramscian concepts are particularly relevant here:

1. the central importance of what Gramsci calls 'ideology' in the constitution of society and its central position in relation to hegemony.

2. the critically described maintenance of hegemony through 'transformism' by the absorption and neutralization of the interests of groups not in a dominant position.

As I intend to assess the political role of a social practice usually categorized as 'non-economic' or 'cultural', the theoretical position of this practice in relation to the constitution of society with all its characteristics is vitally important. The manner in which the maintenance of the relations of domination is served

8 Gramsci, A.: op.cit. p.59
by non-economic social practices becomes the key area of
analysis if these relations of domination are to be
abolished. Raymond Williams honours Gramsci's
contribution to Marxism for those reasons:

It is Gramsci's great contribution to have
emphasized hegemony, and also to have understood it
at a depth which I think is rare. For hegemony
supposes the existence of something which is truly
total, which is not merely secondary or
superstructural, like the weak sense of ideology,
but which is lived at such a depth, which saturates
the society to such an extent, and which, as Gramsci
put it, even constitutes the substance and limit of
common sense for most people under its sway, that it
corresponds to the reality of social experience very
much more clearly than any notion derived from the
formula of base and superstructure. For if ideology
were merely some abstract, imposed set of notions,
if our social and political and cultural ideas and
assumptions and habits were merely the result of
specific manipulation, of a kind of overt training
which might be simply ended or withdrawn, then the
society would be much easier to move and to change
than in practice it has ever been or is. This notion
of hegemony as deeply saturating the consciousness
of a society seems to me to be fundamental. And
hegemony has the advantage over general notions of
totality, that it at the same time emphasizes the
facts of domination.

Before discussing the details of my definition of
the concept of 'ideology', let me restate the essence of
the social theory relevant to this thesis: taking the
Marxist notion of the extraction of surplus labour by one
class from the labour of another as characterizing the
very basic relations of capitalist society, my approach
emphasizes the importance of certain non-economic
processes and practices in the maintenance or undermining
of these relations. Even though I agree with the Marxist

9 Williams, R.: Problems in Materialism, Verso, London,
1980 p.37
notion that "the mode of production of material life conditions the social, political and intellectual life process in general", I nevertheless accept Gramsci's description of hegemony, as a body of practices and expectations whose domination is truly total. I conceive, then, of 'ideology' as having very basic effects in our society which play a decisive role in shaping action and consciousness.

2. Ideology

A definition of the concept of 'ideology' is essential for the following analysis. A definition which understands ideology as being part of the material social processes by which society is produced and reproduced seems necessary, as it opens up the question of the social relevance of cultural practices. Williams mentions three possible general definitions for ideology: (1) a system of beliefs of one class or group, (2) a system of illusory beliefs, (3) the general process of the production of meanings and ideas. Combinations and variations of all three are possible. Bakhtin and Medvedev see the concept as having much wider relevance:

Social man is surrounded by ideological phenomena, by object signs of various types and categories: by words in the multifarious forms of their realization (sounds, writing, and others), by scientific statements, religious symbols and beliefs, works of art, and so on. All of these things in their totality comprise the ideological environment, which forms a solid ring round man. And man's

10 ibid. p.55
consciousness lives and develops in this environment.

This is a very wide and general concept which posits ideology as an area where certain processes happen. It is as such value-free and does not include any notion of interest or power. It is necessary to include a notion of interest in the definition of ideology, as my concerns are with the unequal distribution of power in our society. In whose interest does ideology function? If we use Williams' first general definition, this question can be implied, but requires further definition, namely one that specifies the concept 'class' or 'group'. For the purpose of this study 'class' will be understood to refer to the position in relation to the ownership and control of the means of production which one group in a society holds. Ideology must be seen as neither homogeneous nor static. Ideological patterns have, differing consequences for the different classes in any one society. From this it follows that certain ideological practices will become more dominant than others as they support or oppose the social positions of classes. Depending on how the concept 'ideology' is conceived, the notion of interest will force a division of the term into various sub-groups. There can then co-exist in one society a dominant ideology corresponding to the dominant economic practice, together with various

other ideologies which may be classified, in Williams' terminology, as either emergent or residual, as incorporated or not, and as oppositional or alternative to the dominant ideology.

Used in this fashion, the concept 'ideology' covers both those practices which support the continuation of the dominant power structure and those which do not. In this manner 'ideology' becomes a neutral, value-free term which cannot function as a tool for a critique of one particular social practice unless it is specifically related to its class base. John E. Thompson suggests a very interesting manner in which the concept can regain its original critical edge. In his view, it has always remained a negatively charged term, having been mostly used to describe the views of the 'other'.

In contrast to Williams, who attributes to ideology a stabilizing influence on the social structure, and to Eagleton who suggests ideology could be seen as indicating "the link or nexus between discourse and power", Thompson argues that our societies do not gain their social stability through a set of commonly held values and beliefs (i.e. a general ideology), but that it is through the absence of such commonly held values and the concomitant inability of social groups to agree on aims and political action that our social system ensures

the continuation of its basic social characteristics. Ideology, in Thompson’s view, does not produce these binding and commonly shared values and beliefs which are often seen as lying at the base of the reproduction of the social system. He reserves the term only for those practices which mobilize a form of meaning which serves to sustain asymmetrical relations of power. Thompson recommends the study of the manner in which the mobilization of meaning serves the continued domination of one group by another in any social practice as an effective study of ideology. Defined like this, ideology is not merely a distortion of reality or the body of values and beliefs of a particular group. It becomes a specific analytical tool used for the purposes of a critique of a particular practice. It is this more specialized usage of the concept ‘ideology’ that I will be using throughout my thesis.

3. Reality and meaning

The mobilization of meaning in our society really refers to a change of meaning because meaning as such is always already present in language. Language has developed at the same time as society and thus pre-exists the socialisation of the individual. It is, however, impossible to reach a total understanding of the reasons

14 Thompson, J. E.: Studies in the Theory of Ideology, op.cit. p.4, 130, 131
for the existence of 'change' in our society. The fact that change is the most basic characteristic of life does not need elaborating. It is then perhaps more important to study the patterns of change and their consequences for real people rather than trying to pin-point a beginning. As change must be understood as a never ceasing process, any analysis will necessarily be outdated by the time it is completed. In order for an examination to take place, certain sections of the process must be 'frozen' for identification.

Concepts such as 'meaning', 'reality' and 'common sense' can no longer be taken as unchanging and independent. Since Saussure's concepts of signifier and signified were introduced, our understanding of language has changed dramatically. The arbitrariness of the relationship between the signifier and the signified opened up the definitions of these terms to the influence of social structures, specifically the historical situation in which they were found, used and interpreted.

As Bakhtin wrote in "The Formal Method":

There is no meaning outside the social communication of understanding, i.e. outside the united and mutually co-ordinated reactions of people to a given sign. Social intercourse is the medium in which the ideological phenomenon first acquires its specific existence, its ideological meaning, its semiotic nature. All ideological things are objects of special intercourse, not objects of individual use, contemplation, emotional experience, or hedonistic pleasure.16

The influence that the signifier itself has on our thinking was emphasized by some post-structuralist thinkers. Eagleton describes it like this:

The implication of all this is that language is a much less stable affair than the classical structuralists had considered. Instead of being a well defined, clearly demarcated structure containing symmetrical units of signifiers and signifieds, it now begins to look much more like a sprawling limitless web where there is a constant interchange and circulation of elements, where none of the elements are absolutely definable and everything is caught up and traced through by everything else. 17

This leads, in the hands of some writers, to a position of total non-commitment. They felt that, given that meaning was nothing but a passing, changeable product, taking a position based on some truth or other was impossible as everything was 'relative'. The concepts of language, meaning, and reality were no longer useful to the production of knowledge, as this knowledge itself was again open to the continuous undermining of its meanings by the 'play of signifiers'.

Aiming his biting criticism at the Yale school of deconstruction Eagleton describes this position as follows:

One advantage of the dogma that we are the prisoners of our own discourse, unable to advance reasonably certain truth-claims because such claims are merely relative to our language, is that it allows you to drive a coach and horse through everybody else's beliefs while not saddling you with the

18 Eagleton, T.: Literary Theory, op.cit. p.129
inconvenience of having to adopt any yourself. It is, in effect, an invulnerable position, and the fact that it is also purely empty is simply the price one has to pay for this. The view that the most significant aspect of any piece of language is that it does not know what it is talking about smacks of a jaded resignation to the impossibility of truth which is by no means unrelated to post-1968 historical disillusion.

The Yale school position is unacceptable to me, because it has lost sight of some of the fundamental emphases, namely those of intention and domination. This reminds us of the fact that we are speaking not of an abstract system but of a concrete process which affects real people in historically definable situations and which is acted out by individuals with various particular interests. The so called 'free-play of signifiers' is in a concrete situation not so very free. A selection takes place, through the favouring of certain meanings over others. Williams calls this process "the selective tradition". He sees it as part of the process of incorporation, which is a characteristic feature of hegemony.

Moreover, at the philosophical level, at the true level of theory and at the level of the history of various practices, there is a process which I call the selective tradition: that which, within the terms of an effective dominant culture, is always passed off as 'the tradition', 'the significant past'.

But always the selectivity is the point; the way in which from a whole possible area of past and present, certain meanings and practices are chosen for emphasis, certain meanings and practices are neglected and excluded. Even more crucially, some of these meanings and practices are reinterpreted, diluted, or put into forms which support or at least

18 ibid. p.144/5
do not contradict other elements within the effective dominant culture.  

This process is fundamental to the understanding of the political nature of the study of culture. With this consideration the relationship between power and language is touched upon.

I have already mentioned two elements of the Saussurean theory: language is made up of differences and not of a system of names for concepts which exist independently of their names. The other element is that language is a social fact, dependent on a social group for its functionality. The combination of these two factors often creates the impression that language is referring to the real world because convention has proved the seeming inseparability of signifier and signified in one community. Catherine Belsey makes the point in Critical Practice, that because language develops together with a society, it is often overlooked as a separate element and is assumed to be constructing differences which "seem to be natural, universal and unalterable". Ideology is inscribed in language.

This becomes very important in the case of different class interests inside what Volosinov calls a 'common sign community' i.e. one language.

19 Williams, R.: op. cit. p.39
20 Belsey, C.: op. cit. p.42
As a result, differently oriented accents intersect in every ideological sign. Sign becomes an arena of the class struggle.  

Volosinov sees the vitality of the sign preserved by this participation in the class struggle, but at the same time this gives it the capacity to distort, it has Janus-like characteristics. The sign itself is the battlefield:

The ruling class strives to impart a supraclass, eternal character to the ideological sign, to extinguish or drive inward, the struggle between social value judgments which occurs in it, to make the sign uniacentual.

This describes some of the effects of hegemonic domination, namely the acceptance as natural, eternal, fundamental of words and concepts describing an experientially and socially very limited 'reality'. This reality is conceived of from the point of view of the dominant class, but leaves no room for the expression or even experience of a different reality which might contradict the dominant conception. The close relationship between language and thought effectively curtails the theoretically limitless creativity and productivity of language. We learn the thought patterns with the language and as language pre-exists our individuality, we are necessarily socialized by the dominant structures of language and thought. The dominant culture has therefore two powerful supports: the close relationship between language and thought and the

21 Volosinov, V.N.: op. cit. p.23
limiting effect of convention on the creativity of language. What role literature plays in this constellation will need to be discussed next.

4. Literature, language, ideology

From the 18th century on, the term 'literature' started to refer to more than just the ability to read. It "became an apparently objective category of printed works of a certain quality". The term 'literature' and the related term 'literary criticism' have since their earliest extended use suffered from a certain vagueness and concomitant elitism. Williams makes this point:

'Literature', (...) was a category of use and condition rather than of production. It was a particular specialization of what had hitherto been seen as an activity or practice, and a specialization, in the circumstances, which was inevitably made in terms of social class. In its first extended sense, beyond the bare sense of 'literacy', it was a definition of 'polite' or 'humane' learning, and thus specified a particular social distinction.

The general meaning of the term is 'that which is written' referring in our Western society, to texts, mostly in book form, having an imaginative subject matter. 'Literature' can be defined as referring to the range of writing which for some reasons has attracted the label 'literature'. It does not exist as an actual group

23 Williams, R.: Problems in Materialism and Culture, op.cit. p.48
25 ibid. p.47
26 Williams, R.: Keywords, Fontana/Croom Helm, Glasgow, 1976, p.154
of texts but is an abstracted notion used as a measure for evaluation and criticism. When looking at the wide diversity of writing which has been called literature, it quickly becomes apparent that the works and their characteristics have in common only one thing: they are considered worthy by somebody to be called literature. This classification is, however, not permanent, as a text which is considered to deserve the label can be judged no longer worthy of it in the course of its history or a text which has existed 'unnoticed' and unacclaimed for decades can suddenly be 'discovered' anew and henceforth be included. This process was studied by the Russian Formalists, who attempted to find those attributes in texts which constituted 'literariness'. They found that there were no intrinsic traits which could be isolated in any given text or series of texts in order to establish its 'literariness'. This phenomenon was found to be the result of a relationship between the text and its properties and other cultural and ideological forms.

Through the process of convention which is basic to all terms and without which there could be no language as such, the category 'literature' has developed into a concept which people feel they understand in everyday usage to mean simply 'fine writing'. The exact characteristics of this category might be decided by considerations of 'taste', 'the aesthetic' or 'truth'.

28 Bennett, T.: op.cit. p.50
the discourse of literary criticism the term 'literature' is at the centre of many heated debates between different factions, fighting for and against the right of texts to be described by it.

The process which attaches the label 'literature' to a text is indefinable except by its outcome. Texts have been termed 'literature' for their subject matter, for their language, for their effect, for their origin, for their history and no doubt for their covers and price tags. 'Literature' then is an empty category which is filled with meaning only in the context of social and material reality. One of the central aims of this thesis is to establish what it means for a text to be termed 'literature' or not, and what this means for the discourse about literature. For the purposes of this thesis, then, 'literature' is an historically variable notion based not on actual material texts but on judgments made on such texts which classify them hierarchically. The process of and functioning of this classification will be a central theme of this thesis.

From the discussion so far it is obvious that the term 'literature' is heavily loaded with value judgments. The common division between so called 'high-brow' and 'middle-brow' literature, the exclusion of so called 'entertainment genres' such as the detective story, adventure tale etc. from the category, imply that a

certain value is seen to be present in the works called 'literature'. What this value consists of is, as we have already seen from the diversity of the texts described as literature, very hard to define. The fact, however, that a value is seen to be attached to the term, carries an important consequence: the work which has been described as 'literature' in the context of other texts which fail to attract this label, has a much higher esteem and thus its characteristics can play an influential role in the formation of concepts, values and definitions.

One could assume that the sorting of texts into groups called 'literature' and 'non-literature' is a process which happens independent of people's intentions. The contrary is the case. People make concrete decisions and these decisions have intentions and consequences in the constant formation and changing of our culture.

This is the area where the discussion concerning the definition of literature becomes decisive in relation to society at large. The application of value judgments which single out one group of writing is in itself not elitist, but it may become so when this group of writing is then favoured in the formation and application of concepts which are then given general validity. The high prestige which a text called literature has, is achieved through the workings of what could be termed the 'literary institution'. An institution in this context is understood to be a set of social practices which is
widespread, has long standing rules and traditions and is able to generate and maintain resources. The specifically literary institution can be described as those practices which relate to literature: the processes which select the literary canon, the literary teaching institutions, literary book markets, book clubs, literary societies, literary pages and programmes in the media, prizes and many more. The fact that a relatively small percentage of the book trade is taken up by so-called 'high-brow' literature may give the impression that the study of its selection processes is irrelevant. The statistics of Fohrbeck and Wiesand are interesting:

> The share of fiction in book production, frequently assessed as an index of the literary climate of a country, is in no position to correct pessimistic estimates: 17.5% of the titles published at present fall into this category; after removing detective stories, translations, story periodicals and so on, the share of those which can be described as "highbrow" German literature would still be about 5%.

In 1971 it was established that only 4% of leisure used in enjoyment of the media was covered by the reading of books and more recent enquiries have actually concluded that book reading in leisure time is decreasing (in contrast to theatre-going which has clearly been gaining in attractiveness in recent times). The trend observable also in relation to library use, according to which books are increasingly becoming a medium important to people's occupation, study, and education, that is for fields outside leisure.

Only about 10% of the public buy books regularly, and these belong almost entirely to the

32 Wiesand and Fohrbeck, op. cit. p.66,67
higher education and higher income groups. People of this class may subscribe to a local daily, but their cultural and literary standards are formed by the big national dailies and weeklies and/or by technical and specialized journals.33

These statistics say nothing about the influence the selected texts and the fact that these and not other texts were selected, have on the wider social field.34

The share in the book market and the time spent on actual reading of highbrow literature are the only quantitively measurable practices relating to literature. This fact should, however, not lead to an overemphasizing of their importance.35 'Literature' is part of a wide system of communication and signification which is characteristic of our society. Although participated in by only a small percentage of people, literature affects the whole of society through the institution which has grown around it. Literary criticism, literary studies and 'reading' as such are activities which, by the labeling of texts, result in the forming of concepts, trends, expectations and attitudes which are central to the understanding and functioning of our society. The fact that these activities are more characteristic of the educated middle class is, in this context, only an indication of their restricted origin, not of their restricted effect. All classes are affected by the value-setting effect of

33 ibid. p.81
34 This question has so far stayed outside the inquiries into the mechanisms of literary criticism. See: Michaelis, T.: 'Paradigmen der Literaturkritik', in: Fischer, L. (Hrsg.): Literatur in der Bundesrepublik Deutschland, dtv, München, 1986, p.626
35 Michaelis, T.: ibid.
literature and its institution. In that respect literature can be described as powerful.

I would like to argue that the literary institution, owing to its intimate connection with language and with the formation of attitudes and concepts, has a key position amongst other cultural practices in our society. The mobilization of meaning is a very complex process. Here I would merely like to stress that texts classified as 'literature' have, because of the power residing in the literary institution, a higher degree of access to the mobilization of meaning than other texts. This is what makes the study of literary practices so important.36

Helmut Kreuzer makes this point:

Even though today (book) 'literature' in the normative (and traditional) meaning and literary acceptance are surely less important in the cultural system of the FRG than say around the turn of the century, today's authors and publishers can nevertheless not be indifferent to the 'literary success' of a work; and the institutionalized selection of 'accepted literature' still has considerable consequences for society today: they manifest themselves for example in the political influence of famous authors (for example Günther Grass), in the performance programmes of state subsidized theatres, the cultural programmes of TV-stations, the topics covered in the literary pages, the acquisitions of public libraries, the seminar texts at universities and last but not least in the curricula and text books of schools (and with that in the intellectual "programming" of whole generations of pupils).37

33 Eagleton, I.: Literary Theory, op.cit. p.210
37 'Obwohl die (Buch-)'Literatur' im normativen (und traditionalen) Begriffssinn und die literarische Anerkennung heute, im kulturellen System der BRD, sicherlich von geringerer Bedeutung sind als etwa um die Jahrhundertwende, so kann doch auch heutigen Autoren wie Verlegern der 'literarische Erfolg' eines Werkes nicht
5. Power and language

Literature is in a key position to break through conventionality. In fact, however, its function is mainly one of support:

Yet most writing, in any period, including our own, is a form of contribution to the effective dominant culture. Indeed many of the specific qualities of literature, its capacity to embody and enact and perform certain meanings and values, or to create in single particular ways what would be otherwise merely general truths - enable it to fulfill this function with great power.

Literary production is only finalized once the text has been consumed. Literary reception in the form of literary criticism plays a significant role in the manner a literary work can become effective. Indeed there is room to argue that literary works do not exist in object form but are always in need of being 're-produced'. Williams uses the term 'notation' for the unreceived state of literary or other art work.\(^{39}\)

---

\(^{38}\) ibid. p.47

\(^{39}\) ibid. p.47
Literary criticism has developed in order that the 'reading' and thus the reception of literary works be taught. In Germany it was originally limited to the interpretation of the scriptures, and became a non-clerical discipline with the arrival of the acceptance of the national language for church and court dealings. In modern society it has developed into a powerful institution.

Literary criticism selects, processes, corrects and rewrites texts in accordance with certain institutionalized norms of the 'literary' - norms which are at any given time arguable, and always historically variable.\footnote{40}

Eagleton goes on to remind us that this discipline has no determinate subject because it has proved impossible to define 'literature'. It does, however, have strict rules in the area of method and content:

Its apparent generosity at the level of the signified is matched only by its sectarian intolerance at the level of the signifier.\footnote{41}

The exact exercise of power is described so succinctly here that it seems best to quote at length:

The power of critical discourse moves on several levels. It is the power of 'policing' language of determining that certain statements must be excluded because they do not conform to what is acceptably sayable. It is the power of policing writing itself, classifying it into the 'literary' and 'non-literary', the endurally great and ephemerally popular. It is the power of authority \textit{vis-a-vis}

\footnote{40} \textit{Eagleton, T.: Literary Theory, op.cit. p.203} \footnote{41} \textit{ibid. p.203}
others - the power-relations between those who define and reserve the discourse, and those who are selectively admitted to it. It is the power of the certificating or non-certificating those who have been judged to speak the discourse better or worse. Finally, it is a question of the power relations between the literary-academic institution, where all of this occurs, and the ruling power-interests of society at large, whose ideological needs will be served and whose personnel will be reproduced by the preservation and controlled extension of the discourse in question.

The social functioning of both 'literature' and its institution, literary criticism, is very fundamentally tied to the hegemonic control over the socially produced conceptions of what is regarded as 'normal', 'natural', 'real' in our society. The manner in which meaning is encapsulated in ideological processes and practices lies at the base of my concerns.

Everything ideological possesses meaning: it represents, depicts, or stands for something lying outside itself. In other words, it is a sign. Without signs, there is no ideology.

This process of 'signification' is central to any social study as it provides the conceptual link between the areas of theory and those of material practice, as Williams points out:

... some form of this emphasis on signification as a central social process is necessary .. For the practical links between 'ideas' and 'theories' and the 'production of real life' are in this material social process of signification itself.

42 ibid. p.203
43 Volosinov, V.N.: Marxism and the Philosophy of Language, op.cit. p.9
44 Williams, R.: Problems in Materialism and Culture, op.cit. p.70
The basis on which this thesis has been conceived is that a critical inquiry into the practices of literary criticism could bring forth some measure of clarity about the manner in which cultural practices relate to the maintenance or disruption of the social relations of domination in our society. It is not a piece of literary criticism or a political analysis of the literary means of production, but a study of the political functioning of the reception of some contemporary German Federal Republican novels.

Within the wider social theory of Marxism, I conceive of ideology as having very basic effects in our society which play a decisive role in shaping action and consciousness. Ideology can be conceived of as the manner in which meanings are mobilized to support the asymmetrical distribution of power in a given society. The hold which the dominant class has on the defining and fixing of 'reality' is supported by the closeness of language to thought, and the limiting effects of convention on the creativity of language. Literature, though potentially able to break through the restraints of convention, is often contained by the activities of the literary institution which selects from the available texts and potential 'readings' of these texts those which will form the 'significant tradition'. The forms of this significant tradition will be reproduced through the
activities of the literary institution and will thus continue to dominate. The social functioning of literature and the literary institution is fundamentally tied to the mobilization of significant levels of meaning in our society. The intimate connection between the level of 'signification' and the 'production of real life' makes a study of the social functioning of cultural processes necessary.

Before the analysis of cultural processes, as illustrated by the history of literary criticism and the reception patterns of contemporary novels in the FRG can be started, the social, political and cultural structures and their dynamic during the 1970's must be described.
CHAPTER TWO

HISTORICAL, SOCIAL, POLITICAL AND CULTURAL SITUATION IN THE FRG IN THE 70’S

As established in chapter one, the political functioning of cultural practises can be established if certain approaches to the study of language, ideology and culture are used. The following chapter will give an account of the political, social and cultural situation of the FRG at the time relevant to the reception of the three novels I wish to analyse.

The reception of Gruppenbild mit Dame, Die Verlorene Ehre der Katharina Blum and Fürsorgliche Belagerung cannot be analysed without detailed consideration of the time in which they were written and received, as both the social/political as well as the specifically journalistic and literary/academic situations in which a book is produced and received are influential in shaping the history of its reception. After these three areas have been analysed for the time of publication of Gruppenbild mit Dame (1971), Die Verlorene Ehre der Katharina Blum (1974) and Fürsorgliche Belagerung (1979), the history of literary criticism in Germany and finally the reception patterns themselves can be looked at. In the following, I will not be referring to Heinrich Böll and his public appearances or his political activities. He was naturally part of these developments, but as I wished to establish
a generally valid background for my later analysis I excluded Heinrich Böll's activities at this stage. The reception analysis, Chapters Four, Five and Six, is introduced by sections describing Heinrich Böll's position as a public figure as reported by the news media of these years because it is relevant in that specific context to establish Böll's role in the public arena.

The social-political situation of the FRG in the early seventies was characterized internationally by the efforts of the new Social/Liberal coalition to normalize relations with the Eastern powers, and, nationally, by its attempt to introduce a higher level of democracy into the social, legal and educational institutions. In the field of media politics, it tried to stem the growing trend towards the concentration of press ownership in fewer and fewer hands.¹

The treaties with the USSR and Poland, the talks between the two German heads of state in Erfurt and Kassel in 1970 and the treaty between the FRG and the GDR in 1972/3 and the CSSR, Rumania and Bulgaria in 1973 are clear indications of the international aims of the coalition. The internal political pressure these policies put on the already small, parliamentary base was considerable. Erich Mende, the leader of the FDP, switched over to the CDU in protest against the 'East-

Treaties' in 1970.² During the next two years the erosion of the parliamentary majority by the changing of allegiance of FDP and SPD members led to the crisis of March 1972 when the opposition tried to move a vote of no confidence in the Chancellor and suggested Dr. Rainer Barzel of the CDU as a candidate for the Chancellorship. The move failed because two or three CDU members refused to support Barzel. Spontaneous strikes and demonstrations supported Brandt.³ The discussions laid open the deep divisions between the government's intentions and the reservations of the opposition in relation to the question of the eastern borders and the acceptance of the existence of two separate German states. The scandals surrounding the failed vote of no confidence demonstrated that the opposition itself was very divided. At the time of the ratification of the treaties, the opposition - which voted against the treaties or abstained - and the government issued a common statement which defined some of the terms referred to in the treaties.⁴ It stated that only the FRG was party to the treaties, not the whole of a possible future Germany and that the rights and obligations of the four allied nations still continued in force.⁵ This limited the interpretation of the treaties.

³ Hillgruber, A.: op.cit. p.137
⁵ 'Entschliessungsantrag der Fraktionen der CDU/CSU, SPD und FDP zur 2. Beratung und Schlussabstimmung der Verträge der Bundesrepublik Deutschland mit der UdSSR und der VR Polen' printed in: Bundesministerium für innerdeutsche Beziehungen (ED), Texte Zur Deutschlandpolitik, Deutscher Bundesverlag, Bonn, 1972,
to a certain extent. A very similar limitation was
effected after the signing of the treaty between the two
German states in 1973, when the Bavarian Government tried
to have the treaty declared unconstitutional by the
Federal High Court. Although the court found the treaty
constitutional, it issued a declaration which said that
the borders between the two German states were comparable
to the borders between the German "Länder", and that
every West German government had to aim for a
reunification. These actions by the opposition and
their consequences show how very powerful the right wing
forces still were in the FRG, even though they were not
in government. This might have had the effect of limiting
the already considerably watered-down internal political
changes that the SPD was planning. Even though the
election in late 1972, which had to be called because the
coalition government had lost its majority by September,
brought a decisive victory for the SPD - which had gained
for the first and so far only time the largest number of
seats in parliament - the policies of the SPD show
considerable contradictions. Although the election
result seemed to indicate popular support for the
Brandt/Scheel foreign policies, the government might have
felt obliged to introduce some domestic political
measures to counteract the constant accusations of being

Bundesrepublik Deutschland in Quellen und Dokumenten,
op.cit. p.321
6 Bundesverfassungsgericht; Hillgruber, A.: op.cit. p.144
7 Neue Juristische Wochenzeitschrift, 1973, p.1539-1545;
Hillgruber, A.: op.cit. p.144-146
8 Hillgruber, A.: op.cit. p.141,147
pro-communist and endangering internal stability and security.\(^9\)

The internal political changes brought about by the Brandt government were not as socially innovative as many supporters had perhaps expected.\(^10\) Changes in the conditions of work (annual leave and sick leave arrangements) improved the position of manual workers vis-a-vis white-collar workers, but left the basic structure intact. The FDP suggested a slight increase in the representation of employees on the decision-making bodies of industry [Mitbestimmung], but stopped short of numerically equivalent representation.\(^11\) National service was cut from 18 to 15 months. In the area of education various changes were introduced which had partly been prepared during the time of the coalition between CDU/SPD under pressure from the heavy criticism from the APO [Ausser-Parlamentarische Opposition] Extra-Parliamentary Opposition, and the student movement. The very radical left fringe-group calling themselves the Red Army Faction led by Ulrike Meinhof and Andreas Baader had been active in the late sixties and early seventies.\(^12\) They saw themselves as revolutionaries wanting to smash the state by bringing its inherent contradictions to a

---

\(^9\) Hillgruber, A.: p.119-120; Wilharm, I.: op.cit. p.94
\(^12\) Bracher, K.D.: 'Politik und Zeitgeist, Tendenzen der siebziger Jahre' in: Bracher, K.D.: Geschichte der BRD, op.cit, p.339-342
climax, in order to then build a better society.\textsuperscript{13}

Already in 1972 the Chancellor and the heads of government of the Länder issued a decree which proclaimed that members of extreme organizations would from now on be barred from taking any employment as public servants and that public servants were forbidden to be members of such organizations.\textsuperscript{14} In the same year all the leaders of the Red Army Faction were arrested after the police had hunted them in an unprecedented manner.\textsuperscript{15} This hunt for the terrorists, which had entailed car checks by armed police on all major roads in the FRG and West-Berlin and an often biased portrayal of the suspects and their presumed supporters by the media, had helped to bring about an atmosphere of panic and hostility towards the suspects and anybody suspected of being sympathetic to terrorism amongst the population.

In some German states with SPD local governments the education system was reorganized. A new school type, the Gesamtschule, was introduced to narrow the gap between

\textsuperscript{13} Baader, who had been sentenced to prison for arson, was freed by supporters in 1970. The group organized themselves again under the leadership of Meinhof and Baader. Their activities in the two years following Baader's escape included robbing banks, organizing bomb-attacks on strategic targets, and an attack on a judge. Two members of the group were shot during police searches. Petra Schelm was killed 15.6.71 in Hamburg and Thomas Weisbecker 2.3.72, in Augsburg.

\textsuperscript{14} This was strictly speaking not a new legislation as there had been a decree in 1950/1 which forbade members of communist organizations access to the public service: Beschluss der Bundesregierung vom 19.9.1950, printed in Fülberth, G.: op.cit, p.83; Beschlüsse der Regierungschefs des Bundes und der Länder vom 28. Januar 1972, printed in Wilharm, I.: op.cit. p.96.

those children who, owing to an educated home environment, decided to go to a Gymnasium to qualify for university entry and those students from a lower socio-economic background who went to a Realschule to be trained as apprentices and skilled workers. The potential democratizing effect was lessened by the actions of the CDU state governments who supported the pressure groups of concerned upper middle-class parents who argued that their children would be disadvantaged by the lowering of standards in the Gesamtschule by the attendance of lower class students. The new school type did not replace the old dichotomy but was added as an alternative possibility.

By the early 1970's structural changes for the democratizing of the governing, administration and teaching programmes of the universities in the SPD-governed states had been introduced. These changes were the consequences of the concerted efforts of the APO during the late 60's. The new regulations led to an integration of the middle level academics into the structure of the universities. The uncurtailed power of the small groups of professors with permanent chairs was

17 Jäger, W.: op.cit. p.137
20 Bracher, K.D.: op.cit. p.301
21 Vorschatlgesetz für ein Niedersächsisches Gesamthochschulgesetz, 26.10.71.
briefly broken in a few institutions by the introduction of decision-making processes in which all staff, student representatives and administrators, as well as technical staff, participated on an equal basis.\textsuperscript{22} This was a very radical and sudden change for which the traditionally authoritarian system was not ready.\textsuperscript{23} When the professors of Lower Saxony tried to have the new power-sharing declared unconstitutional the Federal High Court agreed in 1973 and declared that, for decisions pertaining to academic research and teaching, the professors should be given half the votes. In decisions pertaining to the appointment of academic staff they should be given a majority.\textsuperscript{24} In teaching methods and subject choices a 'reaction' to the new philosophies started to set in by 1974 and a return to the traditional topics can be observed.\textsuperscript{25}

The opposition the government faced was very strong. This can be seen as one of the reasons for the failure of some policies and the watering down of others. Even though the election of 1972 provided the government with a firmer electoral base, this advantage was short lived. The Guillaume crisis, which forced the resignation of Brandt as Chancellor and the election of Scheel as

\textsuperscript{22} Bracher, K.D.: op.cit. p.304  
\textsuperscript{23} See for instance the discussion concerning the universities in the early 70's: 'Wir sind die Prügelknaben der Nation', Der Spiegel, 26/1971. p.34-38  
\textsuperscript{25} Hohendahl, P.U.: The Institution of Criticism, Cornell, New York, 1982 p.41; Bracher, K.D.: op.cit. p.308
President in 1974 spelled the end of the Brandt/Scheel era of international peace making. The SPD had, by the middle seventies, attracted a lot of criticism from its erstwhile supporters. Many intellectuals who had worked for the electoral success of the SPD in the last two elections now started to feel disappointed. The contradictory domestic policies were the main target of these criticisms. The public debate centered around legislation concerning the treatment of radicals [Radikalenerlass] and terrorists.

From early 1974 Chancellor Schmidt and Hans-Dietrich Genscher, now leader of the FDP, dominate the political life for the rest of the seventies with an emphasis on attempting to balance the budget, and maintain and further the economic position of the FRG in Europe and the world. The economic crisis of 1973/4 marks the beginning of tougher times for the less fortunate. Modernization and rationalization programmes made German export markets competitive but created pressure on the labour market and the social services due to the increasing marginalization of the more traditional trades and skills. Unemployment passed the post-war peak of

26 Günter Guillaume, a personal aid to Brandt had been found to be a GDR spy. He was imprisoned for espionage in the GDR and released after 7 1/2 years in October 1982. See also: Jäger, W.: op.cit. p.125
27 Jäger, W.: op.cit. p.127
28 This legislation was the topic of many speeches and comments by academics and intellectuals during the mid seventies. See also the anthology Berufsverbot, edited by W. Beutin, Th. Metscher and B. Meyer, Fischerhude, 1976
29 Jäger, W.: op.cit. p.125
30 Benz, W.: Die Bundesrepublik Deutschland, Fischer, Frankfurt, 1983, p.315-319
5.5% when it jumped 11% in 1975/6.\textsuperscript{31} Job creation programmes and cuts in public service spending marginally levelled it out. It must be noted, however, that the yearly increase in spending for the military defence budget during these years was maintained.\textsuperscript{32} Aid to third world nations was cut, which caused the minister for economic cooperation to resign in protest.\textsuperscript{33} In spite of the world-wide economic crisis or perhaps because of it, the Federal Republic developed more and more into a powerful economic nation of international standing. Schmidt is celebrated as a statesman of unusually high ability owing to his success in his international negotiations and inside the European Community.\textsuperscript{34} He strengthened the ties with the Nato powers and agreed to the FRG playing a larger military role. The government agreed with the more aggressive American policies towards the USSR, and participated in the arms race by accepting the positioning of medium range missiles with atomic warheads on German soil. The political reforms were slowed down, although some reforms which had no bearing on the financial situation were continued. The abortion legislation which had been started under Brandt was

\textsuperscript{31} Zöllner, D.: 'Sozialpolitik' in: Benz, W.: op.cit. p.317
\textsuperscript{34} 'Wir sind ein erstklassiger Partner' Der Spiegel, 1-2/1975, p.30-34.
Reforms of the divorce legislation replaced the guilt principle with that of marital break-down and legislation protecting tenants from unreasonable rent increases were passed in 1977 and 1975 respectively. The degree of self-regulation and shared decision-making was further reduced by regulations concerning the governing of universities and industry.

The terrorist question became more and more pressing in the next years. The arrested RAF group members protested against their isolation and separation from non-political prisoners by starting a hunger strike in 1973. When Jean-Paul Sartre visited Andreas Baader in prison in 1974 he made a statement claiming that the conditions under which the suspects were held were akin to torture. The sentences for the tried RAF members

35 Vogel, A.: 'Frauen und Frauenbewegung' in: Benz, W.: op.cit. p.88-89. The legal availability of abortions in the first 12 weeks of pregnancy for social reasons was introduced. Although this was not as liberal as the original legislation which had provided for legal abortions for any reason during the first 12 weeks, it constituted a liberalization if compared with the previous situation. This first version, Fristenlösung, had been declared unconstitutional by the Federal High Court in a judgment in 1975, Urteil des Bundesverfassungsgerichts zum Schwangerschaftsabbruch, 25.2.75. printed in: Fülberth, G.: Geschichte der Bundesrepublik in Quellen und Dokumenten, Pahl-Rugenstein, 1982/83, p.398


37 The new Hochschulrahmengesetz of 26.1.76. gave more power to professors than they had been given in 1973. The Mitbestimmungsgesetz of 4.5.76. made special concessions to the upper levels of white collar workers.

38 Letter by Jean-Paul Sartre to Der Spiegel, in: Der Spiegel, 1/1975. Earlier that year one member of the RAF, Holger Meins, had died in prison during a hunger strike and a prominent judge, Günter von Drenkman, was shot dead in Berlin. Through the kidnapping of the CDU member and leader of the party in Berlin, Peter Lorenz, early in
were very harsh, i.e. three times life imprisonment. In order to fight the assumed threat of the terrorist movement to the state system, the government passed various laws, strengthened those institutions concerned with gathering information and decided in 1977 to spend an extra 870 million DM on the fight against terrorism until 1981. These laws and regulations not only made the work of defence lawyers more difficult. Along with

1975, a number of terrorists were freed and flown to Yemen. Lorenz was set free as agreed. A further attempt to free RAF members in Sweden was unsuccessful. The trial of the four most prominent members of the group started in 1975, but before it ended Ulrike Meinhof was found dead in her cell on the 9.5.75. The official statement states death by hanging. A year later the Federal Director of Prosecutions, Siegfried Buback, who had been named as a target by the RAF, was murdered. See: 'Wir werden in den Durststreich treten' Interview with A. Baader, U. Meinhof, G. Ensslin and J-C Raspe, Der Spiegel, 4/1975, p.52-57, particularly p.54

39 In the same year Jürgen Ponto, the Chairman of the Dresdner Bank, was shot, Hans Martin Schleyer, the president of the Federal Associations of German Employer Organizations and German Industries, was kidnapped and a few weeks later a Lufthansa plane was hi-jacked on the way to Frankfurt. See: Wilharm, I.: op.cit. p.292. Both terrorist groups demanded the freedom of the sentenced RAF members. The German government rejected the demands. The passengers in the hi-jacked plane were freed by the action of a special commando raid. Several hours later, the imprisoned members of the RAF were found dead or dying in their cells - two had been shot. Suspicions of murder were raised publicly again, as had been done after Ulrike Meinhof's death - especially because the authorities had passed numerous laws to ensure the total isolation of the prisoners which was supposed to prevent any access to news, information or weapons. Licht in jede Ritze', Der Spiegel, 45/1977, p.30-34. The laws are: Vierzehntes Strafrechtsänderungsgesetz, 22.4.76., Gesetz zur Änderung des Einführungsgesetzes zum Gerichtsverfassungsgesetz, 30.9.77. The latest of these, called Kontaktsperrgesetz (contact barrier law), was introduced on 28.9.77. and passed already on 2.10.77. is printed in Wilharm, I.: op.cit. p.151-153

40 As mentioned in footnote 19, see also: Jäger, W.: op.cit. p.150. Bundeskriminalamt (Federal Criminal Office), Bundesgrenzschutz (Federal Border Police), Bundesamt für Verfassungsschutz (Federal Bureau for the Protection of the Constitution)
the Radikalenerlass, they enabled the state to place the activities of any citizen under an unprecedented degree of surveillance. The appearance of public figures accompanied by armed guards brandishing machine guns helped to impress the public with the urgency of the legislation and regulations. In 1979 a law to protect the citizens from unjustified surveillance by the state came into force, but was widely felt to be insufficient. 41

In the area of culture, the change from the more progressive policies of the early seventies to those of the middle and late seventies were felt by many authors, artists, academics and critics. The growing public suspicion towards leftist intellectuals because of their suspected agreement with the aims, if not the means, of the terrorists was one of the social consequences of the implementation of the new legislation. 42 In the Federal Republic, not only state administrators are public servants but all teaching positions from primary to tertiary level fall under this category. The access to those positions was now restricted by the Radikalenerlass. But those already in such positions also had to fear investigation. The academic freedom to choose subjects and methods was now seriously threatened. 43 Owing to the highly sophisticated connections between all the Federal data banks and due to the access to this data

41 Jäger, W.: op.cit. p.152
43 Scrutiny of library borrowing records was included in the investigations.
given to the Federal investigatory bodies in order to fight terrorism, all public servants could consider themselves watched. In addition to this, the new climate brought out a stronger, very critical attitude towards progressive writers and their works. Here right-wing media critics like Hans Habe and Kurt Ziesel played a leading role. During the seventies various writers, authors, publishers and artists had to go to court in order to defend themselves against accusations of distributing inflammatory or unconstitutional or defaming material. This had become possible under new legislation which gave the state sweeping powers to prosecute people not just for showing and distributing material which called for some illegal action, but also for buying, announcing the appearance of, or praising such material. The categories 'inflammatory', 'unconstitutional' or 'defaming' were defined very widely.

In the late seventies, then, an atmosphere of neo-anticommunism and a related, general hostility towards intellectuals in domestic politics matched new international policies of the government. In 1978 the

49 Vierzehntes Strafrechtsänderungsgesetz, 22.4.76. printed in Wilharm, I.: op.cit. p.128-130
46 Chancellor Schmidt announced in 1976 that Italy would no longer receive economic aid if the new government included the communist party. Fülbeth, G.: Leitfaden., p.92
cfiairman of the German Writers' Organization (VS), Bernt Engelmann, described the situation:

Apart from the persecution of demagogues after the murder of the privy councillor August von Kotzebue in the spring of 1819 and the witch hunt of intellectuals with subsequent book burning, there has in more recent German history not been a campaign against writers comparable to the one against the 'sympathizers with the terror' which reached its climax in the hot autumn of 1977.

Already in the early seventies literary areas had been given more than the usual attention. This can be explained as being a consequence of the 1968 student movement. Writers and journalists became more aware of their social and political position in a capitalist society and started to organize to change it. After the founding of an association for writers (VS) under Heinrich Böll's motto: "Ende der Bescheidenheit" in 1969, the titles and spirit of their meetings during the seventies indicate a growing awareness of their social needs and political role in society. Although the government made a considerable effort to assess the financial situation of writers, their situation remained largely unchanged. The findings suggested that writers had no financial security or independence, that they had no social security in case of illness or old age.

47 'Regler und Rente, Arnfried Astel berichtet vom Bundeskongress des VS' Konkret, 12/1978, p.38
48 'Let's stop being unassuming!'
49 Verband deutscher Schriftsteller in der IG Druck und Papier: VS Informationen, Stuttgart, 4/1978
50 A series of publications such as: K. Fohrbeck and A.J. Wiesand Autorenreport Rowohlt Verlag, 1972. Bibliotheken und Bibliothekstantienten Verlag Dokumentation, 1974, were part of an inquiry initiated by the government into the social situation of writers and artists.
age, that they were at the mercy of their publishers and their market orientated decisions, and that most had to supplement their earnings by working in an unsecured contract situation for other media. Only a few very successful authors, who could reach a degree of independence, were exceptions to these findings.

During the discussions between the writers, their organizations and the state authorities, the media played an important role. Predictably the issue of the freedom of the press and what should be understood by that term was often part of the debates. Since the late sixties, when the structure of the press and its tendency to become concentrated in the hands of a few big monopoly-holding publishers had been brought into the public eye by students demonstrating against the Springer consortium, the question of how to ensure a well-balanced net of printed information for the whole of the FRG has not been settled satisfactorily. Furthermore there are still unclear areas in the ways the freedom of the press is defined. The impression can be gained that this freedom is little more than a one-way-street: the media is free to inform, comment and distribute the information, but there is no automatic right for the public to gain access to information or comment, nor any automatic right to reply or reject, if information is regarded as false, misleading or damaging. The practices of the Bild-Zeitung, one of the tabloid papers of the

51 Bracher, K.D.: 'Politik und Zeitgeist' in: Bracher, K.D.: op.cit. (Bd. 5/1) p.296
Springer consortium, has come under heavy criticism in regard to misinformation and inflammatory reporting.  

In order to understand the position of the press and its workers, which is central not only to this part of my analysis but also to later parts, it is necessary to sketch briefly the structure of the press in the FRG.

In 1976, 374 papers and 4704 periodicals were published in the FRG. Of 23.5 million copies 13.3 were delivered to subscribers and 10.2 were bought on the street. The types of daily papers available can be divided into those which are read in a local area only and those which are published federally and have no local coverage at all. There are three dailies which are produced for a Federal readership, namely the Frankfurter Allgemeine Zeitung, the Bild-Zeitung and Die Welt. The Bild-Zeitung dominates the market with an edition of 2,859,263, compared to editions ranging between 150,000 and 200,00 for the two other papers. Two papers have a local as well as a Federal readership. These are

52 Jochen Noll points out that the sales of Bild plummeted severely during the late sixties and that it lost 900,000 copies in daily sales up to 1971, but that it had caught up by 76 when it sold more than ever before. Noll, J.: Die deutsche Tagespresse, Campus Verlag, Frankfurt/New York, 1977, p.12-13. See also: Alberts, J.: Massenpresse als Ideologiefabrik am Beispiel 'Bild' Frankfurt, Athenäum, 1972; Walraff, G.: Der Aufmacher - der Mann, der bei Bild Hans Esser war Kiepenheuer und Witsch, Köln, 1977
53 Thomas, M.W.: (Editor) Porträts der deutschen Presse Verlag Volker Spiess, Berlin, 1980, p.7
54 The statistical data referred to here is based on Noll, J.: Die deutsche Tagespresse Campus Verlag, Frankfurt, New York, 1977
Frankfurter Rundschau and Süddeutsche Zeitung whose Federal editions do, however, not exceed one quarter of the total edition which is for Süddeutsche Zeitung 261,743 and for Frankfurter Rundschau 145,925 copies. The second criterion for distinguishing the type of paper concerns the place of purchase. So-called "street papers" are dependent on catching the eye of the customer and are therefore more interested in the very latest issues and their more sensationalist sides than the subscriber papers. The "street-papers" produced under 15% of the total turn-over of dailies but constitute 30% of the total numbers of dailies sold. The Springer group, which owns Bild and Die Welt, dominates the market with 26-28% of copies of all dailies i.e. 5 million copies and 16% of turn-over. The second biggest group is the Westdeutsche Allgemeine Zeitung, a subscriber paper, located in the most densely populated area of the Federal Republic, the Ruhrgebiet, with 1,2 million copies and 8% of the total turn-over. The WAZ developed a monopoly position during the seventies by buying up smaller, less economically viable papers. This is the pattern for the whole of the FRG. In 33% of country and city areas there is only one regional paper available. A law which forbade further take-overs of small papers by larger papers was passed in 1976 and has largely stopped this development.

56 Gesetz gegen Wettbewerbsbeschränkungen erweitert um eine spezielle Pressefusionskontrolle, Act against Restraints of Competition, English text published in: Schweitzer, C-C. et al: Politics and Government in the
1976 and 1978 30 attempts for further take-overs were rejected. This does not, however, improve the already existing monopoly situations.

A second factor prevents full independence for the press in the FRG. The manner in which papers are connected, interrelated and organized, either by belonging to a large newspaper-group which shares financial and editorial arrangements or by belonging to editorial syndicates which share editorial units. Even though these syndicates enable smaller papers to cover a wide field of information which would normally be beyond their editorial capacities, within these editorial syndicates the edition of only one paper often dominates to such a degree that the other papers cannot be regarded as independent units. There were 12 editorial syndicates in the FRG in 1970, 5 of which were dominated by the contents of only one paper.

The degree of monopolization and syndication of the press in the FRG has severe implications for the real freedom of the press and availability of choice for the reader. Although freedom to publish is granted to every citizen of the country, the practical situation tells a different story. The fact that profits need to be made, and are of great importance to the editors and owners of

57 Flottau, H.: op. cit. p.31
58 Ossorio-Cappella, C.: Der Zeitungsmarkt in der BRD, Athenäum, Frankfurt, 1972, p.115
59 Article 5 in the Basic Law
the papers, seriously curtails the freedom of journalists who have to stay within the parameters set by their editors and their readers' preferences.\textsuperscript{60} The quality of reporting is directly related to the number of press agencies the paper can subscribe to, the number of independent correspondents it can maintain and how widely spaced these are geographically. The expense involved forces smaller papers to rely more and more on the material available from big press syndicates and direct their staff to concentrate on local issues. The number of papers who are able to maintain an independently working reporting staff has shrunk from 225 in 1958 to 117 in 1978.\textsuperscript{61} The fact that an ever higher percentage of the production cost has to be covered by advertisements, which are cheaper to produce the greater the number of copies published, favors the economic viability of bigger and bigger papers. The dice seem to be loaded against the existence of smaller papers. Suggested solutions include separating advertising business from reporting, or forcing editors to consider not only their profit margins before they agree to a take-over but the more important issue of the maintenance of choice for the readers.\textsuperscript{62}

\textsuperscript{60} Although the \textit{Wiesbadener Leitlinien liberaler Medienpolitik} referred to various ways in which a press freedom could be maintained, (they were worked out by the FDP and published in 1973, text published in \textit{Rundfunk und Fernsehen}, 21/1973, pp.435-446) so-called 'internal press freedom' has not been guaranteed by any law. The maintenance of competition between publishing houses is supposedly achieved by Art. 23 of the Act against Restraints of Competition.

\textsuperscript{61} Flottau, H.: op.cit. p.25

\textsuperscript{62} Ossorio-Cappella, C.: \textit{Der Zeitungsmarkt in der BRD}, Athenäum, Frankfurt, 1972, p.345, 346

Flottau, H. op.cit. p.36
The 1970's were, then, a period of accelerated change in many areas of the FRG. The challenge which the election of the SPD government constituted for the new oppositional forces was very pronounced. The power base of the conservatives proved, even when they were out of government, very strong. The stress under which the SPD government had to operate increasingly during the first half of the decade is some measure of this. This was, combined with the economic crisis, one strong reason for the re-shaping of the government and its policies in the second half of the 70's. The constellations of the political parties had their correlations in the resulting policies and laws. The manner in which these laws were justified, publicized and popularized makes the study of the media of this period an interesting task. The media itself was, however, under increasing stress. The public's need for balanced information was increasingly expected to be met by one publication as competing smaller papers were taken over by larger organizations.

My study of the reception of some of Heinrich Böll's novels has taken this wider field of media and politics into consideration because literary criticism as practised in the FRG during the 1970's participates in the dynamics of media and politics. The manner is which literary criticism, as a cultural practice, can become politically functional is at the centre of my analysis.
Before the reception patterns of the three novels mentioned above are analysed, the social history of literary criticism as practised in Germany from the Enlightenment up to the 1970's needs to be described. This history will provide the necessary theoretical background for the reception analysis in Chapters Four, Five and Six.
PART II
A: POWER AND LITERARY CRITICISM

CHAPTER THREE

ANALYSIS OF THE HISTORY OF LITERARY CRITICISM IN THE FEDERAL REPUBLIC OF GERMANY

The fact that very few German histories of literary criticism have been written so far and that the few accounts, which relate the history of the discourse to its political and social uses and effects only appeared after 1967, is an indication of how entrenched the tradition of a silent selectivity is. The literary traditions and canons have through many centuries appeared as 'self-selecting', 'organically growing', 'naturally enduring' to the casual observer. That an intricate net of selective processes is continuously favouring certain texts and not others and how this net is constituted and what relationships there might be between the selections and other areas of society has

Hohendahl, P.U. (Hrsg): Geschichte der deutschen Literaturkritik Metzler, Stuttgart, 1985. Lämmert, E., Killy, W., Conrady, K.O. and Polenz, P.v.: Germanistik - eine deutsche Wissenschaft, Suhrkamp, first appeared 1967. In the following I shall often refer to Hohendahl's writing as he is a scholar who has worked on a history of literary criticism from a point of view which is relevant to my approach.
until recently been outside the mainstream of academic inquiry.2

It is then all the more fascinating to find that from the inception of literary criticism in Germany, one of its dominant characteristics has been a selective literary tradition based on the application of subjective value judgments more or less obviously clad with a layer of mechanisms professing objectivity. Literary criticism, from its beginnings taking on institutionalized form, maintained a tradition of support of the philosophical and political underpinnings of the dominating political powers which were, through the centuries, often not on the side of truly democratic concerns.3 This does not mean that there has never been a criticism which had the interest of the underprivileged at its center. There were many thinkers through the centuries who developed valiant efforts to change criticism into a tool for a more liberal, democratic, socially fair society. The manner in which they saw themselves using this tool and how much participation from the 'audience', 'public', or 'reader' they planned

2 One can therefore be all the more pleased about the arrival of books like Monika Dimpfl's Literarische Kommunikation and Gebrauchswert, Bouvier, Bonn, 1981, which is a very careful theoretical analysis of the social uses of literary communications.
for in their proposals is often an indication of how effective their projects would be. At other times, the authoritarian interference of political state powers in the form of censorship, publication prohibition, anti-minority legislation and later, after 1815, the monopolization of the book-trade and newsmedia prevented some more radical structural changes from becoming established. At all times, the fact that criticism functioned as an institution imposed its own limitations.

It will be the task of this chapter to give a more detailed analysis of these claims. The following, necessarily brief discussion will roughly follow a temporal order, even though the thinkers described cannot be seen as striktly following one another in such an order.

1. Social origins of criticism

As noted in chapter 1. the term 'literary criticism' in German refers to two different activities: to the production of book reviews for the literary pages of newspapers and periodicals called Literaturkritik and to criticism in the English sense, in Germany now mostly university-based, referred to as Literaturwissenschaft.

The split between more popular and academic literary

criticism means that the history of both as well as their relationship to each other needs to be examined.

The dichotomization of literature and its criticism in Germany can be traced to various beginnings. One starting point is the reaction of established writers and literary theoreticians to the expanding popular book-market in the later 18th and early 19th century.5 Another is the manner in which the literary discipline was established as an academic discipline at the German universities in the middle of the 19th century and how the discipline was closely tied to the concept of the national spirit.6 In both situations the discourse reacted to certain social challenges. The manner in which these challenges were overcome or accommodated has had certain consequences for the discipline which can still be felt today.

In Germany, the end of the 18th century can be pinpointed as the beginning of literary criticism as we

understand it now, namely as public communication about literature. 7

To describe the enormous social, political, philosophical and technological changes which brought about its development is impossible within the boundaries of this project. In much abbreviated form the following points must be seen as decisive. The enormous changes in all areas of society which the French Revolution had on Europe are surely the most important. 8 The political changes following the new bourgeois economic production patterns, the philosophies of the Enlightenment and of the French Revolution, the spread of literacy, the development of the iron printing press, and the developing book market are all areas which must be mentioned. Some of these factors need further elaboration.

The political changes which permitted the development of a 'public' were closely tied to the changes in production and the opening up of commercial markets and trade centres, organized by state laws and organizations. 9 As Habermas has described, the gradual

restructuring of production through private enterprise and the growing state apparatus first gave rise to the concept of 'private' as publicly relevant from the end of the 17th century.\textsuperscript{10} The development of the press runs parallel to this change, as a wide net of communication became a necessity for a smoothly running trade and manufacturing system.

The spread of literacy had started in the beginning of the 18th century with the passing of legislation to promote wider generalized public schooling in some German states, even though this legislation became well established and adhered to only in the early 19th century.\textsuperscript{11} A market for books was developing gradually from the 18th century onwards with Leipzig as its centre.\textsuperscript{12}

2. The Enlightenment

a) Immanuel Kant

The beginning of a discourse relating to public communication about literature in Germany can be seen as starting with the philosophies of the Enlightenment.

Although developing later than in France and England, in Germany these philosophies promoted the public application of reason in all areas. Immanuel Kant (1724-1804) proclaimed in 1781 that this was the 'age of criticism'. He distinguished between the public and the private use of reason. The private use was seen as narrowed by the demands for obedience from the absolutist state authorities, the public, however, was considered free. Remembering that the concept of 'private' is at this time referring mostly to those areas which are now beginning to be understood as relevant to a larger, more autonomous group of people, distinct from the state or church authorities, it is easier to understand its use by Kant.

Through this strange dualism, which is typical of absolutism, Kant ensures freedom of thought for critical reason and thus turns it into a public authority with a tendency to expand its authority to the areas of religion and state.

It was however, strictly forbidden to publicly criticize or even discuss the state administration, so that the public and 'free' debate about art, literature and drama can be seen as taking on the role of a political substitute.

14 Gebhardt, P.: op.cit. p.99
In this manner the security of the state authority was ensured whilst enlightened debate was possible as well. Protection by a state authority is still seen as necessary by Kant for smooth social progress.\textsuperscript{16} In his \textit{Kritik der Urteilskraft}, Kant attempts to overcome the contradiction between the apparent arbitrariness of individual tastes and a generally valid norm of criticism. He acknowledges that beauty is always tied to a subjective reaction and is never objectively present.\textsuperscript{17} Beauty - as distinct from mere useful or pleasant phenomena, which are connected to desires of possession in the beholder - is not tied to any subjective interests or desires.\textsuperscript{18} Its contemplation provides a higher pleasure which does not strive towards satisfaction. In the articulation of the value judgment of beauty, the subjective reaction becomes generally validated. These judgments of taste can thus be described as having a 'subjective general validity'.\textsuperscript{19} In the articulation of this judgment the speaker/critic becomes a representative of all others and thus a general validity of aesthetic value is ensured. The idea of a generally valid aesthetic notion of criticism is then inherent in each critical act which claims to invite agreement from all participants, readers etc.\textsuperscript{20} Kant therefore demands that critics think

\textsuperscript{17} Kant, I.: \textit{Kritik der Urteilskraft}, Philosophische Bibliothek, Hamburg, 1961, p.9, 34
\textsuperscript{18} Kant, I.: op.cit. p.48
\textsuperscript{19} ibid. p.49
\textsuperscript{20} Berghahn, K.L.: op.cit. p.37
independently, representatively for others and true to
themselves.21

Kant's theories integrate the growing demand for
public accountability with notions of absolutist
authority and a general validity which effectively
ensures only a gradual social change under the guidance
of both the state and an educated elite which is seen as
representing the interests of the 'public'.22

b) Johann Christoph Gottsched and the debate about
the audience

Johann Christoph Gottsched (1700-1766), a professor
of 'World-wisdom and Rhetoric' tried to formulate a
scientific theory of literary production and criticism.
His major work, Versuch einer critischen Dichtkunst,
tried to give advice to poets, writers and critics. He
based his theories on the application of reason which
will unfailingly produce the correct solution to all
problems. "The rules are merely expressions of healthy
reason about that which is suitable in art or not."23

21 Kant, I.: op.cit. p.145
22 Grimminger, R.: 'Die Utopie der vernünftigen Lust' in:
Bürger, C.: Aufklärung und literarische Öffentlichkeit,
op.cit. p.129-30
23 'Die Regeln sind ja nur Aussprüche einer gesunden
Vernunft von dem, was sich in Kunstwerken schicket, oder
nicht.' Gottsched, J.C.: 'Beyträge zur kritischen
Historie der deutschen Sprache, Poesie und
Beredsamkeit', V111, p.155
This appeal to reason constituted a step away from the previously dominant aesthetic theories which were based on the authority of the antique classic. It provided no convincing solution to the problem of 'bad' taste, which was later found to be prevalent in a growing number of readers. This was, at the beginning of the Enlightenment, not conceived as a pressing problem. Gottsched and his contemporaries saw themselves as leading the way to a new rationally organized publicly legitimized way of life. 24

The public debate concerning matters of literature was participated in by a new group consisting of well educated public servants, doctors, parsons, officers, professors and other teachers. The critics saw themselves as both representing and educating the 'public'. The public sphere was, however, not constituted by a majority or even a representative social group. 25

The ability to read, however much for any person a natural prerequisite of any participation in the public sphere, did not suffice by far.

In order to be able to participate in the literary life one had to be educated enough to understand the cultural products as reader or listener and to follow the debates; and one had to be rich enough to be able to afford the purchase of books and visits to the theatre. The largest parts of the city and

country population which formed a second diffused public towards the end of the century, however, was lacking both education and prosperity. This (public) was more interested in entertainment and distraction than in critical discussion about literature. Publishers with a keen business sense soon fitted in with its taste. 26

On the one hand, the spectacular increase in the sales of printed matter, newspapers, magazines and more and more novels satisfied the growing need for reading material in the new literate masses, on the other it constituted a challenge to the enlightened philosophies. 27 Many of the critics and thinkers considered the material which was consumed in growing quantities by the common people as lacking the quality and content which they themselves found desirable. According to the literary principles of the times, which were from now on pronounced more and more often, the lack of quality led to an undesirable effect on the readers namely a release of sentimentality without the obligatory moral and educational lesson.

There were others, however, who saw the situation in

26 'Um am literarischen Leben teilnehmen zu können, musste man gebildet genug sein, um als Leser oder Zuschauer die Kulturprodukte verstehen und die Diskussion verfolgen zu können; und man musste reich genug sein, um sich Bücherkäufe und Theaterbesuche leisten zu können. An Bildung und Besitz jedoch mangelte es dem grössten Teil der städtischen und ländlichen Bevölkerung, die gegen Ende des Jahrhunderts sich zu einem zweiten diffusen Publikum formierte. Dieses interessierte sich mehr für Unterhaltung und Zerstreuung als für kritische Diskussionen über Literatur. Seinem Geschmack entsprachen bald geschäftstüchtige Verleger.' Berghahn, K.L.: op.cit. p.18

reverse. They lamented the existence of an educated elite who continued to write for itself and refused to take the needs of the wider public into consideration.

This educated little band of learners and learned which comprises some 20,000 people despises the other 20 million people who also speak German so heartily that it does not bother to write for them.  

Suggestions for poets concentrated on the manner in which a moral effect on the audience could be achieved. This was thought to be possible only by a balance between intellect and emotion. In art, the illusion of reality was to be portrayed so convincingly that the audience could fully empathize and have a truly felt emotional/moral response. Even though the writer/poet had to stay very rational about the manner in which this effect was planned and achieved, the audience could and should react subjectively and even irrationally. The audience is seen as in need of guidance which the publicly operating 'art-judge', as the literary critic is called during this time, provides. The audience is, in principle, able to come to the same conclusion about a literary piece as the critic, its literary tastes have, however, no bearing on the critics. Critics have been

trained and are in the possession of the philosophical rules applicable to art, which they use according to rigorous rational principles in order to build up general norms and principles. While in France and England a sensual theory of taste was promoted by Joseph Addison and Jean Baptiste Dubos who tried to include the emotional reactions of an untrained audience in the critical evaluation, Gottsched and even his critics, the Swiss Johann Jakob Bodmer (1696-1783) and his close friend Johann Jakob Breitinger (1701-1776) agreed that the so-called 'sixth sense' of an untrained reader was much too unreliable to be acceptable as a judgment of literary value. Only the learned specialist could assess the value of art.  

The Enlightenment critics, then, recommended the use of literature for the ennobling and morally uplifting effect it would have on the readers. They wanted to expand and shape the public sphere through literature and their critical efforts.

The institution of criticism as it is constituted in the Enlightenment, mediates between work and public in such a way that the critic speaks for the audience which comes together as a literary public through the permanent discussions, in order to inform itself about itself and a reasonable way of living. This literary argumentation is always secretly political and aims at the constitution of a bourgeois public sphere.

30 Berghahn, K.L.: op. cit. p.28
32 'Die Institution der Kritik, wie sie sich in der Aufklärung konstituiert, vermittelt zwischen Werk und Publikum, und zwar so, dass der Kritiker für das Publikum spricht, das sich durch die permanente Diskussion zur literarischen Öffentlichkeit zusammenschliesst, um sich über sich selbst und eine vernünftige Lebenspraxis zu verstehen. Dieses literarische Räsonnement ist, ..., immer verdeckt politisch und zielt auf die Herstellung
They were not prepared for the effects the commercial exploitation of the growing interest in reading would have on their ideals. Their concept of the 'public' or audience was naive, in that it excluded to a large extent any non-educated person, they therefore expected the expanding book trade to achieve their goals without any difficulties. No provision was made for a gradual development of the 'correct' attitudes, or an enlargement of that social group which could function as a truly representative public. The emotional initial response, to which they had restricted the reaction of the untrained audience, backfired as it was exactly this unchecked emotionality which the market exploited. The following aesthetic theories tried to account for some difference in the correct and incorrect manner in which art should be defined, how it should be produced, and more importantly, how much note the writer should take of the audiences' tastes and what the correct manner of enjoyment of art was. All of these rules had hitherto been unchallenged and had remained 'practicable' and functioning for centuries. An important reason for the changes must be seen in the position which some contemporary writers took up against the new sentimental

einer bürgerlichen Öffentlichkeit.' Berghahn, K.L.: op.cit. p.16
34 Schulte-Sasse, J.: Die Kritik and der Trivialliteratur, op.cit. p.66
literature. Various critics had differing theories about who was to blame for the break-down of the old values. Johann George Sulzer (1720-1779) blamed the new breed of writers, who wrote emotionally charged novels for a growing book-market. Johann Christoph Friedrich Bährrens blamed the new readers and their desires to have only their emotion catered for. When it became apparent that the new readers were consciously seeking out this new type of light literature, and that it was consciously produced by writers for this purpose, the theories for its existence changed. Johann Gottfried Hoche (1763-1836) saw it as a parallel but opposite system to genuine art and formulated theories which accommodate a dual literature with different aims. The concentration on emotional empathy which was so central to the aesthetic theories of the effects of literature during the enlightenment, was now beginning to be rejected in favour of reason. Karl Phillip Moritz (1756-1793) and Marcus Herz (1747-1803) developed this theme further and saw the manner in which art could be produced and enjoyed as dominated either by egoistic, self-centered greed for pleasure or a detached, unconscious contemplation of the art which led to a

35 Möller, H.: op.cit. p.46
37 Bährrens, J.C.F.: Über den Werth der Empfindsamkeit, besonders in Rücksicht auf die Romane, Halle, 1786
39 Johann August Eberhard in Schulte-Sasse, J.: Die Kritik an der Trivialliteratur, op.cit. p.60
higher form of pleasure. This is related to Friedrich Schiller's later transference of the ethical concepts of spirit and sensuality into aesthetics.

c) Gotthold Ephraim Lessing and Friedrich Nicolai

Gotthold Ephraim Lessing (1729-1781) was one of the best known professional critics of his time. He rejected the dryly rationalistic theories of Gottsched and conceived of the critic as a mediator between the educated lay-reader and the aesthetic and philosophical principles of literature. He saw his task as representation and education of the literary interested public. In order to inspire independent thinking he provided a lively polemical criticism which was engaging the public in the debate of literary values. He saw criticism as providing an opportunity for the intellect to be active, and feuded publicly with many of his contemporary writers and critics, often coming close to being openly political. His polemical style has been described as the reaction of a frustrated political activist to the limitations of censorship.

The polemic tone of Lessing's critiques isn't only a style, but can be explained from the political-social situation of the German Enlightenment. The separation between state-political and private-moral sphere under absolutism led to a restriction of criticism to seemingly unpolitical areas such as

philosophy, art and literature. ... As the relations of power could not be criticized let alone be changed, only the substitute action of the intellect remained, which therefore explains the polemical edge of the critiques.\footnote{Der polemische Ton von Lessings Kritiken ist daher nicht nur ein Stilzug,..., er erklärt sich vielmehr,..., aus der politisch-gesellschaftlichen Situation der deutschen Aufklärung. Die unter dem Absolutismus erzwungene Trennung zwischen staatlich-politischer und privat-moralischer Sphäre führte dazu, dass Kritik sich auf die scheinbar unpolitischen Gebiete wie Philosophie, Kunst und Literatur beschränkte. ... Da sich die Herrschaftsverhältnisse nicht kritisieren geschweige denn verändern liessen, blieb es bei den Ersatzhandlungen des Geistes, was eben auch die polemische Schärfe der Kritiken erklärt.' Berghahn, K.L.: op. cit. p.44
43 \textit{ibid.} Friedrich Nicolai in March 1762

Strict censorship and authoritarian state systems gave the enlightened critics only a short lead.\footnote{\textit{Möl-ler, H.: op.cit. p.57, for a detailed description of censorship during the 18th century see: Kiesel, H., München, F.: Gesellschaft und Literatur im 18. Jahrhundert, Beck, München, 1977, p.104-122}} Some were at times refused permission to publish.\footnote{\textit{ibid.} Friedrich Nicolai in March 1762}

During Lessing's life-time the debate about 'taste' in connection with what was derisively referred to as the 'reading rage' or the 'reign of books' became ever more pressing as artists and critics of the Enlightenment saw their attempts to improve the public taste thwarted by a successful, commercially inspired book trade which increasingly learned to exploit genuine but unfulfilled needs for the sake of profit. Lessing, like those of his contemporaries who were mentioned above, became ever more furious and frustrated at the public's low intellectual, moral and cultural standards. Friedrich Nicolai (1733-1811) is an exception. He devoted his life, in the true
Enlightened manner, to the spreading of information about literature. He edited the enormous Allgemeine Deutsche Bibliothek, a review magazine, from 1765 to 1806, refusing for years, when the sheer number of books in need of reviews became more and more unmanageable, to make any kind of selection. He, in contrast to most of his colleagues, maintained a conviction of the need for literature to be socially relevant and aware, and for its discourse to be generally comprehensible. About this he feuded with both Johann Wolfgang von Goethe (1749-1832) and Friedrich Schiller (1759-1805), who in his eyes displayed a lamentable lack of interest in the needs of the common people. In this he foreshadowed to a certain extent the very short-lived Sturm und Drang movement with its keen interest in folklore and its radical turning to a wider audience.

During the Enlightenment, criticism was conceived of in a typically paedagogic manner. It had to come to terms almost immediately, however, with the contradictions of its own philosophy. The book and its potential for influencing people turned against instructive intentions as did the attitude of sentimental appreciation of art.

44 He wrote a parody of Goethe's Die Leiden des jungen Werther called Die Freuden des jungen Werther, criticizing the moral and social dangers he saw in Goethe's piece. He also reviewed Schiller's literary magazine Horen unfavourably, calling it esoteric and elitist.

45 It is interesting that Nicolai was ridiculed by the Early Romantics and was from then on mostly forgotten. Wellek's history of literary criticism only mentions him in passing and does not attempt to clarify Nicolai's position within his epoch. Wellek, R.: op.cit. vol 1. p.148
The characteristic traits of this situation for criticism were: an idealized notion of paedagogy, moral effects of literature on the public, based on the concept of passive sentimentality which was a prerequisite to any response to literature. This was counterbalanced partly by an elitist notion of a generalizing public reason, growing out of a philosophical split between public and private application of reason. Public reason was, however, linked to the ideal public sphere which never actually existed. These contradictions have shaped parts of literary critical discourse until today.

3. The Weimar Classic

Criticism of the Weimar Classic, dominated by Schiller and Goethe, moved more and more away from the wider audience. Art began to become autonomous, independent from any wider social phenomena. The two great writers did not care much for the lowly tastes of their more common contemporaries and turned to rigorously high aesthetic ideals, fully conscious of their ensuing isolation. They developed the idea of a classic, timeless national literature which they envisaged they were preparing. When they realized, however, that the social and intellectual situation in Germany was not capable of producing such a literature without major social and political upheaval similar to that of the French Revolution, they preferred to postpone their project.46

46 'Wir wollen die Umwälzungen nicht wünschen, die in Deutschland klassische Werke vorbereiten könnten.'
They proclaimed a writer's need to withdraw from all worldly concerns. Criticism under their influence developed more into an exchange between a small learned elite. Their magazines, Schiller's *Horen* and Goethe's *Propyläen*, tried to establish an enclave of unchanging, classical values and artistic excellence, through which freedom was seen to be achieved eventually. The aesthetic rules which served Goethe and Schiller are further removed from social reality than ever before, even though they still have a proclaimed social relevance. The actual audience is a small, highly selected group. As they saw art as autonomous, these thinkers no longer needed the legitimation of their theories by a functioning public.

Schiller, like many of his contemporaries, underwent a development extending from an enthusiastic appraisal of the sentimental and entertaining in literature to its complete rejection. The legitimacy of a need for entertainment which the bourgeoisie expressed with their

---


48 Gebhardt, P. op.cit. p.89

49 Schulte-Sasse, J.: *Die Kritik*. op.cit., p.75
preference for light literature was rejected by these thinkers, who began to think of low- and middle-brow literature as 'Unkunst'.\(^{50}\) Empathy which had in Classicism and the Enlightenment still been a prerequisite for any true relationship to art was now frowned upon as a lack of nobility.\(^{51}\)

After the French Revolution, and no doubt in reaction to it, Schiller and Goethe and some members of the group of Early Romantic critics criticized any form of production and reception of literature which, in their eyes, brought forth an unmediated direct response. Reacting to the continually increasing volume and success of the modern mass literature they tried to emphasize the spirituality and detachment of what they understood as the proper reception.\(^{52}\) This led to a purely academic and spiritual treatment of literature and prevented it from being consciously and openly put to social use as Johann Gottfried Herder (1744-1803) had still suggested when he proposed to use the study of German language as a strengthening bond for the German nation.\(^{53}\) High-brow literature is then fixed in its relationship to 'the

---

51 Schulte-Sasse, J.: Die Kritik.. op. cit. p.81-2
52 ibid, p.118-122
Spirit' and low-brow literature in its relationship to uncritical sensuality.  

4. Romanticism

The Romantic period in German literature is a very complex phenomenon. The influences of the French Revolution and the Napoleonic Wars, the rising of new technologies and developing capitalism make this a many faceted period. Literary and philosophical analyses of the period are often plagued by the many contradictions which it contains. These contradictions, however, can be seen as a mere indication of the complexities which are still in need of analysis. In the following, I had to oversimplify, as the scope of this thesis does not allow for detailed treatment.

In the debate surrounding criticism during the Romantic period, one can detect an attempt to 'save' criticism from the demands put on it by political/material interests. Sadly the project was doomed to failure. The Early Romantics, reacting to the mechanistic and rationalist social changes imposed on them by the increasingly aggressive commercial domination of life, developed a philosophy which aimed at finding a different centre for existence. The increasing control over daily life which the spreading movement towards more

54 Schulte-Sasse, J.: Die Kritik .. op.cit. p.74
efficient commercial production imposed, was registered with horror by this group. The bourgeois concepts of profit and efficiency seemed to threaten all traditional spiritual values. They rejected any functionality of art, trying to sever it from any one-dimensional social use. The enjoyment of art for the sake of entertainment and relief was interpreted as its exploitation. Art was seen as a kind of opposite to usefulness. A total commitment to art was the only proper attitude which would foster the kind of changes in a person which were necessary for the development of a new society with truly moral values. This was not a practical political aim addressed to a real or imagined public, but a more idealistic attitude which was meant to build an ideal society by its anarchistic rejection of the dominating social and intellectual values of organizing rules and economic efficacy.

56 The poet Friedrich von Hardenberg using the pseudonym Novalis, who invented the symbol of the blue flower, has been called the truest representative of the first Romantic school. His historical essay *Die Christenheit oder Europa*, is said to have influenced the historic and religious thinking of the early Romantics. The Schlegel brothers, Ludwig Tieck and his friend J.J. Wackenroder, Caroline Schelling, J.G. Fichte were all associated with the group in Jena. There were related groups in Heidelberg and Berlin.

57 Fichte, J.G.: *Grundzüge des gegenwärtigen Zeitalters* in: *Sämtliche Werke*, Berlin, 1846, Bd.7, p.87

In this context, communication about art could be seen as the only worthwhile activity because it was free of the objectification which seemed to be imposed by most others. Criticism therefore developed a tendency to become self-sufficient.\(^{59}\) There was no real or imagined public functioning as an audience or as a provider of generalized reasonability. True reason, as distinct from the mechanistic and objectifying rationality the Early Romantics despised, was now seen as in need of total freedom, only being accessible through an idealized idea of 'general human reason'. The critics worked for and on themselves, on their sensibilities, their individuality. The act of criticism was potentially eternal and aimed at producing not a narrow value judgment, an interpretation, or information for a future reader, but an attitude to life in the critics themselves.\(^{60}\)

The idealistic anthropology of the Early Romantics allows them to imagine the liberation of humanity from the restricting social totality by means of an anarchistic imagination in such a way that a productive and dynamic building of new identities might be possible in the trance of a liberated consciousness.\(^{61}\)

\(^{59}\) Möller, H.: op.cit. p.95  
They developed a notion of criticism as the poetry of poetry.\textsuperscript{62} Art is only completed in the process of criticism. In order to interpret correctly, the critic of the work had to command a sensibility similar to or even greater than the artist in order to capture the essence or 'Spirit' which the Romantics saw expressing itself in all great intellectual and artistic creation.\textsuperscript{63} Thus criticism of literature became more and more an elite occupation, the literary needs of the masses were not included.

The Romantic idealizing of art and its reception must be seen as a genuine attempt to escape the misuse of art as compensation for a mechanistic and regulated lifestyle which was increasingly imposed on society during these times. The success of the capitalist book market seemed to be demonstrating the threat of this new philosophy and the Early Romantics saw life in its totality dangerously dominated by this movement towards rationalistic functionality. They were right, of course. However, their philosophies and theories about criticism as well as their critical activities themselves remained severely restricted, impractical. The attitude of egocentric trance-like communication with art, which was the ideal source of a liberating new identity, could only be experienced by the smallest elite and was in itself based on a lack of immediate social contacts. As such,

\textsuperscript{62} Schulte-Sasse, J.: 'Der Begriff der Literaturkritik in der Romantik', in: Hohendahl, P.U.: Die Geschichte ...
\textsuperscript{op.cit.} p.121
\textsuperscript{63} Gebhardt. P.: op.cit. p.90
their truly felt and justified yearning was condemned at the outset to remain socially ineffective.

The later Romantics concentrated more and more on the idealized past. They felt that the German nation had long been lacking the spiritual unification out of which true folklore could grow organically. Their searching for the original unified ancient folk poetry, which was supposedly able to unify the modern, sadly atomized people, became a device for authorizing and validating one particular version of the many local varieties of folklore stories and poems which existed in the oral peasant and crafts traditions.64

The discourse and practice of literary criticism was from its inception dominated by the social limitations of its participants. Although the Enlightenment philosophies have a democratic impetus, this was severely curtailed by the lack of realistic, practical application. Even though the groups of Romantic and Weimar Classicists and critics tried to save art and literature from the demeaning functionality to which the encroaching capitalist practices began to subject it, their protests remained ineffective, even counterproductive, because they were based on a thoroughly elitist and exclusive concept of literature. The basic definitions of highbrow literature and middle- and lowbrow literature as distinct

from each other was deeply entrenched in the discourse when German studies became a discipline at German universities in the 1850's and were therefore institutionalized firmly. Before this, the language had been studied in the discipline of philology. Many of the philological terms were incorporated into the new field. In the philological theories of the time, the anthropological and political concepts which were later narrowed considerably by Fascism can be found. One such concept is that of the People, Volk, which Jacob Grimm had defined as a group of people speaking one language at the first conference of 'Germanisten' in 1846. In the 1840's his definition could in part be interpreted as a progressive concept as it coincided with some of the concepts used by a democratic movement trying to unify the German states. Grimm could back his statement with a tradition of language-based definitions of nationhood. Herder had already in 1787 suggested the founding of a "First Patriotic Institute for the National German Spirit" in order to unify the nation by establishing a standardized version of the German language. Schiller had seen German honour embedded in language and literature and trusted that the German language would survive and keep German honour intact - no matter what

65 The term Volk also has a correspondence to the term nation.
political upheavals the nation might have to endure. 68 As the German language had never co-incided with one political border, the definition of the term 'people' by Grimm, at the time an highly acclaimed linguist, had very controversial academic as well as political implications. His suggestion for the scope of German Studies, Germanistik, similar to the field of inquiry suggested by Herder, was supposed to include not just philology and literature but also law, history, religion and cultural studies. This conception was very influential in shaping the discipline and has remained so until the present day. Grimm had specifically excluded the study of politics from the inquiry and emphasized the study of ancient texts as representing the Germanic remnants of the prehistoric, unified language of which the German language was in his view the purest descendent. 69 This emphasis caused the discipline to favor medieval and classical texts and ignore modern texts, whose criticism was left to journalists or writers from other disciplines. 70

69 Lämmert, E., Kelly, W., Conrydy, K.O. and Polenz, P.v.: Germanistik - eine deutsche Wissenschaft, Suhrkamp, 1971, p.12, 28,
70 Rosenberg, R.: 'Zur Bedeutung von Jacob Grimms Konzeption der philologischen Germanistik für die Entwicklung der Literaturwissenschaft', op.cit. p.34
The writing of histories had, as a consequence of the growing national awareness in the wake of the French Revolution, become an important activity. Since Romanticism, the writing of literary histories had become more central to the discourse.\textsuperscript{71} During the pre-revolutionary decades some liberal critics, such as Georg Gottfried Gervinus (1805-1871), had written histories of German literature which had related the development of literature to that of politics and philosophy.\textsuperscript{72} They had also argued for a more consciously political public life.\textsuperscript{73} The failure of the revolutions in 1848, however, meant that this relationship between politics and literature was not maintained.\textsuperscript{74}

4. Dilthey, positivism and hermeneutics

\textsuperscript{71} Möller, H.: op.cit. p.35
\textsuperscript{72} Georg Gottfried Gervinus can be seen as the pioneer in the study of the history of literature. He felt that literature and political considerations were closely interrelated. See his Geschichte der poetischen Nationalliteratur der Deutschen, Leipzig, 1842, 'Einleitung' printed in Mayer, H.: Meisterwerke Deutscher Literaturkritik, op.cit. Vol 2., p.265-282 and his Geschichte des neunzehnten Jahrhunderts, Leipzig, 1853
\textsuperscript{73} Prutz, R.: Kleine Schriften. Zur Politik und Literatur, Merseburg, 1847
Wilhelm Dilthey (1833-1911) led the growing movement towards an overt separation of literature and politics by the establishment of a permanent literary tradition.\footnote{Hohendahl, P.U.: Literarische Kultur im Zeitalter des Liberalismus 1830-1870, Beck, München, 1985, p.165,175,178, 186-192.} His approach contrasted that of Gervinus in that he started not from the concerns of the present but from a firmly established tradition of the past. Dilthey's approach, changing throughout his life and harbouring many contradictions, can be characterized as a combination of Schleiermacher's hermeneutics with Scherer's positivism.\footnote{Hüppauf, B.: 'Einführung', in: Hauff, J., Heller, A., Hüppauf, B., Köhn, L. and Philippi, K.-P.: Methodendiskussion, Athenäum, Frankfurt, 1971 (1987), p.7, Köhn, L.: 'Der positivistische Ansatz' in: Hauff, J. et al, op.cit. p.44,45; Hohendahl, P.U.: Literarische Kultur im Zeitalter des Liberalismus 1830-1870, Beck, München, 1985, p. 261-262} Hermeneutics was based on the assumption of the primeval unity and uniformity of 'the Spirit' (Geist). The method starts with an initial intuitive leap by the critic. He is capable of such a leap because of his affinity with the artist and the spirituality of the work. From here on the hermeneutic circle is completed to make the work accessible to understanding.

If the Spirit, following its insatiable creative urge, externalizes itself in its own creations, and so hides its universality behind a multitude of its own particular incarnations, the hermeneutician unravels the concealed spiritual content of the Spirit's works, and thereby restores the totality lost in the particular.\footnote{Baumann, Z.: Hermeneutics and Social Science, Hutchison, London,1978, p.28}
The hermeneutic method claimed scientific objectivity and the attainment of truth. As this objectivity could only be achieved by looking at a text from an 'outside' position, the recent, university-based criticism had to exclude criticism of any contemporary literature from its concerns. The fact that the majority of people were not interested in, or affected by their results did not perturb the academics and only some writers suggested ways of including the more popular tastes in literature. 78

The interpretation of works through the hermeneutic method was followed by an integration of the text into the history of ideas. The history of literature was seen to be completely work-immanent. Understanding and interpreting was co- incidental. References to actual historical or political conditions were seen as non-objective and were thus avoided. Since Dilthey, who was enormously influential, the position of criticism in relation to the selection of a canon of texts was less and less visible. The history of literature seemed to move independently from other social processes, and could thus be fitted into any scenario.

A decisive achievement of literary history is the fixing of the canon of the important past authors. This function,..., is now fulfilled mostly by literary history, which thereby gains a key position inside the institution literature. It has to fulfill the task of completing and legitimizing the present

systems of norms and functions by reconstructing the past literature (national traditions). 79

In contrast to earlier literary historians, notably Gervinus, Dilthey saw literature representing an alternative ideal for the politically atomized and culturally uncentered nation. The democratic potential which had been part of Grimm's theories during the 1848 unification movements did not develop but was buried under the authoritarian unification by Bismarck later in the century. 80 The relationship between the national spirit, as expressed in literature and furthered by literary criticism, and history and state, which before 1848 was still marked by the hope that the state would support and aid the spirit, was now turned upside down; the state had to be served by the national spirit in order to be strengthened. 81 Part of this task of strengthening the state was expected from the literary institution, now a university discipline called Germanistik. The conceptual link between the national

79 'Eine entscheidende Leistung der Literaturgeschichte ist die Feststellung des Kanons der bedeutenden vergangenen Autoren. Diese Funktion, ..., geht ... weitgehend und die Literaturgeschichte über, die damit eine Schlüsselstellung innerhalb der Institution Literatur erhält. Ihr wird die Aufgabe zugewiesen, durch die Rekonstruktion der vergangenen Literatur (Nationale Tradition) das gegenvärtige System von Normen und Funktionsbestimmungen zu ergänzen und auch zu legitimieren.' Hohendahl, P.U.: 'Von der politischen Kritik zur Legitimationswissenschaft' in: Bürger, P. (Hrsg): Zum Funktionswandel der Literatur, Suhrkamp, Frankfurt, 1983, p.197


81 Lämmert, E. et al: op.cit. p.28 and footnote 40a; Hohendahl, P.U.: 'Von der politischen Kritik zur Legitimationswissenschaft' op.cit. p.211
spirit and the study of German was seen in the mythical existence of a primeval language of which German was thought to be the purest descendent. Wilhelm Scherer (1841-1886), with Dilthey the most influential critic and literary historian of the time, wrote in his History of the German Language:

(Science today) ... draws conclusions from the relationship between languages about the relationship between peoples, to primeval nations which spread and branched out through migration and ... it concludes from the relatedness of the mythologies and poetic motives to the existence of a primeval mythology and primeval poetics and tries to delimit the nations we know now from this dark but rich background. ... The Teutons, a small tribe, once belonged to a big nation which is sometimes called the Indogermans which we may, however, call a name, which they probably gave to themselves, namely Aryans.

It followed that the study of the original German texts could be expected to bring forth natural and purely German characteristics. 83 This produced a heroic image of the poet (Dichter) who was able to express these truths, as well as a romantic, glorified concept of the nation which was believed to have deep roots in the old Germanic language and whose will to remain unadulterated was seen

83 Scherer, W.: op.cit. p 12-17
in the 'purity' of the German language. These ideas had become institutionalized in Germany by the 1850's through the establishment of German studies as an academic discipline.

5. The Feuilleton versus academic criticism before the rise of Fascism

From 1850 onwards, the division into academic criticism and journalistic criticism paralleled that of the high-brow and middle-brow literary genres and was widely accepted. This situation did not change when the expanding mass media in the 1870's established the literary pages, i.e. the 'Feuilleton', and has remained largely the same to the present day. Journalists writing for newspapers found themselves increasingly separated from the established, institutionalized literary traditions and began to base their evaluation on their own tastes.

A number of more prominent journalists need to be mentioned here. Karl Frenze (1827-1914) described literature without establishing links to any historical continuity. Paul Lindau (1839-1919) cultivated the chatty and totally subjective style which became so characteristic of Feuilleton criticism. Theodor Fontane (1819-1898) tried to introduce a wider relevance and awareness into criticism even though he was fully

84 Lämmert, E. et al: op.cit. p.23
conscious of the restrictions which the wage contract had imposed on all journalists. He tried to develop a witty but intelligent style which enabled reference to political issues as he had seen in England in the *Times*. He rejected the academic canon and tried to open the market for modern writers whom he saw as totally unprotected from frivolous market demands. The decade following unification (1871) saw a greater involvement of the state in the press. Laws against socialists and Jews were indications of a new conservatism which put pressure on the seemingly free subjective *Feuilleton*. A new breed of journalists insisted on a more educational criticism in tune with the new nation-building philosophies of the times. Heinrich (1855-1906) and Julius Hart (1859-1930) were representatives of this movement. They co-operated in various ventures. In their *Kritische Waffengänge*, (1882-4), a series of critical brochures, they attacked the *Feuilleton*-type criticism of the 1870's and demanded a more rigorously organized approach which would educate the people towards the new literature. A more liberal, and historically aware group in Berlin founded the club *Durch*. It was a focus point for a group of artists and critics who felt that they stood on the verge of a new age. There was a lively debate amongst these critics, who were mostly also creative writers and thus interested in promoting an acceptance of the modern style. Their approaches, although differing in their concept of the audience, remained polemical, non-critical and became, under the
growing influence of positivism, pseudo-scientific and -
objective. This only became more pronounced after
1918.

Round the turn of the century and up to the
revolution of 1918/19 several strands of criticism co-
existed. One promoted a non-democratic adherence to
nationalistic, educational, folk-art ideals; another
stressed the right of intellectuals, writers and critics
to influence politics, as well as a Marxist approach
which, with the spreading of Marxist ideas amongst the
working classes and their leaders, attempted to search
actively for a relevance of literature for the
underprivileged. Here Franz Mehring (1846-1919) (1846-
1916), Georg Lukacs (1885-1971) and Otto Getsche must
be mentioned. Their approaches are quite different from
each other and their influence was negligible in
comparison to that of the bourgeois press, even though
Getsche developed an approach which inquired from actual
workers about their thoughts on modern literature.

Alfred Kerr (1867-1948) was a representative of
liberal bourgeois intellectuals who tried to maintain
some public say in political matters through an
aestheticized criticism. The critic was put on a par
with the artist/writer, criticism with literature. In
this way, the word of the critic had a special

86 Berman, R.A.: 'Literaturkritik zwischen Reichsgründung
und 1933' op.cit. p.225/6
87 Lämmert, E. et al: op.cit. p.14
significance. Kerr is the first representative of a 'Grosskritiker'. His personal fame and subjective approach changed criticism into an entertainment for the well-educated readers who could flatter themselves if they understood all his innuendos. He saw himself as holding a socially superior position vis-à-vis the chaos of normal daily life - including politics - and felt called upon to create a sense of order through his criticism, which was often an open, if very personal, political comment.  

After the first World War, the ideas which claimed that the nation's true nature was to be found in its literature, and, more importantly, in the heroic and great literary traditions which had the force of unifying the people, were taken up again and transferred from an academic or popular, cultural ideal to a real political aim. This notion was, often innocently, supported by academic critics of the time who, in the face of the obvious lack of any political victory, searched enthusiastically among the literary achievements of the German nation for a substitute nationalistic triumph. A new periodical, Zeitschrift für Deutsche Bildung, was at the centre of this movement.

In the 1920's Walter Benjamin (1892-1940) and Bertolt Brecht (1898-1956) started to formulate their critique of contemporary criticism, both academic and

88 Berman, R.A.: op.cit. p.252
89 Lämmert, E. et al: op.cit. p.14,15
media-based. Their ideas were developed from concepts which Brecht later formulated in relation to the 'epic theatre'. The critic should inform the audience about works which could help in defining and achieving its aims in the class struggle. They wanted to start a magazine called Crisis and Criticism, which was supposed to aim at analysing the social and economic base of literary production and literary criticism. Parallel to the contemporary theatre which Brecht had labelled 'culinary' they described Feuilleton criticism as 'culinary' in style. With this they meant that it merely provided material to be devoured and then forgotten.

In order to get criticism out of its gormandising, I propose again and again that criticism instead of taking an aesthetic, culinary stand, should take the sociological, scientific stand. It simply has to examine complete areas of imagination from the viewpoint: To whose advantage is it?

Brecht and Benjamin wanted to establish a new type of criticism based on analysing form and structure in terms of their social and political function.

Most of our literary people live in a misconception about their position in society (which they see as a whole) which they find very satisfying: they see themselves as independent (...) They believe themselves to be the avantgarde, the leaders (at

90 Witte, B.: Der Intellektuelle als Kritiker, Stuttgart, 1976, p:168-177
91 Berman, R.A.: op.cit. p.260
least spiritually), believe in their influence and most of all in their ability to gain information. This is because they do not know what their function is as intellectual workers ('headworkers') who do not own their means of production. (...) They believe their product differs from the screw which is produced by the manual worker through the addition of a something which goes further than its planned usage, an uncontrollable powerful something which constitutes its actual value without which it might perhaps not be marketable and so on. Dialectical criticism can clarify this error very quickly and completely by asking the decisive question: For whom is it advantageous? as well as some other scientific statements, and if it cannot change reality through this it can at least show it and stop the money making activity of these people from giving the impression that it serves the common good.

Brecht tried to develop a criticism where the audience was itself actively involved. In conjunction with developing the concept of an 'epic drama', where the audience was continually made aware of the fact that it was participating in a theatrical performance by various 'alienation effects', Brecht tried to replace the critic

93 'Die meisten unserer Literaten befinden sich in einem sie sehr befriedigenden Irrtum über ihre Stellung zur Gesellschaft (die sie als ein Ganzes ansehen): Sie halten sich für unabhängig, ... Sie halten sich für die Avantgarde, für (wenigsten geistig) Herrschende, glauben an ihren Einfluss und vor allem: an die Möglichkeit, sich Informationen zu verschaffen. Das kommt, weil sie nicht wissen, was ihre Funktion als Kopfarbeiter ist, die keine Produktionsmittel haben. ... Sie glauben, ihr Fabrikat unterscheide sich von der Schraube, die der Handarbeiter herstellt, dadurch, dass diesem ein über seine geplante Verwendung hinausgehendes Etwas, ein Unkontrollierbares, Mächtiges beigegeben sei, das seinen eigentlichen Wert ausmache, ohne ihn womöglich gar nicht verkäuflich sei und so fort. Die dialektische Kritik kann diesen Irrtum sehr schnell und gründlich aufklären durch die gruppenbildende Frage: Wem nützt es? sowie einige andere wissenschaftliche Feststellungen, und wenn sie dadurch die Wirklichkeit nicht ändern kann, so kann sie doch wenigstens sie zeigen und verhindern, dass der gewinnbringenden Tätigkeit dieser Leute auch noch der Schein einer Tätigkeit im allgemeinen Interesse beigefügt bleibt.' Brecht, B.: 'Schriften zur Literatur und Kunst 1' op.cit.p.115
with the collective praxis of an audience. This active criticism was to lead not to a heightened literary awareness, but to a practical participation in a revolutionary change of society.

Benjamin demanded an academic criticism which took the social dynamic of literature into consideration, not just its aesthetic components. Their project faced enormous difficulties which relate to the concept of Germanistik as mentioned earlier, as well as to the deteriorating political situation in Germany.

The popular critics were by now because of their method and owing to the rise of organized capitalism in the media, forced into a more commercial and very subjective approach to literature. The subjective description of a critic's experience while reading a text replaced the attempt at an objective interpretation. Alfred Kerr was most influential in that move. The acidity of the polemics between Brecht and Kerr are an indication of the distance between their positions. Brecht's and Benjamin's theories and plans, strongly opposed by conservative critics, were cut short by the rise of Fascism.

94 Gebhardt. P.: op.cit. p.97
97 Kerr, being Jewish also had to leave Germany. His brand of criticism was, however, revived after the war.
6. Literary situation before the Second World War

The history of the division of literary criticism into an academic and a journalistic branch is well documented. The methodologies and theoretical underpinnings of the academic side can be deduced from the discourse about literature and its criticism. The history of journalistic criticism, its methods and objective are much harder to describe because it has not been accepted as an independent topic for inquiry until the late sixties.\textsuperscript{98} This must be seen as a parallel development to that of the study of so-called Trivialliteratur, middle- and low-brow literature.

The traditional literary criticism (Literaturtheorie) has no criteria to adequately analyse "trivial literature". Research into trivial literature has made the mistake of orientating itself along the values and guidelines of canon literature and their ideological implications. The chance to develop an independent theory of trivial literature in conjunction with a critical theory of society with the help of sociological and scientific communication criteria was not taken.\textsuperscript{99}

\textsuperscript{98} Hohendahl, P.U.: 'Vorüberlegungen zu einer Geschichte der Literaturkritik', in: Drews, J. (Hrsg): 

Until the rise of Fascism and its fully fledged attacks on the freedom of the press for propaganda purposes, the characteristic subjective, entertaining style of the Feuilleton dominated, even though it received many blows from many intelligent, articulate, notable critics such as Franz Mehring, Karl Kraus (1877-1936), Walter Benjamin and Bertolt Brecht. The Feuilleton critics continued to see themselves as free floating intellectuals, able to judge intuitively, and thus they remained more or less immune to the accusations of corruption and ideological compliance which were levelled against them during the decades. More and more specialized periodicals and papers catered for a more and more atomized relationship of criticism towards author and reader. The method tried to profess objectivity by claiming personal integrity for its professionals and membership of an educated elite — but remained subjective. It concerned itself with that literature which was aimed at the educated minority and thus sometimes rivalled the university-based literary criticism. No attempt was made to include in their approach the reading material of the majority, nor were the methods and styles of critics ever adjusted to include self-defined social needs and interests of the less educated majority. Even Marxist critics such as Lukacs maintained their intellectual superiority vis-a-vis the masses.
Before continuing with the account of the developments after the Second World War, it might be instructive to summarize the consequences of the history described so far for the discipline of literary criticism in the FGR.

The discipline was given an overtly apolitical character by the combination of various factors: the inability of the critics of the Enlightenment, Weimar Classic and Early Romanticism to take into consideration the social consequences of their critical theories when faced with the crisis of the success of popular, market produced literature; this must also be seen in connection with a fear of the consequences of the French Revolution; the rejection of politics as an area to be included in the very wide field of inquiry set out for the new field of Germanistik; the dominance of the academic methodology of Dilthey's and Scherer's hermeneutics and positivism. The preoccupation with the interpretations of the expressions of 'the Spirit' seemed to lack any relevance to the practical concerns facing the lesser educated majority. However, the relationship between this concept of 'the Spirit' and the concept of the nation, right from its inception, is an indication of how very saturated with political significations the usage of the concept 'Spirit' was, and is, in Germany. There is some evidence that the practitioners of those times were aware of this connection. This contradiction between the overtly unpolitical but underlying strong
ideological connotations has been a characteristic of the discipline which was finally brought out into the open during the 1960's.

Flowing from the denial of any overt political connections in the discipline are certain attitudes found in the critics and their approach to their task. The activity of a critic has traditionally been understood as one of interpreting but also that of ascertaining value. The criteria of value judgments were also traditionally controversial, with various camps defending the validity of different schemes. Uncertainty in this area has not prevented critics from developing the belief that they are independent free agents who are judging literature according to the value system of great literature and its spirit. The contradiction between the overtly unpolitical but undeniable ideological nature of the activity was pointed out by various left-wing critics during the early part of the 20th century, but was only accepted by the established critics as a problem in the early 1960's. Until then, the approaches of literary criticism did not exclude a certain confusion between ideology and literary value. They also did not permit the problematisation of the political significations of criticism itself. If the Fascist interference with literary criticism from 1936 on seems to the outsider to constitute an extreme, unjustified

abuse of criticism for propaganda purposes, to the critics of the time it must have seemed like sacrilege. Because the discipline had not been able to legitimize its social relevance, because it functioned as an institution, it was badly prepared when the Third Reich collapsed and new social and political conditions were imposed by the victors.

7. Criticism after the Second World War

The discussion surrounding criticism after the Second World War is dominated by the tension between the demand for a 'free' criticism on the one hand and the accusation of an anarchy of subjective opinions on the other. Could the contradiction be solved? The search for a criticism which used the unavoidable presence of subjectivity in a positive, non-ideological way seemed to smack of interventionist, Fascist propaganda and was thus dismissed by the established literary critics. Where this search was maintained, it inspired very valuable work which remains sadly on the margins of the discipline. Rudolf Schenda's work is one such example. In his book

102 My account of the history of literary criticism will not go into details about criticism under the Fascist regime, due to the complicated political constellations, which I cannot refer to in sufficient detail here.
Die Lesestoffe der kleinen Leute, [The reading materials of the ordinary people], he demands:

"...literary criticism is called on to design a model for the object of its inquiry whose main principle is not allowed to be the conscious or unconscious improvement of the dominant market- and power-relations but the dissolution of the blocks, high culture - mass culture. This principle contains the demand for far-reaching changes of the existing cultural-political structure and specifically those contradictory educational conditions based on the social levels with the utopian aim of a "communication free of domination and fear for all people in a world without want" ..."

After a more detailed description of the social base of criticism after the Second World War, I will come back to this point.

In the years following the political and economic restructuring of the German states the discipline of Germanistik was re-established as well, along with its divisions. The split between mostly news-media-based...
criticism of modern texts referred to as Literaturkritik and academic, university-based criticism, referred to as Literaturwissenschaft, was continued. The term Germanistik was maintained but referred mainly to the study of the classic texts. The theories initiated by Brecht and Benjamin were not taken up by the main-stream of the discipline. Instead, criticism, both academic and media-based, merely emphasized the pre-fascist traditional approaches without any rigorous soul-searching or change in the definition or methodology in order to rid the discipline of its links to the philosophies of Fascism.106 This must in one way be seen as an attempt to ensure independence after the interference of the Fascist period.107 The two influential periodicals of the discipline Das Jahrbuch der Deutschen Schillergesellschaft and Das Jahrbuch des Freien Deutschen Hochstifts show a surprising continuation between the pre- and post-war topics of discussion, methodology and theoretical assumptions. While the Jahrbuch der Deutschen Schillergesellschaft slowly develops a more open attitude towards new theories and wider ranging topics other than Schiller during the later sixties and seventies, the Jahrbuch des Freien Deutschen Hochstifts remains closely bound to the interpretation of Goethe, his contemporaries and their

worlds. Both periodicals remain stable during the early seventies and are still today considered the central organs of the Germanistik discipline.

The leading critics of the immediate post-war time were Max Rychner (1897- ), Ernst Robert Curtius (1886-1956), Günter Blöcker (1913- ) and Friedrich Sieburg (1893- ). They proposed a socially independent critical attitude which was supposedly responsible to the work of art itself. They celebrated the classics and saw themselves as responsible only to them and their own subjective reactions to the works of art. Literature was seen to be totally independent:

Each criticism which does not accept its object as an absolute world with its own god and law is subjected to common laws of relativity.

wrote Rychner. They felt empowered to grant access to the canon by virtue of their positions and were sometimes very egocentric: "criticism is for me basically nothing else but an opportunity to express myself " wrote Günter Blöcker. They defined literary criticism as part of literature because it had the same characteristics and

was considered just as creative. Ernst Robert Curtius wrote in his famous essay *Goethe as a critic*:

> Criticism is that part of literature whose object is literature.\(^{111}\)

The growing subjectivity in criticism was the topic of Walter Höllerer's lecture during a conference on *Literatur im technischen Zeitalter, [Literature in the technical age]* in 1961. He stated that criticism in Germany was in a cul-de-sac and proceeded to characterize the five dominant types of critics and their methods in a mildly ironic manner.\(^{112}\) His conclusions, however, merely called for a more rigorous and controlled application of the same method. The activities of the Gruppe 47, a group of writers and critics, who founded a literary association in 1947, must be seen as influential for the development of criticism from the early fifties.\(^{113}\) The critics of the Gruppe 47 took Höllerer's point further and demanded a more direct political relevance for

---

113 The Gruppe 47 was founded under the leadership of H.W. Richter and A. Andersch, after the journal *Der Ruf*, in which both writers had participated had been forbidden by censorship enforcements of the American Military Government in 1947. Once each year until 1967 the group held meetings and awarded prizes to writers. Even though the group had no political programme, it encouraged a politically aware criticism of literature and a critical attitude towards political conditions. Heinrich Böll was given the prize of the group in 1951. See also: Kröll, F.: Die "Gruppe 47", Metzler, Stuttgart, 1977; Michaelis, T.: 'Paradigmen der Literaturkritik', op.cit. p.615-618
critical activity. They were, however, attacked by liberal critics such as Peter Demetz and Günter Blöcker. Marcel Reich-Ranicki, sympathizing with the demands of the group, maintained that the critic had a public responsibility, for his readers had endowed him with the task of "public truth-finding". Reich-Ranicki saw no reason, in 1965, to doubt the presence of this participating public audience.114

The rediscovery of some of Benjamin's and Brecht's ideas has been seen as the reason for the dramatic upheaval which the disciplines of Literaturwissenschaft and Literaturkritik underwent in the 1960's.115 In 1980 Jost Hermand summarized the atmosphere:

All German literary critics* who were not totally integrated into the system in the FRG and West Berlin were made to feel noticeably insecure in the middle of the sixties in both their scientific-theoretical as well as in their social and political consciousness. In the wake of the increasing demands for relevance which reached their first climax in the outbreak of the student movement, they found themselves with idle hands. Other academics had it easier then: doctors healed, lawyers defended, engineers constructed, architects built - were active (at least partially) for the common good. But what did German literary critics actually do? Their social legitimation was much harder to establish. O.k. they interpreted. But what? Didn't they largely teach a literature which, in spite of universal intentions, only interested 4.76 % of the population? And could that be described as a scientific activity in 'the service of the common good'? Or wasn't that pure nepotism, hunting for privileges or strengthening the status quo? No

wonder the high priests of this discipline especially were attacked as particularly removed from reality, reactionary or even narrow-minded - and that everywhere the slogan "Schlagt die Germanistik tot/färbt die blaue Blume rot" ("Kill German Studies/color the blue flower red") was painted on the walls of the relevant institute buildings. 116

* (Germanist, the term still used for an university-based literary critic)

The academic critics came under heavy attack for their lack of political awareness and for what was conceived of as a quiet acceptance of the social status quo by having maintained the separation of the social and the aesthetic aspects of literature and literary criticism in their teaching and theories. By implication the media-based critics were also under attack because they had not developed an independent methodology and therefore shared most of the assumptions under scrutiny. Although they had

a much more realistic idea of the role of the market in
the literary scene, they mostly assumed and often
publicly claimed their political independence. The
political left had at this time already become very
disenchanted with the party-political development which
seemed to leave no functioning opposition as the SPD
aligned itself with the government and the loosely
aligned non-party political groups combined to form the
APO, (Ausserparlamentarische Opposition). The dominance
of Theodor Adorno's teaching, which married literary
criticism to social criticism in the area of aesthetics,
over the literary intelligence of the period has been
made responsible for the belated reaction.

The discussion concerning the 1955 edition of
Benjamin's collected writings by Adorno between the
Frankfurt Institute and the periodical Alternative in
1967/68 reiterated some of the discussions between
Benjamin, Adorno, Brecht and Lukacs during the 1930's
concerning the relevance of art in society. This debate
and its belated reception in the FRG started a discussion
of the political legitimacy of literature and its
criticism. Adorno's writing was privileged over those of
the three others perhaps because he worked at the
Frankfurt Institute for Social Research which was the

117 Kaiser, J.: 'Kritik als spontaner Impuls', in: Hamm,
P.(ed): Kritik/von wen/für wen/wie?, Reihe Hanser 12,
München 1970, p.15-19
118 Hohendahl, P.U.: 'Das Ende einer Institution?' in:
Literaturkritik und Öffentlichkeit, Piper, München, 1974,
p.174; Zimmermann, B.: 'Entwicklung der deutschen
Literaturkritik von 1933 bis zur Gegenwart', in
Hohendahl, P.U.: Geschichte, op.cit. p.312
only institution which permitted Marxist research during the Adenauer period. Together with Horkheimer, Adorno had developed a Marxist perspective which differed from that of Lukacs and Brecht in many respects. No longer believing in the ability of the proletariat to bring about a social revolution, Adorno and Horkheimer saw analysis as the limit of social intervention by the intellectual. This meant that Adorno understood the work of art not as a locus of social action, as Brecht claimed, nor as a reflection of the social structure as Lukacs, and later Goldmann argued. He saw it as an expression of "historical subjectivity" giving a "permanent testament of human history", for him "it embodies(d) the hopes and the sufferings, the expectations and the contradictions of the human race". He saw the constantly changing ideological gaps of society expressed in the formal tension of art. This gave his concept of art its social dimension. His concept of art and its historicity is not limited to the reflection in art of one particular historical situation or class. Authentic art for Adorno must be more than that, it must transcend its own historical grounding; only then can it have a claim to truth. The artistic

120 Hohendahl, P.U.: The institution of criticism, op.cit. p.33
creativity which can reach such a level of innovation of form is equal to historical consciousness.

...the uttermost consistency in the pursuit of the technical laws of autonomous art changes this art and instead of rendering it into taboo or fetish, brings it close to the state of freedom, of something that can be consciously produced and made. 123

Adorno was a close friend of Benjamin's and they shared many ideas. Adorno's compilation of Benjamin's work for posthumous publication made most of his writing accessible for the first time. There were areas of disagreement between them which are at the very centre of the discussions concerning the politics of culture in West-Germany during the 1960's. In his famous essay The Work of Art in the Age of Mechanical Reproduction, Benjamin describes the transformation the concept of art had undergone since the technology existed to reproduce a work of art many times and thus to remove "the unique phenomenon of a distance" or aura, which had characterized authentic art so far. 124 From this he concludes:

The instant the criterion of authenticity ceases to be applicable to artistic production, the total function of art is reversed. Instead of being based on ritual, it begins to be based on another practice - politics. 125

125 ibid., p. 226
He saw the position of the intellectual as that of a producer, e.g. a writer who is able to write from within the production relations of his time, who is skilled in 'functional transformation' - a term Benjamin acquired from Brecht - "to describe the transformation of forms and instruments of production". He suggested a creative approach to the new technological possibilities which were open now. In The Author as Producer he saw possibilities for writers to become active in the press on behalf of the proletariat, once they had understood the need to change the production apparatus:

... technical progress is, for the author as producer, the basis of his political progress. In other words, intellectual production cannot become politically useful until the separate spheres of competence to which, according to the bourgeois view, the process of intellectual production owes its order, have been surmounted...

In his essay The Work of Art in the Age of Mechanical Reproduction he conceived a similarly positive, potentially revolutionary side to post-auratic art:

Mechanical reproduction of art changes the reaction of the masses toward art. The reactionary attitude toward a Picasso painting changes into the progressive reaction toward a Chaplin movie. The progressive reaction is characterized by the direct, intimate fusion of visual and emotional enjoyment with the orientation of the expert .... With regard to the screen, the critical and the receptive attitudes of the public coincide.

127 ibid., p.95
128 Benjamin, W.: Illuminations, op.cit. p.236
Adorno and his colleagues from the Frankfurt School disagreed with these consequences of the loss of the aura and Benjamin's proposal for practical political activity in changing the productive forces by changing their function. Adorno saw these ideas of Benjamin's as an indication of the influence Brecht had on Benjamin and believed that he should counteract this.

Indeed I feel that our theoretical disagreement is not really a discord between us but rather, that it is my task to hold your arm steady until the sun of Brecht has once more sunk into exotic waters. Please understand my criticisms only in this spirit. 129

The Frankfurt School rejected most of Brecht's views. Martin Jay describes the situation:

Especially baleful, they all agreed, was Benjamin's acceptance of Brecht's crude, even vulgar, materialism. Almost as unfortunate, at least in Adorno's eyes, was Benjamin's adoption of his friends overly optimistic attitude towards the revolutionary potential of popular art and technological innovation. Personal distrust of Brecht doubtless contributed to their dislike of his hold over Benjamin. The Frankfurt School, it should be noted, never saw eye to eye with Brecht on political matters, despite their respect for his literary achievements. The sentiment was returned in kind. 130

The complexities of the various theoretical positions and the developing debate during the thirties cannot be more than touched upon here. For the purposes of this study I can only point to those positions which

played some role later in the reception of Benjamin and Brecht in the late 1960's. Their suggestions for a sociological criticism were taken up by a diverse movement. University- and media-based critics produced different types of debates: the academics reacted with a theoretical discussion centering around magazines and periodicals such as alternative, Kursbuch, Kürbiskern, Ästhetik und Kommunikation, and Literaturmagazin, the media-based critics with a series of collections of essays analysing and often justifying their practical activity. The results of the theoretical discussion were directly applied to the analysis of review criticism.\textsuperscript{131}

The social role of the critic came under scrutiny, as did the lack of communication between critic and reader or audience as well as the social function of criticism in society and inside the cultural system. The most radical wing of the movement declared that existing criticism, i.e. bourgeois dominant criticism, was dead and called for a new type of criticism: \textsuperscript{132}

Can't we have a criticism which throws the shabby art-concept over board and finally conceives of the social function of any literature as the decisive element and acknowledges with that that the artistic function is incidental?

Can't we have a criticism whose false authority is no longer based on the fact that the critic has read more than his reader, is a specialist in reading, has a better feeling, has studied aesthetics?

Can't we have a criticism whose authority is based on the fact that the critic understands the


function of literature and that what is said about literature is dependent on this function?
Can't we have a criticism which does not start from the atemporal character of art but from the relevant temporal character, which no longer understands literature as what it supposedly is but as that what it is used for and what happens to it?
This would be living criticism...

None of these demands are thinkable without the ideas of Brecht and Benjamin, but also not without the deep political crisis which presented itself to the critics in the form of the Great Coalition between CDU, CSU and SPD of 1966 leaving the tiny FDP with the impossible task of parliamentary opposition. The democratic system seemed at an end, not allowing an official voice to those who opposed the government. For the student movement the criticism of the political system and that of the discipline co-incided. The university as an institution was shaken to its roots by a wave of widespread protests against traditional course content, authoritarian systems

133 'Können wir keine Kritik haben, die den fadenscheinig gewordenen Kunstkern-Begriff über Bord wirft und endlich die gesellschaftliche Funktion jeglicher Literatur als das Entscheidende versteht und damit die künstlerische Funktion als eine beiläufige erkennt? Können wir keine Kritik haben, deren Scheinautorität sich nicht länger darauf gründet, dass der Kritiker mehr gelesen hat als sein Leser, Fachmann im Lesen ist, ein besseres Gespür hat, seine Ästhetik studiert hat? Können wir keine Kritik haben, deren Autorität sich darauf gründet, dass der Kritiker sich über die Funktion klar ist, die Literatur hat, und dass von dieser Funktion abhängen muss, was über Literatur gesagt wird? Können wir keine Kritik haben, die nicht vom überzeitlichen Charakter des Kunstkerns ausgeht, sondern vom jeweils zeitlichen Charakter, die Literatur nicht länger als das begreift, was sie angeblich ist, sondern als das, wozu sie dient und was mit ihr geschieht? Diese Kritik wäre lebendig ...' Boehlich, W.: 'Autodafé, Kursbogen', Kursbuch, 15, 1968, cited from Arnold, H.L.: Brauchen wir noch die Literatur?, Bertelsmann, Düsseldorf, 1972, p.35
of teaching and promotion. Structural changes had some very substantial results in reorganising the universities and their promotion principles, in the choice of curricula of school and university teaching. Literary criticism became preoccupied with itself and its social effect.

For some years literary criticism tried in its most prominent representatives without illusions and full of hope to become aware of its position, tried to escape the total suspicion of being ideology, tried to combine the alternative to itself with alternatives to the existing society. It experienced a high just when it was pronounced dead; it was considered so important that conferences and meetings were organized for its selfportrayal and self-criticism...

The long term institutional effects were minor, however. A conservative reaction to the changes saw the reintroduction of the classical literary traditions in curriculum and criticism by 1975. The crisis of legitimation for the discipline, which had supposedly been overcome by the changes introduced in the early 1970's, remained unsolved. The search for a materialist theory of criticism had not been completed. In 1980 Jörg Drews wrote:

.. around 1965 there were - and not just in literary criticism - hopes which had not been fulfilled, but at least hopes, while now these hopes have dissipated. The fertile challenge which the political and cultural changes in the FR represented around 1970 for literary criticism and which it took up, is not just nonexistent at the moment but also forgotten quite thoroughly; the business of reviewing is continuing, pragmatically and lacking a concept, just like the state and society continue uninspired and without perspective, while economic prosperity continues.  

Media-based and academic criticism stayed trapped by their inability to change their own positions vis-a-vis the social and economic structures and to propose a socially relevant objective. Various reasons for this failure have been offered:

The present state (of literary criticism) is characterized by a pragmatism without theory, also by a lack of illusion which is partly realistic but partly incapable of any kind of oppositional thinking. The literary critics know that they are virtually only an appendage of the market, but neither do they make use of the chance which would still exist to speak up for the non-market-conforming for the not-already-popular.

135 '... um 1965 gab es - und nicht nur in der Literaturkritik - Hoffnungen, die sich nicht erfüllten, wenigstens Hoffnungen, während diese Hoffnungen jetzt zerstoben sind. Die fruchtbare Herausforderung, welche die politischen und kulturellen Veränderungen in der Bundesrepublik um 1970 für die Literaturkritik darstellten und der sie sich auch gestellt hat, ist nicht nur nicht vorhanden im Moment, sondern auch ziemlich gründlich vergessen; der Rezensionsbetrieb läuft so konzeptionslos und pragmatisch weiter ... wie Staat und Gesellschaft bei bisher fortdauernder ökonomischer Prosperität uninspiriert und perspektivelos weitermachen.' Drews, J.: 'Die Entwicklung der westdeutschen Literatur seit 1965' in: op.cit. p.258

136 'Der gegenwärtige Zustand ist durch eine theoreielose Pragmatik gekennzeichnet, auch durch eine Illusionslosigkeit, die teils realitätsgerecht, teils aber zu jeder Art widerständigem Denken unfähig ist. Die Literaturkritiker wissen, dass sie fast nur ein Anhängsel des Marktes sind, nutzen aber auch nicht in nennenswertem Masse die Chance, die immer noch vorhanden wäre, sich für
Hohendahl suggests:

The hope for an immediate change was fed by the domestic political constellation which seemed to promise the change of the social situation. What should replace bourgeois criticism was a question for which no solution was found. The revolt had expected a spontaneous growing of new forms after the dissolution of the useless, corrupt institutions. The liberation from the formal and organizational mechanisms was not to be gained by anarchistic protest but by a reorganization of the existing means of production. What was missing was, as with the incriminated bourgeois criticism, an exact analysis of the readership and of the media industry.

Hohendahl also points out that the interests of the masses have nowhere been taken into consideration except by implication. It is therefore interesting to note that the accusation of a continued unwillingness to become socially relevant can still be leveled against criticism in all its forms today. To the best of my knowledge, no attempt has been made to study the social consequences for the literary uninformed population of the continued

---

137 'Die Hoffnung auf eine unmittelbare Veränderung wurde 1968 genährt durch eine innenpolitische Konstellation, die die Veränderung der gesellschaftlichen Verhältnisse sogleich in Aussicht zu stellen schien. Ungelöst bleibt freilich das Problem, was an die Stelle der bürgerlichen Kritik treten sollte. Die Revolte rechnete mit der spontanen Entstehung neuer Formen nach der Auflösung der verbrauchten und korrumpierten Institution... Die Befreiung von eingeschlossenen formalen und organisatorischen Mechanismen liess sich nicht durch den anarchistischen Protest, sondern nur durch die Umbesetzung der vorgefundenen Produktionsmittel lösen. Es fehlte nicht anders als bei der inkriminierten bürgerlichen Kritik, an genauen Analysen des Lesepublikums und der Medienindustrie.' Hohendahl, P.U.: 'Ende einer Institution?' Literatur und Öffentlichkeit, op. cit. p.184
existence of elitist literary institutions. The assumption is usually that the masses are simply not interested and therefore cannot assist in the restructuring program. What the indirect effects of the existence of the literary institution in the capitalist society are, is a question which can only be asked in a sociological framework. A literary sociology, which inquires into the role of the literary institution in the maintenance of the social order and develops from that analysis a politically relevant self-concept which could replace the former literary criticism, does not exist in the FRG. Schenda's demands are to my knowledge the closest to a programme for such an undertaking:

The demand states that the academic who has so far, hidden in the ivory tower, occupied himself with the sociological problems of indirect communication—...—should now climb down into the street, the formerly disliked trivium, to make his results clear to those who were the main object of his research, those who are dominated by the dominant reading materials and mass media. This means a breaking open of a part of the universitas litterarum to form a universitas civium. This doesn't just mean a broadly based dissemination of knowledge and conclusions in an enlightening intention but also an active participation in the direction of the aim to let the dominated reproduce themselves and bring them to a 'self-understanding' conscious expression, as Walter Benjamin already demanded in the thirties.138

138 'Die Forderung besagt, dass der Wissenschaftler, der sich, bislang im Elfenbeinturm versteckt, mit den sozialen und soziologischen Problemen der indirekten Kommunikation beschäftigte—...—nun auf die Strasse, das ehemals missbilligte Trivium, hinabsteigen soll, um seine Forschungsergebnisse denen verständlich zu machen und bei denen zu aktivieren, die das Hauptobjekt seiner Forschungen waren: den von den herrschenden Lesestoffen und anderen Massenmedien Beherrschten. Das bedeutet Aufbrechung eines Teils der universitas litterarum zu einer universitas civium. Das meint nicht nur breitgestreutes Mitteilen von Kenntnissen und Erkenntnisses in aufklärerischer Absicht, das heisst auch Mitwirken in Richtung auf das Ziel, die Beherrschten sich
Literary criticism has, then, in all its institutionalized forms, fulfilled the function of maintaining the monopoly over the selection of meanings so central to society: the definition of what texts are worthy of being called literature, what texts could enter the canon and who should have access to the participation in this selection. As I have tried to show with this necessarily abbreviated history of literary criticism and its social base, the two dominant characteristics of literary criticism throughout the two centuries of its existence have remained structurally unchallenged even though theoretical initiatives for changing it were produced: the actual subjectivity of a small select group, being falsely understood by society and by themselves as representing unchanging values such as truth and beauty, combines with an accommodating relationship to the prevailing power-structure by that institution which empowers this group. The selective activities of the institution mobilize meanings which continually underpin an uneven distribution of power. The potentials for a more equal power base which were inherent in the Enlightened, the Early Romantic, the Pre-March and Weimar Republican thinkers was each time turned against such a project, not only because the participants were limited by the contradictions inherent in their own theories, but also because, increasingly — once literary

selfst reproduzieren zu lassen und zur selbstverständlichen Selbstäußerung zu bringen, so wie das Walter Benjamin schon in den dreissiger Jahren forderte." Schenda, Rudolf: op. cit. p.138
criticism was institutionalized - it continued to reproduce itself not only by selecting texts but also by selecting methodologies and personnel which suited itself. Only those thinkers who stood completely outside the institution were able to achieve a truly socially relevant theory of criticism. One such group were some Enlightened critics, before the book market and the state authorities had started to exploit the book for their purposes. Another group is Brecht and Benjamin with their sociological criticism. Their plans entailed a completely changed social basis for criticism as part of a wider programme of social change, for which equal power-sharing was fundamental. The reasons for the failure of these two types of criticism are complex and cannot be analysed here. It must, however, be noted, that the failure of these two groups is qualitatively different from that of others. The theories of the Enlightenment and the sociological criticism of Brecht and Benjamin failed not due to their inherent theoretical limitations, as one could say about the theories of the Early Romantic and Weimar Classic theories.

Literary criticism in the FRG still fulfills the function of the selection of texts by an elite who produces 'opinions' i.e. meanings, through an institutional domination of the communication channels between authors, texts, readers and buyers. Thus, even though active participation in the processes of writing, reading and teaching literary criticism is numerically
very small, literary criticism as an institution retains a powerful position.139

Literary criticism in the FRG during the 1970's finds itself to be a battleground of many conflicting opinions in the long standing debate concerning not only the social role of literary criticism itself but also, sometimes using criticism as a substitute, concerning the stability of the social order. The next part of this thesis will use Böll's reception, both literary and non-literary, as a focus for an investigation and resolution of the questions which have been raised about the social role of literary criticism in the previous chapters.

This part of the thesis constitutes the major analysis of primary material, collected from the Böll-Archives in Cologne. The next three chapters will analyse the media situation preceding the publication of the three books *Gruppenbild mit Dame*, *Die verlorene Ehre der Katharina Blum* and *Fürsorgliche Belagerung* based on an extensive collection of newspaper clippings. After Böll's position as a public figure, as reported by the media, has been established, the reviews themselves are analysed. The reviews appearing in dailies and general periodicals are treated as one group; those coming from specifically academic literary periodicals or books form another. The following chapters will establish the descriptive and analytical basis for a characterization of the forms of literary criticism active in the FRG during the 1970's.

1. *Gruppenbild mit Dame*

The reception of *Gruppenbild mit Dame* must be seen in relation to Böll's growing reputation as a moral activist. Most of the reviews concentrate on the author's personality and approach the literary aspects through an assessment of the author. This tends to trivialize and
narrow the debate. Even though there is no agreement on the literary quality of *Gruppenbild*, most reviews treat the novel in a very 'literary' manner, completely ignoring any social relevance it might have.

a) Media situation

The following section briefly analyses articles appearing during the years 1970 - 1971 in a wide cross-section of the media of the Federal Republic, concerning Böll and his non-literary activities. The aim is to establish an impression of Böll's public image as constituted by the media's descriptions of his non-literary activities. The reception of *Gruppenbild* must be seen in the context of this situation.

In 1970 Böll engaged in activities which were characteristic of a socially concerned, increasingly popular writer during that period. One high point was his speech on the occasion of the festivities in relation to the 'Week of Brotherliness' in which he announced that he would no longer make himself available as a prominent speaker for similar such occasions.

The speech is a good summary of his political position. He pointed out that he saw a certain shifting, nationally and internationally, in social and cultural attitudes, and that he interpreted this movement as a general willingness on the part of society to give up the old 'framework' and perhaps to take the first steps towards 'brotherliness'. He then made certain statements
about his own feelings towards this old framework and his wish to step outside it. These statements were said to have shocked some of the assembled dignitaries and public personalities: He mentioned being embarrassed to speak about 'brotherliness' while living in a society which could not ensure the prevention of starvation of whole peoples as in Biafra, while it was obvious that political differences were quickly overcome in order to clinch business deals and while the German army was still maintaining a code of honour which had been tarnished by the death of 60 million during the Second World War. He used a quote from the diary of Che Guevara in which Guevara admits once not having found the courage to shoot at a group of enemies. Böll saw here an illustration of that necessary moment of hesitation before any potentially violent act which made 'brotherliness' possible. He recommended this attitude of hesitation to executioners, bombers and policemen hunting demonstrators.

A large number of articles appeared in early March 1970 which relate to this speech. The furore brought out a range of reactions to Böll's action. While this range remains relatively constant during the 1970's, there is a change in which type of reaction gains dominance.

1 29 articles, see following notes for individual references.
2 Iserlohe, N.: 'Brüderlichkeit nicht nur an den Feiertagen', Kölnische Rundschau Am Sonntag 15.3.70.; Dam, H.G. von: 'Böll hat das Recht zur Provokation!', Westfälische Rundschau 16.3.70.; RAK: 'Statt Reden mehr Brüderlichkeit', Westfälische Nachrichten, Münster,
day after the speech was given, the media seemed merely to report the event, even though they stressed the most controversial angle i.e. Böll's announced refusal to participate in similar 'celebrations' in the future. Comments appeared a few days later. The critical positions had various justifications: Hans Habe lamented the confusion which had taken over this (Böll's) noble and powerful spirit. In some published letters to the editor Böll was accused of not having given suggestions for a solution to the problems he perceived. In others the state was called upon to prevent such speeches in future. Böll was asked to reconcile - not merely to provoke and accuse. Suggestions that the writer must be

11.3.70.; Schaller, G.: 'Böll und die Brüderlichkeit', Deutsche Wochenzeitung 20.3.70.
4 Habe, H.: 'Prämie für die Gewaltlosigkeit', Tagesanzeiger Regensburg, 24.2.70. also in: Tageszeitung, 14.3.80.
6 Weidlich, U.: 'Schwierigkeiten mit der Brüderlichkeit', Augsburger Allgemeine, 18.3.70.
seen as distinct from the citizen and that writers who turn to politics should be regarded with suspicion were also voiced. Apart from the merely implicit applause from some reports, praise came from those who thought that Böll had the right to provoke and that his action has done much to popularize the issue of 'brotherliness'. This fairly evenly spread range of reactions facilitated an image of a good natured moralist who could be relied upon to speak out in favor of socially-engaged, politically liberal values which were starting to enjoy a new popularity now that a social/liberal government was in power striving to normalize the relations with the communist nations.

In February 1970 Jean Amery wrote about Heinrich Böll:

The agitator, who is happily neither Jew nor Bolshevik, but a German man like any other will have many tasks.

He will achieve them, as we can predict already with solidarity and solidity, as novelist and political polemicist. He has 'his' audience. He is read and heard. For fifteen years Heinrich Böll has been what can be called a national figure - and he looks good in this role.

---

8 Hohoff, C.: 'Dieser Bursche ist eine Katastrophe!', Rheinischer Merkur, 8.5.70.
10 For instance the separation between the writer and the citizen Böll in: Besser, J.: 'Böllereien' (Leitartikel), Kölner Stadt Anzeiger, 16.3.70.
11 'Der Zersetzer, der glücklicherweise weder Jude noch Bolschewik ist, sondern ein deutscher Mann wie nur einer, wird manche Arbeit haben. Er wird sie leisten, das kann man heute schon voraussagen, mit Solidarität, und Solidität, als Romanschreiber und politischer Polemiker. Er hat 'sein' Publikum. Er wird gelesen und gehört. Seit fünfzehn Jahren ist Heinrich Böll das, was man eine nationale
Before and after the speech Böll continued to speak out critically about various issues.  

During 1971 the process of consolidation of an international reputation for Böll continued. He was elected president of the German PEN-Club after he had also been very influential in the German Writers Association, VS. His political activities, particularly those in relation to his presidency of the German PEN, were mostly received positively by the media and can be seen as a step towards a process of institutionalization of Heinrich Böll as a representative German author. One can understand the next two events as a further step: his election as president of the international PEN-Club in September, and the beginning of rumours in the press about the possibility of the Nobel Prize for Literature for Böll.

Figure nennt – und er macht gute Figure in dieser Rolle.' Amery, J.: 'Solidarität. Warum H.Böll nicht überholt ist' Nationalzeitung, Basel, 15.2.70.
This, then, was the situation when the novel *Gruppenbild mit Dame* appeared. Böll had achieved international acclaim and standing as commentator and writers' representative even before his literary reputation had spread. The reception patterns, as analysed in the next part, are influenced by this growing public image of Böll as an increasingly accepted, internationally respected writer with a flair for critical outspokenness.
b) Analysis of the reviews

1. Introduction

For the analysis, the reviews have been divided into those which appeared in dailies, in periodicals and in books. In my analysis I attempted to isolate and describe the strongest characteristic of the reviews. On the following pages, I will establish that it is the reviews' 'commercial' character and its consequences, namely the commercial exploitation of the concept 'Literature' and the resulting shallowness of the discussion of the themes brought up by the book, which characterize the reception of Gruppenbild. It is not my intention to establish that the critical treatment of Böll in the FRG is in any way unusual compared to that of other authors or other countries. In the next three chapters, I merely attempt to provide the material for a description of the characteristic forms of criticism (Chapter Seven), practiced in the FRG during the 1970 and their consequences, using the reception of Böll's novels as an example.

By 'commercial' character I mean those characteristics of the review which tie its relevance to the dynamics of the book market and mass media. Within the demands of the fast changing topics of current affairs, interest trends and sensational revelations, the reviews become irrelevant quickly, out of date in a few
days, when other books or topics have to be dealt with because they are just 'new'. The reviews are largely constituted by the market, i.e. they react to its dynamics and they service it as well, i.e. they promote its products punctually. A review with a justification of existence which is independent from this constellation is very rare indeed.

Reviews compete with each other and with the mass of other information available for the readers' interest. In order to attract attention various strategies are employed: The most flexible and common approach is of course to try to say something new. This is used in very different ways: academic reviews search for a new angle or a new paradigm which explains and interprets the novel; some dailies simply get the content summary out as early as possible. However both kinds of critics are under pressure to produce something new, and often this concern overrides the search for a good, informative review: the Feuilleton writer is forced to write hastily and the academic is tempted to dream up connections which are far fetched and without any social or professional relevance.  

There are numerous reviews which can be seen to fit this pattern.

14 Some early reviews show signs of haste: Neubert's 'Eine sinnliche Madonna', in Neue Ruhr Zeitung, 1.8.71.; Ulrich's 'Der neue Böll und sein 'Verf.', in Münchner Merkur, 7.8.71. as Armbruster's 'Ein Monument für Leni', in Allgemeine Zeitung, 7.8.71. concentrate on content and keep to mainly positive comments which they do not justify.; The essays by Bernath, Grothmann and Myers are examples of the academic far-fetched essays and will be discussed later. Bernath, A.: 'Gruppenbild mit Dame - Eine neue Phase im Schaffen Bölls', Dortmunder Vorträge,
Another way to attract attention is to connect the review with some theme of notoriety. This is also done in various styles depending on the publishing organ: the regional dailies might simply concentrate on the aspects of sex, crime and religion, while the larger, widely distributed dailies might concentrate on the author's personality and his oppositional attitude to various institutions criticized in the novel. An academic periodical might publish a highly judgmental review which tries to engage in a shadow boxing match with the (not present) author about his apparent literary and moral failings.

2. History

After a brief description of the history of the reception of Gruppenbild, I shall use examples from each group from different publishing organs in order to give a

---

15 Herbert Eisenreich's 'Gruppenbild leider verwackelt', in Furche, 13.5.72. and Wendelin Zimmer's '400 Seiten Tratsch über Leni', in Neue Osnabrücker Zeitung, 13.8.71. capitalize on the most sensational sounding parts of the plot; in larger dailies for example the attitude of the Catholic church vis-à-vis fascism, the introduction of the new currency after the war, the antisocial behaviour of Germans towards their guestworkers in Nolte, J.: 'Das vielfache Nein des Heinrich Böll' Die Welt, 5.8.71.

more accurate description and analysis of these characteristics and their consequences.

The novel seemed to be cast in the mold of a testpiece for Böll's international standing. The publisher announced confidently that the book was a bestseller within a few days of its publication. The reception of the novel cannot easily be separated from reactions to rumours about and the later announcement of the award of the Nobel Prize for literature to Böll in 1972. The rumours about the Nobel Prize, which had automatic news value, together with the obvious length and complexity, predestined the book for a mostly 'literary' reception. The reception, then, is characterized by the discussion of the 'quality' of the novel and by implication of whether Böll deserved the Nobel Prize. Even though preoccupied with literary value, the discussion of the book's perceived quality in the dailies was rather shallow but gave rise to a more detailed discussion of the literary form in the literary periodicals over the coming years. The dailies used the Nobel-Prize connection either, by celebrating Böll as the honest good German who finally made it to the top or by casting various amounts of doubt upon his ability and thus by implication on the likelihood and later the justice of the prize. The more divided the opinions the better for business. The reception of Böll which had

hitherto been fairly united and predictable now entered a new stage...18

The first two reviews in dailies appeared on the day of publication (22.7.71.) and concentrated on giving a summary of the content. A day later several notices about the publication party in the garden of the publishing house premises were printed in local dailies as well as some commentary about the fact that the novel was selling well. The first lengthy review appeared a week after the publication in the Frankfurter Allgemeine Zeitung, the paper which bought the right to print the novel as a serial.19 Not surprisingly the review was a laudatio which unashamedly used the book and its market potential to sell the paper. Heinz Ludwig Arnold has pointed this out.20 Rainer Nägele has analysed this review very well.

Karl Korn, for years a very vocal defender of Böll, wrote yet another laudatio in the Frankfurter Allgemeine. The readers of the paper, some of whom might still have been worried about Böll's statements about the Baader Meinhof-Group witch-hunt, had to be soothed in this regard. The political and socially critical aspects were diffused accordingly. Instead a 'light realism' is stressed with the aim of an association with Storm and Raabe. Particularly anything Marxist had to be eliminated: "The anarchist mood and idealistic social utopia of the people from the city of Cologne are not by accident easier to comprehend with Proudhon, the Frenchman known to be petitbourgeois and trade orientated, rather than with the Rhinish Prussian Karl Marx." The reader of the Frankfurter Allgemeine is flattered in other ways: the

20 Arnold, H.L.: 'Heinrich Bölls Roman Gruppenbild mit Dame', Text und Kritik, 33/1972
documentation which could smack of socialism only serves to increase the interest "for the more discerning taste. The criticism becomes an enjoyable satire of the times, which gives clever people the opportunity to say 'ah, yes' in a knowledgeable manner...."

During the next week most national papers, both dailies and weeklies, ran a review of the book, amongst these are *Die Welt, Die Zeit, Frankfurter Rundschau* and *Süddeutsche Zeitung*. This was followed by a week of reviews appearing in the regional papers and in some smaller weeklies. In the following month some German language foreign papers such as the Swiss *Die Weltwoche*, and *Die Tat* and some specialized German papers with small readerships, such as the paper of the SPD, *Vorwärts* ran reviews as did more regional papers. At the beginning of December the book received some more attention. This can be explained as relating to the Christmas book business.

33 reviews appeared in periodicals. They come from 16 different general periodicals and weeklies (amongst those are Die Zeit and Der Spiegel) and 12 academic publications. The reviews from the general periodicals have been included in the analysis of the dailies, as they share a similar approach. The other group consists of 18 reviews from more academic periodicals and 9 chapters of books.\textsuperscript{22} The distinction was necessary as the critics used different approaches in both groups.

The first academic reviews appeared in Merkur (two) in September, 9/71 and in Frankfurter Hefte (three) in October, 26/71, followed by a long article in Basis in 3/72. Further longish essays appeared in Neue Deutsche Hefte in issues 18, 3/71 and 20, 4/72, in Text Und Kritik in Jan 72, 33/72. The essay in Kürbiskern in 1973 concludes the reviews of Gruppenbild in German periodicals. From now on more specialized essays using Gruppenbild appear at irregular intervals such as Kaiser's essay in Wirkendes Wort in 1978. The novel was, however, taken up by some foreign periodicals: The German Quarterly and University Of Dayton Review publishing reviews in 1972.

\textsuperscript{22} Nägele, R.: Heinrich Böll, Einführung in das Werk und in die Forschung, op. cit. p.148-159; Hübner, R.: 'Der diffamierte-integrierte 'Anarchismus' in Heinrich Bölls Erfolgsroman Gruppenbild mit Dame' in: Arnold, H.L. (Hrsg.): Deutsche Bestseller - Deutsche Ideologie, Stuttgart, 1975, p.113-144. There are more than 9 book-chapters on Gruppenbild but I only wanted to look at those which actually tried to interpret the book. Hübner and Nägele analyse the reception.
There is a relatively large number of book chapters which concern themselves with Gruppenbild. Most of these appeared in the following years, which saw a marked increase in publications on Böll's work. Most typical is the book consisting of essays and reviews, some a mixture of reprints and new works, edited by a well known Böll critic similar to Reich-Ranicki's In Sachen Böll. Hanno Beth and Renate Matthaei published such monographs in 1975. Reprints of older books on Böll, sometimes with additions referring to the latest book, appeared at the same time as new books concerned with Böll's complete work such as Bernhard's in 1973 and Nägele's in 1975. The much increased interest in Böll can also be judged by the numbers of special issues on him appearing from now on: Text und Kritik in 1974, using reprints from 1972 and new material, Queensland Studies in 1975 and University Of Dayton Review in 1973, 1974, 1976/7 and by the number of interviews which were published in the next few years.

3. **Analysis**

The three major themes in the reviews are (a) the author, (b) the form of the new novel and (c) various political assumptions of the critics.

3.a. **Author**

The author looms very large in the reviews. Either explicitly or by implication the author is at the centre of most discussions. From their assumptions about Böll, stated or unstated, the reviews go on to develop opinions about the other two themes dominating the discussion.

**Dailies**

There are degrees of author orientation in the dailies. The manner in which the concept of the author functions in the reviews can be demonstrated by examining one group which is not united in its conclusions about the novel.27 These reviews approach the book entirely

---

Böll Werke, Interviews I and II, Kiepenheuer und Witsch, Köln, no year given

through their assessment of the author as a person. They either mount various personal attacks against the author, his themes or his criticisms or give a suitably positive description of Böll and his 'humaneness', his modesty, his social engagement. Here I would like to analyse two very negative and two very positive reviews.

Böll's insistence on not forgetting the war and immediate postwar years is at the centre of Max Callsen's review in Berliner Morgenpost:

Mania or mannerism, what is stopping Böll from closing the chapter called war and postwar years? Why does he stay thematically fascinated by the picture of the early years, as he now has risked a decisive though unlucky step away from the success routine...The new novel shows his honourable preoccupation, but also the limits of his ability to develop, more clearly than ever.28

Werner Vetter sets his review up in a very personalized manner. The introductory paragraph about Böll's earlier work which is formulated entirely in impersonal "one"-sentences in the manner of "one could expect..., one was led to hope ... " sets the stage. He states that Böll has, since the publication of Billiards At Half Past Nine, displayed a very noticeable fascination with strange mannerisms and a convoluted rather than transparent and forceful symbolism. In The

28 'Manie oder Manier, was hält Böll davon ab, einen Schlussstrich zu ziehen unter die Kriegs- und Nachkriegszeit? Warum bleibt er thematisch gebannt vom Bild der frühen Jahre, da er doch jetzt formal einen rigorosen, wenn auch glücklosen Schritt aus der Erfolgs-Routine gewagt hat?' Callsen, M: 'Verschattetes Gruppenbild deutscher Mentalität' Berliner Morgenpost, 23.9.71.
End Of A Mission this has stopped being unintentionally funny, as it was in Billiards, and turned into a success for the author. After The End Of A Mission one could therefore wait calmly for the next Böll, or so one thought... All through the review Vetter constructs a phantom dialogue between the "one" subject of his clauses and Böll:

The title alludes with a high-minded gesture to the fact that Böll intends not to tell the story of a single person but that he wants to achieve more.... According to his own words Böll has not invented the title himself....

All this in a style which carelessly and at the same time stiltedly makes clear that Böll is concerned here only with reporting and nothing else...

Generally Böll's world is all around us here, as is the peculiar atmosphere which characterizes so many of Böll's works, this strange musty smell of petty bourgeoisie mixed with some incense and protest, of sluggishness and gentle anarchy. However what Böll succeeds in doing - and it seems as if this is here not even intended - is the portrayal of that humus in which fascism flourishes so readily...

Böll always only sees the individual... He has not been touched enough by sociology to be able to show how much society plays a role; his, in spite of all the protests, so deeply felt Christian concept of the world does not allow him to show how much his figures are really tied down by constraints. He rather draws figures on the fringe, freaks...

When the "auth." goes to Rome... and there kisses a nun, Böll already believes that he has managed to accomplish something importantly inciting...

He has never been able to be ironic, but has a worthwhile talent for the grotesque. Why does Böll not stick with it?

29 'Der Titel weist mit einer recht anspruchsvollen Geste darauf hin, dass Böll nicht die Geschichte eines einzelnen zu erzählen gedenkt, sondern dass er auf mehr hinaus will. Den Titel hat Böll nach seiner eigenen Aussage auch nicht selbst erfunden. Dies alles in einem Stil, der nachlässig
The reader of this review is given a very biased account without that being very obvious. This is achieved by the impersonally constructed sentences. They give an air of general validity to these very personal opinions. The novel and what it might communicate becomes completely secondary to the argument of the critic with the author. The themes, the characters, even the form, the apparent failings as well as the good points are seen solely through the critic's evaluation of the author.

The effect is one of personalizing the discussion. As the author also happens to have an ever-increasing media profile, this personalization is in itself a way to sell the review as well as the book. As the political
nexus and the form are mostly discussed from the same narrow angle they also become personified, linked to the media personality of the author.

Amongst the sample of over 40 reviews appearing in dailies there are only very few exceptions which don't, to some degree, treat the book from an author-orientated position. The next two reviews I want to examine are not as obvious in the way they marginalize the discussion of more general topics from the book as the first two, however, they treat the novel in a particular manner because of their relationship to the author. They also give the readers more room to make up their minds.

Wolfram Schütte shares a lot of themes with Vetter. He, however, evaluates them all positively:30

Böll has not intended ... to show a typical figure and a representative plot with the character of Boris. Instead, the adventurous humourist trusts his realism by always placing his figures on the fringe in opposition to normality...

The same theme could be imagined in the form of a nihilistic farce, though not by Böll. He is stopped or saved from doing that by what could be termed his heretic catholicism. It has always been the catholicism of the ordinary people, but at the same time strictly against petitbourgeois thinking as the breading ground for Anti-Semitism and Fascism. Böll's religion has always expressed itself oppositionally, anticlerically, as criticism of the milieu of a Catholic stink. Its centre was concrete humaneness...

Böll, the early critic of the capitalist restoration in the Federal Republic, now sees himself endorsed by the younger generation in his sceptical attitude. Lev ... consciously refuses 'achievement' when it is demanded of him...

Böll's hope - those who want can reject it for its naivete - remains nevertheless desirable even as a slanted ideal.

Although Schütte is much more indulgent towards the author than either Vetter or Callsen, by for instance granting him the freedom to be naive, this is not the consequence of an impartial assessment of the novel. Schütte takes a definite position. When he mentions the dedication in the front of the book, he muses that it could be meant as a homage and sign of friendship to the USSR, where Böll perhaps has more readers than in the Federal Republic. He goes on:

(This is) surely at first sight a dismaying thought and there are surely people who hold it against Böll and who will talk of opportunism. They have understood nothing, don't want to understand anything - least of all when somebody is trying to win friendship. These are the same people who want

to let German fascism and its crimes be forgotten but not their consequences. The dangerous narrow-mindedness which is opposing the new eastern policies will find its resentments confirmed by Böll's new novel...

For Schütte there is no uncertainty about what might have been intended by the novel or the dedication. He blatantly slots Böll into his schema, accusing those who might disagree of narrow-mindedness.

Geno Hartlaub's review in the Deutsches Allgemeines Sonntagsblatt is very similar to Schütte's.33 She draws a picture of Böll as marked by the war years, where "humanity was forced to appear under the surface of sorrow and hardship." To call Hartlaub's description idealizing is probably an understatement: She mentions Böll's "materialistic Catholicism", his "great modesty, real pity, justice and goodness". One paragraph might demonstrate the point:

That which young Neo-Marxists talk about in sociological gibberish, Böll makes come true in an unaggressive manner, with great modesty and with real pity for his fellow human beings: he writes so that all can understand him; he forgoes elitist linguistic experiments, of which he would certainly be capable. He is people-orientated and with that he

32 'Gewiss auf den ersten Blick eine konsternierende Überlegung, und es gibt bestimmt Leute, die Böll das verübeln und von Opportunismus reden werden. Die haben nichts begriffen, wollen auch nichts begreifen - am wenigsten, wenn jemand um Freundlichkeit wirbt. Es sind dieselben Leute, die den deutschen Faschismus und seine Verbrechen vergessen sein lassen möchten, nicht aber dessen Konsequenzen. Was sich an gefährlicher Bornierheit der neuen Ostpolitik entgegenstellt, wird sein Ressentiment auch an Bölls neuem Roman bestätigt finden.' Schütte, W.: ibid.
33 Hartlaub, G.: 'Leni und das Brot des Lebens' Deutsches Allgemeines Sonntagsblatt, 1.8.71.
fulfills one of the basic requirements socialism demands of the writer: to be a kind of privileged people's educator, who can, with his linguistic power of formulation and his maturity make complicated relationships clearer than science can with its specialized vocabulary. This ability will bring him a bestseller success but perhaps also an uncomprehending shrug of the shoulders from the so-called progressives in literary circles. 34

Here Böll is described as a semi-religious figure of near superhuman qualities. The novel pales in comparison. What interest it has comes only from the fact that it was written by this hero-figure who can do no wrong.

The articles appearing in general periodicals can be seen as a continuation of the dailies, although much more varied in the author-emphasis, quality, length and degree of overt commercialization of the novel. Greater extremes can be found here: the slickest example of the commercialization of literature and the concurrent marginalization of the themes and concerns potentially arising from the novel can be found in the review printed by the weekly Die Zeit, written by Marcel Reich-Ranicki. Reich-Ranicki writes in the tradition of the

34 'Wovon junge Neomarxisten in soziologischem Rotwelsch reden, Böll macht es auf unaggressive Art, in grosser Bescheidenheit und in echtem Mitgefühl mit den Mitmenschen, wahr: er schreibt so, dass ihn alle verstehen können; er verzichtet auf elitäre Sprachexperimente, zu denen er durchaus fähig wäre. Er ist volkstümlich und erfüllt damit eine der Grundforderungen, die der Sozialismus an den Schriftsteller stellt: eine Art höherer Volkserzieher zu sein, der verwickelte Zusammenhänge durch sprachliche Formulierungskraft und seine menschliche Reife anschaulicher machen kann als die Wissenschaft mit ihrem Fachvokabular. Diese Fähigkeit wird ihm einen Bestseller-Erfolg, aber vielleicht auch verständnisloses Achselzucken der sogenannten Progresiven unter den Litaraten einbringen.' ibid.
'Grosskritiker' as Alfred Kerr had before the Second World War. In the early 1970's, Reich-Ranicki had been editor of Die Zeit literary pages for a number of years. He has published several books of his essays and reviews. He has also written very frequently about Böll. He has, like many of Böll's critics, a very complicated relationship with him. Reich-Ranicki's review is more openly an individual opinion than any of the reviews in the dailies and general periodicals. He summarizes his views on Böll and his success in the first five paragraphs of the lengthy review. He sees him as a mixture of opposites:

Heinrich Böll, the long accepted loner and universally sanctioned rebel, the representative outsider of West-German society and its accredited prosecutor in Bonn and East-Berlin, in Rome and Moscow, has managed to pull off the unique trick of being a Praeceptor Germaniae and staying a Rhénish clown at the the same time....

Reich-Ranicki goes on to describe his picture of Böll and his relationship to the public. He compares him with the characters in his books and with other writers in the Federal Republic. He comes to the conclusion that Böll

35 Jens, W.: (Hrsg.): Literatur und Kritik, aus Anlass des 60. Geburtstages von Marcel Reich-Ranicki, Deutsche Verlags-Anstalt, Stuttgart, 1980, particularly the contribution by Friedrich Luft.
engenders in his public a certain pity for him which leads to him being loved in contrast to other writers who are, perhaps, merely held in great esteem or admired.

The review then goes on to show the perceived positive and negative aspects of the novel. Many judgments are marked as personal by phrases such as: "I think", "I notice", "in my view" etc. Reich-Ranicki can afford such statements because he has a very powerful position in his paper. His review is very confident and often borders on arrogance and narrow-mindedness. By putting himself into this very judgmental position he creates the impression of being able to tell Böll off like a parent might tell off an adolescent, by using cynicism, blunt criticisms and here and there some grudgingly encouraging asides. This might make good reading for sections of Reich-Ranicki's public. It does nothing for a potential reader seeking information about the book. Some examples must be quoted:

So is it a new masterpiece? Alas, this most comprehensive and actually richest of Böll-books, which is characterized by such grand intentions and dimension seems to me to be also his least ambitious work...

The book consists of such (...) reminiscences and descriptions; they are complemented by some inserted documents and by the report of the first-person narrator, who justifies his labours and whose scrupulous exactitude and fact-dependency is actually supposed to be funny though according to me, is rather inept and tiring.

But what proves in the process of reading more and more to be a collection of small literary pieces, was undoubtedly planned as a novel with a central figure and what is even now still recognizable as a narrative. For in the centre
there is this Leni, whom I, to say it right away, don't like at all... 38

This type of treatment of the novel emphasizes the two personalities i.e. the author's and the critic's, and makes the readers of the review into spectators of a test of elegant, thrilling, literary brilliance. Reviews become a form of entertainment which needs a steady supply of new books to feed on. Reich-Ranicki's review is the most highly developed and polished example of this tradition which all reviews aspire to to a certain degree.

In the four representative reviews from dailies, the final judgment of the novel has, then, no other foundation other than the personal opinion which the critic seems to hold of its author. It seems then that the tradition of subjectivity is still very strong in the practise of literary criticism.

38 'Also ein neues Meisterwerk? Ach, dieses umfassendste und auch tatsächlich reichhaltigste Böll-Buch, das sich durch so grosszügige Intentionen und Dimensionen auszeichnet, scheint mir zugleich sein am wenigsten ehrgeiziges Werk. Das ganze Buch besteht aus solchen (in direkter Rede wiedergegebenen) Erinnerungen und Schilderungen; sie werden ergänzt von einigen eingebledeten Dokumenten und von dem Bericht des Ich-Erzählers, der über seine Bemühungen Rechenschaft ablegt und dessen Akribie und Faktengläubigkeit übrigens komisch wirken sollen, jedoch meiner Ansicht nach eher albern und ermüdend sind. Aber was sich im Laufe der Lektüre immer mehr als eine Sammlung kleiner literarischer Arbeiten erweist, war unzweifelhaft als ein Roman mit einer zentralen Figur und einer auch jetzt noch erkennbaren Fabel geplant. Denn da gibt es ja im Mittelpunkt diese Leni, die mir, um es gleich zu sagen, gar nicht gefällt.' Reich-Ranicki, M.: 'Nachdenken über Leni G.' op.cit
Academic periodicals and book-chapters.

In the group of academic essays, the majority of critics base their interpretation on a concept of Böll or his work which also often remains undefined. They then proceed to point to inconsistencies, continuations, repetitions in the book. The differences are of length, detail, style and depth not of approach or conception. This is particularly the case in the early reviews, some of which are also quite commercially orientated. Petersen begins his review with an extraordinary statement:

Out of the season, at the height of summer, Böll's publisher presented his author's new book to the public in a big edition and already we can feel in this timing something of the quiet stubbornness of the characters. 39

What connection there might be between the characters of the book and the timing of the publication is not explained. We are merely given the impression of the perceived stubbornness of the characters communicating itself via the commercially risky timing of the publication. This creates a vague myth around the figures of the novel as independent real beings.

The review then claims the characters of the novel to be relatives and friends of those whom we know out of

earlier Böll novels. But Böll's love is said to be reserved for the main character, whose "reactionary antiprofit thinking" he loves. The tendency to use scientific terms is noted as new for Böll, the religious aspects as typical for him, though they are now used in a more mature manner than before. The novel is classified as the sum of Böll's works, which had been suggested by the publisher on the dustjacket.

The three reviews in Frankfurter Hefte offer an attempt to give a representative reaction by asking three critics of different age groups to review the book. They have a similar approach although they come to very different conclusions about the book. Geno Hartlaub, who is the representative for the older generation, writes a similar review to the one she published in the Deutsches Allgemeines Sonntagsblatt. Paul Konrad Kurz, representing the middle generation, only draws parallels between Gruppenbild and the former works of Böll. He sees the book as a summary, a culmination and an epic sum of Böll. Hans Christian Kosler, the youngest of the three critics, heavily criticizes Böll's former works and their reception, hinting that after the war Böll's audience consisted of those groups who had betrayed the proletariat and were longing for "real culture". Kosler then muses that Böll must have realized this and reacted to this situation; the result is this new novel, which the critic feels has been written "against its own tradition". He feels Böll comes close to writing
socialist realism. Kosler praises the book. Even though Kosler is able to accept the fact that authors may change and that every novel must be looked at independently of the other works - an attitude which is by no means common amongst critics - this approach still ties the opinion about the novel to an assumption about the author which cannot be substantiated.

In the later reviews, essays and book-chapters, the situation is slightly different. As the essays gain in length, complexity and detail, the emphasis shifts from the quick assessment of the shorter reviews in dailies and general periodicals to longer, more interpretative pieces. Here the discussion of the form becomes more detailed, but the interpretation and the assessment of the form are mostly approached via the author. Most of the critics still have a fairly fixed picture of Böll which is based on his early reception. Bernath, Ziolkowski, Grothmann, Carlson, Vogt and Pickar write in that tradition.

Arpad Bernath’s essays 'Zur Stellung des Romans Gruppenbild mit Dame in Bölls Werk' and 'Gruppenbild mit Dame, eine neue Phase im Schaffen Bölls' develop their themes in close connection with statements by the author and the development of these themes throughout Böll’s other books. Bernath finds only variations in the new book. The central theme of Böll is 'Love during war', his approach is humanistic and religious, each novel is a further development of the central theme.

Theodore Ziolkowski sets out, with explicit reference to Böll, to examine the form of the novel, emphasizing the religious aspect to such an extent that he sees the entire book as a preparation for a proposed early-Christian canonization ritual of Leni by the 'advocatus Dei', the "auth.". He argues very well and claims that the perceived inconsistencies and contradictions in the novel are immediately resolved by this interpretation. He also insinuates that Böll is aware of this form and has used it consciously although he has not openly said so. Ziolkowski's interpretation is a very personal one, although it is well thought out and brings an array of surprising 'proofs' as backing. Other interpretations are not as well founded or researched. Grothmann's attempt to analyse the structure of humour in the novel is well written and argued but does not really add as much to the understanding of the

41 Bernath A.: 'Zur Stellung des Romans Gruppenbild mit Dame in Bölls Werk' op.cit.; Bernath, A.: 'Gruppenbild mit Dame - Eine neue Phase im Schaffen Bölls', op.cit.; 'Writing for Böll is a process, a continuation'.
book as it could have if the approach had been one which was more independent of the author. Grothmann quotes Böll, saying that he learned much about humour from the writing of the late 18th century writer Jean Paul. Grothmann's analysis then finds many parallels between the humour in Gruppenbild and that of Jean Paul. This trend in the longer essays to take hold of some aspect and then make an indepth study of it, without trying to improve the communication between reader and book, but merely to communicate a perhaps very personal interest, has the effect that a socially relevant discussion of the novel is further postponed. Even though the orientation towards the author is not as blatant in the academic review as in the dailies, the scope and even the approach is often restricted by the close attention which the critics pay to the author.

3.b. The form

As mentioned above, Gruppenbild received reviews which were mostly concerned with 'literary' questions. Here I want to look at the manner in which the novel is classified. In the dailies the novel is called 'great', 'important' and also 'not a novel'. Definitions of what constitutes a great novel or why it isn't seen to be a novel are not given.

Another way of classifying the book is with the help of various comparisons: Faulkner, Dostoevsky, Proudhon, Th. Mann and even Pasolini are used.\footnote{43}

The assessment of the readability of the novel is often used to back a claim about the novel's quality: Müller-Bringmann thinks it is too hard to read and feels it aspires to be important but is not.\footnote{44} Böhl assumes that because it is easy to read it is only entertainment.\footnote{45} Schwab-Felisch confesses he found it hard to read while Barz found it entertaining.\footnote{46} There is then a general lack of agreement in the usage of classifying concepts.

After some confusion about the form in the first reviews, more definite questions are raised about it. The discussion concentrates mainly on the style of fictitious documentation, the character of Leni and the role of the "auth.".\footnote{47} The opinions are very varied. In the dailies, the form is most obviously connected to the author: Joachim Kaiser's review is a good example.\footnote{48} His criticism concentrates on the perceived lack of form in

\footnote{44} Müller-Bringmann, W.: 'Kommentar zum Kulturgeschehen' Deutsche Tagespost, 20.10.71.  
\footnote{45} Röhl, R.: 'Mutmassungen über die Blechjahre' Konkret Nr.17, 1971  
\footnote{47} Towards the end of Gruppenbild mit Dame, Böll places the narrator, who in the text refers to himself as "auth.", into the novel's plot, where he actually interacts with the characters about whom he had previously only reported.  
the novel. This failing is argued to have been caused by the particular mixture of abilities, interest, moods and memories of Böll. Kaiser claims, for instance, that the distinction between 'fictitious' and 'documentary' must have got on Böll's nerves and that he therefore kept himself as narrator out of Gruppenbild. He accuses Böll of not having taken narrative responsibility for the direct speech of the narrator while he is able to portray all manner of different personalities and events brilliantly. Kaiser claims he could tell when Böll simply burdens his narrator with anger, bad temper, mediocre jokes and reproaches. While Kaiser admits that Böll is interested in and capable of constructing epic forms, he feels this is missing in Gruppenbild. The reason for this perceived lack is then an apparent 'refusal to achieve' by the author. Kaiser writes:

He (Böll) practices what could be termed epic achievement refusal - which is his catch word for desirable behaviour these days - by merely offering pseudo-documentary "role prose" and that in a simplistic sequence. 49

To Kaiser's credit in his last sentence he states that this situation has two possible explanations: either Böll couldn't cope with the mass of his memories and they got out of hand, or he, the critic, hasn't understood the form and might live to regret it. This wise readiness to

be taught a lesson is not shared by Reich-Ranicki, who categorically rejects any possibility of ever being convinced that any type of form exists in the book. This attitude is in keeping with his chosen role as the chastising parent. His lack of real authority would become apparent if he ever admitted to being wrong.

In the periodicals, long articles are written which concern themselves solely with the form of the novel. Durzak's essays about the book can be seen as the reaction of a traditional, well entrenched academic critic who sees himself as guarding access to the canon. He angrily rejects the book in his first essay. The later essays are much more careful and subtle. His limitations are, however, aptly demonstrated in the interview with Böll. In order to clarify these points a longer discussion of these essays is needed, as Durzak is also one of the more established academic critics who write regularly on Böll as well as on other modern authors.

In his first essay on the novel, Durzak refers to the author in all manner of ways: he cites interviews, telephone conversations and material sketches which Böll

has given him. Many paragraphs in the essays are dominated by the discussion of what the author could have meant with this or that reply. Once Durzak even claims that he has recognized what he calls the "real intention of Böll". The numerous references to Böll and his statements do not, however, answer Durzak's questions about the form and structure of the book. Durzak's search for a justification or solution for the formal discrepancies he perceives in the novel stay very close to the author and develop into a kind of game of 'catch the author out':

After stating that Böll presents the novel in "draftform" (Rohzustand) he writes:

The tone is a casual prattle in combination with whimsical addresses to the 'dear reader' as if the problematization of the novel-form were a legend created by art critics and as if the author could under all circumstances rely on having the culinary trust and interest of his readers.... Gruppenbild is dominated by the kind of nonchalance of epic chat which would befit a naive narrator. Is it acted naïvete of the author Böll? Obviously not. In the *Publik* interview* Böll says: "I believe the whole thing is a whole lot of talk, the talk about the death of the novel as well as the self defence of the novelist. I still don't know what a novel is."

But is that not perhaps also a theoretical charade? For in formal terms Böll's novel obviously has close connections to the current literary situation in Germany. (After Erika Runge, Günter Wallraff and Helmut Heissenbüttel who have all written books in documentary style in 1968 and 1970 ..the novelist Böll was obviously also gripped by doubt about the validity of epic fiction.)

52 'Da wird so locker dahierzählt, mit launigen Ansprachen an den 'geneigten Leser' (236) verbunden, als sei die Problematisierung der Romanform eine von den Kunstkritikern ins Leben gerufene Legende und als könne der Autor unter allen Umständen mit dem kulinarischen Vertrauen und Interesse seiner Leser rechnen. Bietet sich Billiard um halbzehn als sorgfältig komponiertes Geflecht
The essay continues in this manner. The author is trapped, accused, belittled and judged, being conveniently pushed into the positions where the critic needs to have him in order to continue his criticisms. The most explicit example of this needs to be quoted in full:

Durzak is dissatisfied with the function of the "auth." in the novel. He feels the indirect indications given by Böll are much clearer, but also more problematic:

In the third chapter we are told of an episode which apparently points towards Böll's "auth." and at the same time towards the real author Böll. At a gathering in the year 1940 in the flat of the friend Margret, the world shaking situation "of a blocked toilet" developed. All scientific-technical efforts of the males present to solve the problem failed until Leni fixed the situation in the simplest manner. In Lotte Hoyer's report it is described like this: "She simply put her hand down there... and she grabbed the apple, threw it into the rubbish bin - the horrible broth gurgled down like..."

nothing and Leni washed. simply rubbed her hands and arms with eau-de-cologne and made a remark, now I remember, a remark which struck me like lightning. 'Our poets have been the most courageous toilet cleaners'".(87)

From the context of this passage there is no indication that the irony is intended.(28) (Böll told me expressly when I asked him about this part in the text that it is meant seriously by him.) Instead this is an involuntary ironic effect, which does not only characterize Leni, but also Böll's "auth.", yes Böll himself. For Böll is obviously describing his own relationship to German history, which he seeks to control in a similarly unconventional but all the more effective manner, just as Leni did in the concrete case of the failed sanitary equipment.... One can take exception not only to the taste of this metaphor but also to the unsubtle 'Weltverbesserungsattitude' which is linked here to the task of the author.53
Durzak's attempt to clarify to what extent the new novel can be seen as a sum of Böll's work as stated on the dust-jacket continues in this vein. The analysis does not move very far from the personality of the author. Durzak ends the article by stating that, having analysed and questioned the novel, the author and the reception, we are not given a very unified picture. Why he expects a unified picture and why the three sources of information are not expanded to include himself as the originator of the perceived inconsistencies, weaknesses and contradictions is not discussed.54

In his second essay published in 1975, Durzak continues his analysis of the role of the "auth." for the form of the novel and traces the development of the figure of the narrator in Böll's novels through all his major works.55 He sees many connections between the various books and their structures. He argues that the absence of any unified narrative perspective or formal organization on the level of content as in Absent Without Leave, threatens to destroy the unity of the novel. The Weltverbesserungsattitüde, die hier mit der Aufgabe des Dichters verbunden wird. *Böll hat, von mir danach gefragt, ausdrücklich erklärt, dass diese Stelle von ihm ernst gemeint sei.‘ ibid.
53 see also p.194: 'Sowohl von der Reflexion des Autors Böll als auch von der Analyse seines Romans her ist es daher mehr als schwierig, jene euphorische Ankündigung zu bestätigen, Gruppenbild mit Dame sei als sein 'umfassendestes Werk' eine 'Summe seines bisherigen Schaffens.' and p.192, Ibid.
"auth.", having been placed into the narrative, therefore has the task of binding the various parts together, of formally integrating the novel by embodying the narrative impulse. Durzak argues that in order for the narrator-figure to fulfill this function satisfactorily, the "auth." has to have a concrete function in the narrative. Durzak feels this condition is not fulfilled and this represents the major shortcoming of the book. His justification for this conclusion in this essay avoids quick highhanded conclusions about Böll's motivations, shortcomings or inconsistencies, although he does allude to the author's possible intentions and then proves that he didn't succeed in putting them into practice. He writes:

If this had actually been Böll's intention it would prove to be contradictory, to say the least that the emotional and intellectual concretization of the "auth." is not complemented by a social one.

Later Durzak alludes to an interview during which Böll stated the intention of parodying the non-fiction novel. In Durzak's eyes this turns the "auth." into a simple projection of the real author even though he has already argued that Böll's autobiographical identification in the novel must be sought in another figure. Durzak is still very author-orientated, although his judgments are

55 ibid. p.40
57 'Aber wenn das tatsächlich die Absicht Bölls gewesen wäre, erwiese es sich zumindest als widersprüchlich, dass die emotionale und reflektierende Konkretisierung des "Verf." nicht durch eine soziale ergänzt wird.'
57 As support he alludes to a remark Böll made during a conversation he had with him in 1971.
less emotional and his style is neutral and largely non-polemical in this essay.

The degree of his author-orientation is perhaps best demonstrated in his interview with Böll, which was published in 1976. Now that Durzak has the opportunity to confront the author with his queries and criticisms their conceptual naivete and irrelevance become clear.

When Durzak asks Böll why he placed the narrator into the actual story, which is his central complaint about the novel, Böll simply answers: "I don't know that, you have to find that out." 59 Later Böll responds, when questioned as to why he didn't give the "auth." a more recognizable social identity: "I haven't really done this so very consciously... I don't feel obliged to make a clear narrative form visible." 60 These responses may be predictable, however, they aptly demonstrate the limitations of the author-orientated approach for an analysis of a novel. The questions which the literary critic would like to have answered are irrelevant and non-existent for the writer.

59 D.: 'Warum diese Anderung in der Funktion des Erzählers, warum wird er hineingenommen in den Erzählprozess, aber gleichzeitig in den konkreten sinnlichen Umrissen der Person relativ vage und schwer identifizierbar gelassen?
B.:'Ich weiss das nicht, das müssen Sie herausfinden...'
60 B.: '...Ich habe das gar nicht so bewusst gemacht...
Ich fühle mich nicht verpflichtet, igendeine klare Erzählfunktion sichtbar zu machen.' quoted from Durzak, M.: _Gespräche_. op.cit. p.130
The fact that critics feel justified in charging an author with all the inconsistencies and contradictions which their reading of a new text produces is a good indication of the concept they have of their task. They feel free to judge the book according to their relatively subjective reactions but do not grant the right to the same subjectivity to the author. They feel that they are rightfully in charge of the task of controlling access to the canon but the legitimation of this task is based on nothing more than their subjective reactions to a range of texts. Their social responsibility is therefore heavily limited.

In the sample of academic reviews and book-chapters there is a small number of essays which do not capitalize on the author's personality. They will be mentioned in more detail later.

3.d. The political nexus

As already mentioned, the reception of Gruppenbild has been dominated by discussions of 'literary' value. Political aspects are mentioned comparatively seldom. Amongst the group of 40 daily reviews only 4 mention that the novel might have a certain social relevance. The

overt political references in the reviews point to the following aspects: the views of the critic, defined or undefined, the implied or described views of Böll and the themes introduced by the novel itself. But, even though the open references to political and social aspects of the novel are very few, the reviews are far from being value-free or unpolitical. They have a very clear political character. This character finds expression in the marginalization of the social and political themes of the novel by linking their analysis to Böll's political views and hopes instead of to the society to which they refer. Mostly they are disregarded altogether. The personality of the author dominates the discussion of the political aspects as it did the debates of the form.

In the dailies and general periodicals there is mostly no mention of any political aspect, the same is true for the academic periodicals and book-chapters. There are, however clear exceptions: A small group of approximately 6 reviews refer briefly to a political content. Another group of about the same size makes

61 egi: 'Ein verkanntes Genie der Sinnlichkeit'
Mannheimer Morgen, 10.8.71.: 'gives us cause to think about our consuming- and achievement- orientated society'; Schaar, U.: 'Gesellschaftskritik mit Leni'
Telegaph, 12.9.1971: 'socially critical account of the present'; Tank, K.L.: 'Gruppenbild mit Böll' Die Welt Am Sonntag, 1.8.1971: 'it (the novel) could help to make the world in which we live more hospitable and bearable';
Schultz, U.: 'Radikale Chronik der Nachkriegszeit'
Handelsblatt Industriekurier, 20.8.1971 mentions
Vorwärts, 2.9.19 integrate the social-political aspects of the novel into their review
fairly open, often blunt, political judgments of Böll and his book. Here the relationship to the author dominates again. Jost Nolte states that Böll has dared to draw his very own conclusions from his own history.63 Gerhard Schüler asks where Böll is situated politically and concludes that he is merely in opposition to a lot of things and is unable to think things through.64 The result is a book which is, in form and content, unorganized, mushy and warped. Wolfgang Richter has a very similar approach to Callsen whose author-orientation has already been mentioned.65 Richter describes Böll as having a one-sided preference for the 'antagonisms of our social system', which leads him to leave reality behind; his religious beliefs cause him to use various motifs which are 'strange' and 'abortive'.

In the second group, the periodicals and book-chapters, the situation is similar. The majority of essays do not concern themselves with any political aspect and therefore ignore this side of the book. A small number of essays enters into the political discussion, but with very differing results. Kaiser and Bernhard analyse very subtly.66 They integrate the

political into a total approach to the book. They also integrate the author without letting that slide into either hero-worship or political condemnation like Hitzler, Kosler or Just do.\textsuperscript{67} Even though Bernhard does deduce his analysis of form and structure from his view of Böll’s political engagement and its limitations, he takes full responsibility for his interpretation. Where he sees weaknesses in the novel, he conceives of them as a consequence of the relationship between the social and historical position of the FRG and the author’s artistic and moral engagement. He writes:

Only a simplifying point of view which ignores the complicated conditions under which the process of artistic cognition functions in the FRG, will underestimate this social and moral realization of the humanist and democratic counterforces in an imperialistic society, because it does not yet coincide with an equally precise evaluation of historical constellations and an analysis of the historic and class nature of the counterforces, and may even include errors and misjudgments on individual points.\textsuperscript{68}


\textsuperscript{68} 'Nur eine vereinfachende Sicht, die die komplizierten Bedingungen missachtet, unter denen sich der künstlerische Erkenntnisprozess in der BRD vollzieht, wird diese soziale und moralische Präzisierung der humanistischen und demokratischen Gegenkräfte in der imperialistischen Gesellschaft unterschätzen, weil sie noch nicht mit einer ebenso präzisen Wertung historischer Konstellationen und der Bestimmung des geschichtlichen und klassenmässigen Wesens der Gegenkräfte einhergeht, ja Irrtümer und Fehleinschätzungen im einzelnen nicht ausschliesst. Diese hängen mit den wechselnden Methoden einer jahrzehntelang praktizierten, völligen Unterdrückung und der auch gegenwärtig immer wieder behinderten Wirkungsmöglichkeiten der philosophisch und politisch konsequenten Kräfte und Vertreter der Arbeiterklasse in der BRD zusammen, wodurch dem Künstler die Hinwendung zu ihnen ebenso erschwert wird wie die
Kaiser argues in his essay that the social effectiveness of the novel can only be gauged through its aesthetic quality and not through its content; similarly to Bernhard, he analyses a need for unity of morality and aesthetics in Böll's intention.\(^6\) He analyses Leni's speechlessness and comes to the following conclusion:

The justification for an aesthetic linguistically-critical interpretation of *Gruppenbild* seems to me to lie in the fact that this instructive reversal of the concepts of humanity and inhumanity, of reality and madness, of fiction and non-fiction can only be realized by the writer as an aesthetic-linguistic "experiment of existence" (382). That Leni's humanism is real but not realized and why it is not, can only be shown from the anti-vantage point of Leni's own linguistic-social refusal to achieve. With that a historical-socially based critique of the dominant language behaviour must necessarily be combined. The message which the silent example of humanity communicates to us through the writer would then be: think about what it means if the humane (das Humane) cannot speak under the current conditions unless the writer makes it speak? And that he cannot describe it as reality but only as a fiction?\(^7\)

---

\(^6\) Kaiser, H.: op. cit. p.222

\(^7\) "Die berechtigung einer ästhetisch-sprachkritischen interpretation des *Gruppenbild*-romans scheint mir darin zu liegen, dass diese erkenntnisproduzierende umkehr der vorstellungen von menschlichkeit und unmenschlichkeit, von wirklichkeit und wahnsinn, von fiktion und nicht-fiktion sich vom schriftsteller nur als ästhetisch-sprachliches 'Existenzexperiment' (382) vollziehen lässt. Dass der humanismus Lenis real, aber nicht realisiert ist und warum er es nicht ist, dass kann nur aus der antiperspektive der sprachlich-sozialen leistungsverweigerung Lenis selbst dargestellt werden. Damit ist aber dann notwendig eine geschichtlich-gesellschaftlich begründete kritik des herrschenden sprachverhaltens verbunden. Die botschaft, die uns das stumme vorbild der menschlichkeit durch den dichter vermittelt, hiesse dann: Denkt darüber nach, was es bedeutet, dass das humane unter den bestehenden bedingungen nicht zur sprache kommen kann, wenn nicht der dichter es zur sprache
Just and Hitzer also discuss the political aspects but come to very different conclusions. They perceive Böll as politically limited and link this to the faults they perceive in the novel. Hitzer suspects an overpowering need in Böll to communicate and influence. This need is so obvious that it crosses and negates the aesthetic distance which Böll tried to introduce into the book by using simulated documentation. As a result the novel becomes a purely personal document which reaches the reader unmediated aesthetically, in other words it is 'Kitsch'.

Hitzer has a definite political position and reproaches Böll for not having the same. He notes that politics and history have been integrated into the theme of the book and thinks that they should be treated as subtly as the characterizations in the novel. But here he feels the book has failed. He writes:

The starting point for an alternative is present. The alternative is the proletariat. But as long as Heinrich Böll conceives of the 'proletariat' only in moral categories -- his access to the history of the workers' movement will only be possible through the tragic fates of individuals and will therefore remain blocked. He who sees communists and socialists merely as the Christians of the 20th century overlooks Marxism and the scientific nature of Socialism.

bringt? Und dass er es nicht als Wirklichkeit, sondern nur als Fiktion darstellen kann?' Kaiser: 'Die Botschaft der Sprachlosigkeit' op.cit. p.231

71 The essay is full of unfounded assumptions about and unnecessary personal attacks on Böll. For an essay appearing in an academic publication this is untypical.

72 'Der Ansatz für die Alternative ist vorhanden. Die Alternative ist das Proletariat. Aber solange Heinrich Böll den 'Proletarier' nur in moralischen Kategorien sieht -- das entspricht dem Verständnis von
3.e. Conclusion

The analysis of the reception of *Gruppenbild* can be characterized as follows:

Böll's public image during the early 1970's was one of growing international standing in terms of his non-literary activities. *Gruppenbild* was perceived as providing the material on which this new reputation of Böll could be tested. The reviews, however, mostly assess the author and his personality, particularly the reviews from dailies and general periodicals. The academic reception bases its treatment of the novel on a narrowly-conceived characterization of Böll's previous work and evaluates the new novel by way of comparison. Furthermore, I found the range of topics discussed very limited and repetitive. The majority of reviews choose to ignore the social and political themes offered by the novel itself. This lends them an implied unpolarized character. This must be seen in contrast to some openly political reviews, some of which treat the political aspects of the novel by paying attention only to the author's political convictions. Only two essays are able to avoid the limitations mentioned above. Bernhard and Kaiser elaborate their position in relation to the author and

relate him and the novel to the society from which they originate and with which they wish to communicate.
2. *Die verlorene Ehre der Katharina Blum*

The reception of *Die verlorene Ehre der Katharina Blum* took place during a tense time in German politics. Böll's public pronouncements had earned him a controversial image. The novella's topicality and relevance to the political situation is not reflected without distortion in the reviews. Again the author's personality dominates the discussion and the debate of the social and political implications is conspicuous in its absence.

a) Media situation

As I have mentioned when analysing the media situation prior to the publication of *Gruppenbild* in the previous chapter, the international reputation of Böll as an activist and good-natured moralist had been increasing in 1971. His election to the Presidency of the German and, later in the year, of the international PEN-Club, seemed to complete this process. He was referred to reverently as 'the President' and his wisdom and skill in the chair was noted.1 This development was sharply

1 'Unter der Leitung seines neuen Präsidenten Heinrich Böll bekommt das Pen-Zentrum ein neues Gesicht'. W.U. 'Für die Freiheit der Meinung', *Kölner Stadtanzeiger*, 19.4.71.; '...ein leiser, weiser Präsident...' Kaiser, J.: 'Pen-Club und Pornographie', *Süddeutsche Zeitung*, 19.4.71.; 'Vor allem jedoch hat Böll eine Fähigkeit, ...
interrupted in early 1972 when Böll published an article in Der Spiegel titled "Does Ulrike ask for pardon or for safe conduct?", accusing certain sections of the press of inflammatory reporting of the terrorist scene and pleading for the opportunity for a fair trial for the terrorists.  

In this article, Böll refers to a headline by the national tabloid Bild from 23.12.71. which read: "Baader-Meinhof-Group continues to murder". The article described a bank-robbery which had resulted in the death of one policeman. There had been some indication that the Baader-Meinhof-group might be involved, but at the time of printing there was no evidence that this was more than just a suspicion. Taking exception to this type of reporting, Böll wrote:

This form of demagogy would not even be justified if the suspicions of the (...) police were to be proven correct. In every kind of legal state-system, each suspect has the right, if a mere suspicion is allowed to be published at all, that it is emphasized, that he is only suspected. - The headline "Baader-Meinhof continues to murder" is an invitation to a lynch-type of justice. Millions, for whom Bild is the only source of information, are served with falsified information in this manner. ... The title 'legal state' becomes questionable if the entire public sphere, with its at least uncontrollable instincts is included in the executive power; if one sacrifices the quality of
the legal system for the quantity of success and popularity.

He points out that the Baader-Meinhof group might not be as violent as they have been portrayed, that they are only a very small group, unable to bring real danger to the German people or their state. Trying to point to the psychological similarities between those hunted by the Nazis and those being hunted by a legal state-system and by Bild, he asks those who had been persecuted by the Nazis if they had forgotten what is was like to be hunted as a declared enemy of the system. He argues that even though Ulrike Meinhof might not expect any pardon nor even any justice from this society, somebody should offer her 'safe conduct' and a public trial, just as Mr Springer should be publically tried for demagogy.


4 'Safe conduct' refers to the feudal safe conduct concept for criminals; 'Haben alle, die einmal verfolgt waren, von denen einige im Parlament sitzen, der eine oder andere in der Regierung, haben sie alle vergessen, was es bedeutet, verfolgt und gehetzt zu sein. Wer von ihnen weiß schon, was es bedeutet, in einem Rechtsstaat gehetzt zu werden von 'Bild', das eine weitaus höhere Auflage hat als der 'Stürmer' sie gehabt hat? - Waren nicht auch sie, die ehemals Verfolgten, einmal erklärte Gegner eines Systems, und haben sie vergessen, was sich hinter dem reizenden
describes Bild with the words "naked fascism, demagogy, lies, filth".

On the same day as the Spiegel article, an interview with Böll appeared on a T.V.-station in the Federal Republic, during which he was asked if he would officially protest against the sentencing of the writer Wladimir Bukowski in the USSR and whether he was aware that he could be accused of being 'blind on the left eye', only protesting against the wrong doings of right-conservative regimes. Böll denied bias and said there was a committee in PEN which had to decide these actions, he was not able to go ahead by himself and he was sceptical about the effect of private protests. He tried to differentiate between various ways of protesting:

... in some cases they (the protests) prevent certain things, in other cases they entrench the positions. I suspect that in the case of Bukowski they entrench the positions and that is because of this simple reason: an author like Solzhenitsyn, who is protected by an oeuvre which has been published here, enjoys a different kind of protection from ...

Terminus 'auf der Flucht erschossen' verbarg?...Wollen die ehemals Verfolgten die verschiedenen Qualitäten des Verfolgtseins gegeneinander ausspielen und ernsthaft die Termini 'kriminell' und 'politische' in absoluter Reinheit voneinander scheiden, einer Gruppe gegenüber, die ihre Erfahrungen unter Asozialen und Kriminellen gesammelt hat, und auf dem Hintergrund einer Rechtsgeschichte, wo das Stehlen einer Mohrrübe schon als kriminell galt, wenn ein Pole, Russe oder Jude sie stahl? Das wäre weit unter einem Denkniveau, wie es unter verantwortlichen Politikern üblich sein sollte. - Ulrike Meinhof will möglicherweise keine Gnade, wahrscheinlich erwartet sie von dieser Gesellschaft kein Recht. Trotzdem sollte man ihr freies Geleit bieten, einen öffentlichen Prozess, und man sollte auch Herrn Springer öffentlich den Prozess machen, wegen Volksverhetzung.'

5 Interview: Merseburger/Böll: 'Gehört, Gelesen, Zitiert, Heinrich Böll und der Fall Bukowski' Süddeutsche Zeitung, 12.1.72.
Bukowski, who is becoming known here merely as a dissident, as a protester ... becoming known in a dangerous manner. I believe we underestimate the hierarchical way of thinking of the Soviets. ... I would rather like to get to a position where I could find a different starting point, that is: to get into a dialogue with responsible functionaries, leaders of writers' associations, representatives, about whether they realize how such a policy in the case of Bukowski damages the Soviet Union,— to tackle the matter pragmatically then — and whether the advantage which they are expecting is equal to this damage.

The combination of these two public statements, the interview seemingly refusing to criticize the USSR, and the article, seemingly pleading for fair treatment of a leftist radical group, developed into a major press affair in which most papers and also the electronic media participated. The debate raged during the rest of January and for two months after that. Commentaries, letters to the editor, open letters to Böll, answers from Böll, summaries, interviews could be found almost daily. He

6 '... in manchen Fällen verhindern sie einiges, in anderen Fällen versteifen sie, ich vermute, dass sie im Falle Bukowski versteifen, und zwar aus einem ganz simplen Grund: Ein Autor wie Solchenizyn, der gedeckt ist durch ein hier publiziertes Oeuvre..., genießt einen anderen Schutz als ein Autor wie Bukowski, der lediglich als Oppositioneller, als Protestant hier bekannt wird und wahrscheinlich zu bekannt wird. Auf eine gefährliche Weise bekannt. Ich glaube wir unterschätzen das hierarchische Denken der sowjetischen Behörden. ... Ich möchte eher soweit kommen ... einen anderen Einstieg zu finden, und zwar mit verantwortlichen Funktionären, Schriftstellerverbandsleitern, Abgeordneten usw. in ein Gespräch zu kommen über die Tatsache, ob sie sich darüber klar sind, wie eine solche Politik jetzt im Falle Bukowski der Sowjetunion schadet, also die Sache pragmatisch anzufassen, und ob der Nutzen, den sie sich möglicherweise davon versprechen, diesem Schaden entspricht.' cited from Grützbach, Frank (Ed.): Heinrich Böll. Freies Geleit für Ulrike Meinhof: Ein Artikel und seine Folgen, Kiepenheuer und Witsch, Köln, 1972 pp. 34,35

7 As the list of articles is quite extensive, it appears in an appendix at the end of this chapter.
was, in summary, charged with daring to step outside his 'metier' and using his popularity to make his political views known to a wide public. These political views touched on a very sensitive area during a very tense time and were extremely critical. His opinion that he, as a writer, was well-qualified to criticize certain areas of society even if these might not be described as literary but more properly as political or legal, was dismissed by many commentators. The effect of the media's treatment of the case was a plea for the maintenance of the separation of the areas of politics and literature as well as a discrediting of the critical attitudes Böll represented.

Böll was accused of being inconsistent and, more significantly, pro-communist. So far, he had often pointed to various shortcomings in the Federal-Republican social system, which had been dismissed as morally justified yet politically unimportant. Now the Spiegel-article enabled the right-wing papers to celebrate the unmasking of a closet sympathizer with leftist, extremist crimes, who had so far undeservedly been protected by virtue of his enjoying the repute of being some sort of 'conscience of Germany'.

..from Monday this week, with the appearance of Spiegel and the latest of Merseburger's Panorama programs, Böll has forfeited the role of the political and moral superior authority in the

---

judgment of the current affairs of the Federal Republic which he has often liked to usurp. The Rhinish poet .. has shown himself to be an opportunistic hypocrite. While he argued warmly and cleverly for understanding for Ulrike Meinhof and her gang in Augustin's Spiegel and at the same time strongly attacked the "merciless society" of the Federal Republic, the same Böll refused on T.V. as colleague and President of the international PEN-Centre to mention the latest brutal persecution of oppositional writers in the Soviet-Union by way of one word of protest or any demonstration of disgust.

In a different paper he is judged similarly:

What yardstick has Böll for his critique and his silence? He was once held to be a moralist, a preacher of public morals. But obviously now he can only see out of one eye and this eye sees angrily, perhaps because he is furious, perhaps because he is arrogant. Whichever is the case - he is robbing himself of his credibility.

In the undifferentiating short-hand of some parts of the media, this step soon led to a sweeping condemnation of

any left wing intellectual position. Hans Habe, writing for _Die Welt_, was the first to put it into words. He had earlier called for Heinrich Böll's resignation from the presidency of PEN as a consequence of the _Panorama_ interview. He referred to the persons named by the accused terrorist suspect, Karl-Heinz Ruhland, for their support of the Baader-Meinhof group. Hans Habe called them a "representative group of intellectuals" but denied that any of the members of the Baader-Meinhof group themselves were intellectuals. He writes:

It is already certain, and cannot be doubted since the confessions of the gang-member Ruhland that this gang would already be confined in prison if they couldn't be sure of more than moral support from influential intellectuals. Writers like Heinrich Böll, university professors like Brückner and Seifert, magazines like _Spiegel_ and a dozen widely-circulated dailies are trying to divide the German people like the French people during the Dreyfus-affair were fatally divided... For the first time intellectuals, alone convinced of their soul-saving doctrine of salvation, want to force their untamed will with brutal arrogance on citizens, workers, farmers, public servants and the entire intelligentsia, (they are) actual or spiritual allies of shooting and burning criminals... A critical intelligence which does not criticize kidnapping is none. The intellectual who speaks up for violence has lost his language...

Two weeks later Gerhard Löwenthal, the presenter of a current affairs T.V. program on one of the national public stations, ZDF, said:

Red Fascism, as the left Frankfurt sociologist Jürgen Habermas has called left-extremism, does not differ in anything from brown Fascism. And the sympathizers with this left-Fascism, those Bölls and Brückners, and all the other so-called leftist intellectuals, are not one iota better than the spiritual pace-setters of the Nazis, who have once already brought so much disaster over our country. 12

Böll announced that he would take Löwenthal to court or at least demand a public apology whereupon Löwenthal, under pressure, partly withdrew the statement. 13 Löwenthal's comments are of particular interest because they lead to a new angle in the controversy: the shift from merely condemning a person's political views to accusing them of responsibility for crimes committed by others, who are supposedly of the same political ilk. This shift can be detected in the debate from Löwenthal's

12 'Der rote Faschismus, wie der linksstehende Frankfurter Soziologe Jürgen Habermas den Linksradikalismus nannte, unterscheidet sich in nichts von dem braunen Faschismus. Und die Sympathisanten dieses Linksfaschismus, die Bölls und Brückners und all die anderen sogenannten Intellektuellen sind nicht einen Deut besser als die geistigen Schrittmacher der Nazis, die schon einmal soviel Unglück über unser Land gebracht haben.' 26.1.72. in program ZDF Magazin
13 'Man kann nicht sehr weit gehen...' Die Weltwoche, 9.2.72.; 'Wieder Krach um Löwenthal' Süddeutsche Zeitung, 9.2.72.; Roesner, W.: 'Gestörter Betriebsfrieden' Stuttgarter Nachrichten, 17.2.72.; Auszug aus der Moderation von Herrn Löwenthal im ZDF-Magazin 16.2.72. in Grützbach, Frank: Freies Geleit für Ulrike Meinhof, Ein Artikel und seine Folgen, op.cit. p.188
statement onwards. The term "sympathizer" is now used in various forms: "desk-criminals" (Schreibtischtäter), "spiritual co-agents", "helpers". No longer is Böll alone the centre of attention but, more and more, all leftist intellectuals.  

14 This emphasis is also related to the trial of Karl-Heinz Ruhland which took place in the early months of 1972. Ruhland had at times been an active member of the Baader-Meinhof group. His statements were detailed and contained some evidence that the group had had some support from various non-members, one of whom was thought to have been Professor Peter Brückner. The introduction of the concept of the 'dangerous sympathizer' led to many statements by public figures who merely voiced their opposition to the Baader-Meinhof group and their aims, in order to clear themselves of any vague suspicion about their allegiance. In this atmosphere of division, no differentiation or real discussion was possible.

The more moderate journalists seemed at first unable to defend Böll's action and either remained silent or pointed out that Böll should perhaps have had some legal advice before going to print.  

15 The defence of Böll started relatively late, only when it became apparent that the issue was being used for a wider witch-hunt

14 as he states himself in an interview in Deutsche Volkszeitung, 17.2.72.: 'What interests me in the meantime is the political context, the fact that I am apparently becoming a vehicle for the persecution of professors, teachers, lefties, however one may define them in all universities'.

against leftist intellectuals. Günter Grass published a call for reason in February in which he also drew some very poignant political connections. A few supporting comments appeared in left wing newspapers. A group of journalists and writers wrote an open letter voicing their concern and defending Böll's action. Papers who had not joined in the attack, published more neutral commentaries or pointed out that Böll, although never intending to start such a furore, was nevertheless partly responsible for what was happening to him.

When in this country someone reaches a threshold of tolerance, he simply calls the adversary a fascist. This mechanism is by now as well rehearsed as the 'idiot-gesture' of a driver... In the middle, amongst the contradicting ideologues, however, sits Heinrich Böll. He has, in the current case which conjures up a media-war, thrown the first stone and triggered an avalanche. His attack, ideologically unsophisticated and conceptually ambiguous though it was, nevertheless should be taken seriously for its moral rage. It was directed against the irresponsible, continually self-contradicting incitement of Bild-readers and ended with the tabu-word "fascist".

18 'Wenn in diesem Land die Toleranzgrenze erreicht scheint, dann nennt man den anderen einfach einen Faschisten. Der Mechanismus ist inzwischen so eingespielt wie die Idioten-Geste des Autofahrers... Zwischen den gegensätzlichen Ideologen mittendrin aber sitzt Heinrich Böll. Er hat im aktuellen Fall, der einen Medienkrieg heraufbeschwört, zweifellos den ersten Stein geworfen und eine Lavine ausgelöst. Seine ideologisch ungeschulte, begrifflich verschwommene, im moralischen Ingrimm aber ernst zu nehmende Attacke gegen die verantwortunglose, sich ständig selbst widersprechende Verhetzung der Bild-Leser endete im Tabu-Wort "faschistisch". Bohrer, K.-H.:
By the end of February, some well-argued comments were published in more neutral media outlets, which actually took up a position against the growing witch hunt and in favour of Böll's actions. The case against Ruhland, the case between Löwenthal and Böll and the hunt for the other members of the terrorist group helped to keep the issue alive through March and April. In June the issue flared up again in connection with the police search of Böll's country house and the arrest of the inner core of the terrorists, but also because the so called 'East-treaties', which had been described as a threat to internal security by the right-wing press, had been ratified. The coming election also played a part in the
selection of topics. A continuing barrage of insults and accusations, innuendo and suspicions were directed at Böll because he refused to be silenced, but insisted on giving more interviews and writing more comments. He was accused of having participated in creating an intellectual climate which had driven young people into a position of rejecting their social role. The history of this climate was traced to the student movement of 1968 and the founding of the APO. From there a development was seen leading directly to the terrorists.

The behaviour of the press was now openly labelled the worst witch-hunt of intellectuals in the FRG since the war, not only by leftist newspapers and associations but also by the foreign press. The connection with the internal political situation was also pointed out, not only by Böll but also by writers' and journalists' associations in an open letter. In June and July there were more hints about the possibility of Böll's being awarded the Nobel Prize for literature. The issue finally died down at the end of June beginning of July, when Böll published an article thanking all those who had

24 'Gegen jede Hexenjagd sich zur Wehr setzen', Die Tat, 24.6.72.
25 dpa: 'Nobelpreis für Böll?', Spandauer Volksblatt, 23.6.72.
not denounced him. There were some demonstrations of support by way of a collection of signatures and a public, supportive declaration by his publisher, signed by 156 notable personalities.

The next months were quieter, although from September on, Böll took part in the election campaign supporting the SPD. These activities didn't receive an unusual amount of attention. The rumours about the Nobel Prize became slightly more frequent, culminating in a long article about his work under the guise of a review of a book by Günther Wirth about Heinrich Böll. This article treats him and his work in detail, celebrating his religious and social motives and calls him a literary diplomat. The announcement was made four days later.

The media-reaction could be described as generally positive, although the extreme right wing and the CSU-supported press criticized the decision strongly after Franz Josef Strauss, the leader of the CSU party, publicly insinuated that the decision to award the prize to a declared SPD party supporter a few weeks before the election was tantamount to interference with the election

26 Heinrich Böll 'Ich danke allen, die mich nicht denunziert haben', Deutsche Volkszeitung, 29.6.72.; see also Klunker, H.: 'Auf der Suche nach der Mitmenschlichkeit', Deutsches Allgemeines Sonntagsblatt, 15.10.72.
27 '1380 Unterschriften für Böll', Süddeutsche Zeitung, 1.7.72.; Aichinger, I. at al: 'Solidarisch mit Böll', Nationale Zeitung, 10.7.72.
29 Die Tat, 19.10.72.
campaign of the FRG. He overlooked the fact that the
decision for the Nobel Prize has always been made on a
Thursday in October. The Springer-owned papers were
also mostly negative. Other articles insisted that Böll
received the prize more for his moral stance, social
engagement and integrity of motive rather than his
literary stature. Böll's speech in Stockholm five
months later received a very mixed appraisal. Not very
many papers commented, most limiting their reaction to a
summary of the speech. Those who did comment called the
speech 'academic', 'formulated on a high level' and
described Böll as 'responsible', 'sensible' and
'realistic'. The speech seemed to give Marcel Reich-
Ranicki the opportunity to write a tirade against what he
termed the general hostility to art generated by the so-
called left. He claimed that Böll intended to criticize
the overzealous lefties, who had jumped on the bandwagon
of 'engaged literature' mostly because they were, in his
eyes, unable to produce proper art. A right-wing
newspaper, which had previously criticized the fact that
Böll had received the prize, wrote a surprisingly

30 'Nobelpreis für den Mörderfreund Böll', Deutsche
Wochenzeitung, 27.10.72.; Beckmann, H.: 'Wieso Heinrich
Böll?', Rheinischer Merkur, 27.10.72.; Grimminger P.: 
'Nicht mehr als ein besserwisserischer Nörgler', Deutsche
Böll prämiert', Deutsche Nachrichten, 3.11.72
31 'Strauss: Preis-Missbrauch', Düsseldorfer Express,
20.10.72.
32 Mytze, A.W.: 'Ohne Rücksicht auf Verluste' Berliner
Stimme, 28.10.72.; Schäble, G.: 'Heinrich Böll und die
Moral' Badische Zeitung, 20.10.72.
33 'Versuch über die Vernunft der Poesie'
34 Engels, G.: 'Böll - wohltemperiert' Kölnische
Rundschau, 3.5.73.; Reich-Ranicki, M.: 'Gegen die linken
Eiferer' Die Zeit, 11.5.73.
34 Reich-Ranicki, M.: 'Gegen die linken Eiferer' op.cit.
positive account of the speech. This situation, where praise seemed to come from a very unexpected side, was repeated more spectacularly later in 1973.

When Böll, in his capacity as president of the PEN-Club, received a letter from the physicist Andrej Sacharow pleading for help in the case of the historian Andrej Amalrik, who had not been released after serving his sentence, but instead had to face new charges, he stepped up the protest against the treatment of intellectuals in the Soviet Union. The right-wing press was eager to interpret this as a change of heart and praised Böll, pointing out that he had so far refused to criticize the USSR but that he now had changed his position. This situation changed quickly after Böll gave an interview on radio where he drew some direct parallels between the persecution of Russian writers and the implementation of the Radikalenerlass in the FRG. This drew the more familiar criticisms.

36 Thiemer, H.: 'Endstation Büffel' Rheinischer Merkur, 4.5.73.; R.Sch.: 'Böll, der Rätselhafte' Deutsche Nachrichten, 18.5.73.
37 Düsseldorfer Nachrichten, 29.5.73.; Die Welt, 30.5.73. So far he had pleaded for the release of all imprisoned writers in East and West 'Im Westen mehr Autoren inhaftiert als im Osten, meint Heinrich Böll' Frankfurter Rundschau, 12.5.73.
38 'Böll zur Ost-West-Kultur' Tiroler Tageszeitung, 17.7.73.; Schmidt, E.W.: 'Gefährliches Entgegenkommen' Der Schlesier 2.8.73. wf: 'Leisetreterei' Mittelbayrische Zeitung, 6.9.73.
39 'Böll zur Lage in der UDSSR' Frankfurter Allgemeine Zeitung, 24.9.73.; 'Böll warnt vor Verfolgung der Intellektuellen' Süddeutsche Zeitung, 24.9.73.
40 Müller, W.J.: 'Verlust des Massstabes' Bayern Kurier, 29.9.73.; R.Sch.: 'Bölls falsche politische Töne' Deutsche Wochenzeitung, 12.10.73.
The development of an image of Böll as an internationally known and well respected writer with a strong moral engagement which had begun in 1970 was, even though there were very radical breaks, not completely interrupted by the furore of 1972. Indeed, on one level it steadily increased. Now, at the end of 1973, after the Nobel Prize and some years of presidency of the PEN-Club, Böll's standing as an internationally renowned author could no longer be negated. Three English universities offered him honorary doctorates, his hometown, Cologne, held an exhibition centered around his works and a public gathering to celebrate its famous citizen. The right-wing press was by now also very keen to count him as a supporter, as the incident following Sacharov's letter to Böll indicates.

This impression is strengthened by the events of the first half of 1974. Böll appeared in court, giving an 'expert opinion' in defence of Erich Fried, who had been accused of insulting the police authority when he called the killing of an unarmed terrorist, Georg von Rauch, "preventative murder" in a letter to the editor of the Spiegel-magazine. Böll's statement is described as having been decisive for Fried's acquittal, although there is also evidence that the judge was unusually sensible and

unconventional. Later, when the editor Wagenbach had to face similar charges, Böll publicly supported him and instructed Wagenbach's lawyer, Otto Schily, to ask the prosecution to start proceedings against him as well, as he had also called the killing of Benno Ohnesorg "murder" in a speech. In the same month the house of Böll's son was searched by police but neither the two court cases nor the search elicited a great response from the media. Alexander Solzhenistyn's sensational arrival in the Federal Republic and refuge at Böll's country house was noted with great interest but merely added to Böll's fame and personal integrity.

His new book then is launched into a media climate of relative serenity, albeit with a recent history of sensational animosity by some parts of the media.

43 In a publication of the Wagenbach publishing company the killing of Benno Ohnesorg, Georg von Rauch and Thomas Weissbecker had been called 'murder', 'planned murder', 'legal murder'. This had been seen as an insult by the Berlin Chief of police, who started the proceedings.; J.G.: 'Die Tötungsschwelle' Frankfurter Rundschau, 22.2.74.
44 'Haussuchung bei Bölls Sohn' Neue Osnabrücker Zeitung, 8.2.74.
b) Analysis of the reviews

1. The sample:

The sample of material concerning *Die verlorene Ehre der Katharina Blum* differs from that for *Gruppenbild* in origin and time of publication. Of the 77 items collected, 59 were reviews, 11 were commentaries and 6 were letters to the editor. 12 of the reviews appeared in periodicals and 47 in daily newspapers. 53 of all the reviews appeared in 1974. Amongst the group appearing in the dailies there were only 7 which can be classified as pre-publication reviews, appearing in July. 27 out of the 46 reviews from dailies appeared in August, the month following publication. This seems to indicate that the book received a short burst of concentrated attention from the daily media, which was paralleled by publications in periodicals, of which more than half appeared during 1974.

2. Content and approach

The divisions between positive and negative assessment of the novella are more pronounced than in the case of *Gruppenbild*. There are only 6 reviews which do not take up a definite position. Of the rest, 15 come to mostly positive and 26 to negative conclusions. The justifications for these judgments vary enormously, with some characteristics of the book being used by both camps. 45

45 Röhl, K.R.: 'Die heilige Katharina und die Bildzeitung' *Das da*, 8/1974, contradicts most criticisms
Another interesting aspect of the reception pattern is that the early periodical reviews are mainly negative, the later ones more often positive. Amongst the positive reviews there is a higher proportion from the periodicals than one might have expected, namely 9 out of 15 positive reviews, which leaves only 6 clearly positive reviews from dailies.

The criticisms most often levelled against the book concern Böll's assumed inability to separate his fury or desire for revenge from his creative concerns. This argument refers to the treatment he had received at the hands of most parts of the press in 1972 after he had published a letter in the Spiegel-magazine asking for 'safe conduct' for Ulrike Meinhof. Most reviews mention this connection and use it to pin at least some of their criticisms on. Some even go as far as to suggest that Böll had pulled the trigger in spirit. 46 The headlines in that it simply praises everything. The language which is criticized in the majority of the reviews, even those which praise the book in other respects, is analysed very positively in an essay published in 1979 Scheiffele, E.: 'Kritische Sprachanalyse Heinrich Bölls Gruppenbild' Basis, 9, 1979 pp.160-187. The structure which was found mainly lacking or to be unsuitable by so many reviews is seen as developed with a fine sense of aesthetic purpose in an essay published 1982, Sewell, W.S. 'Konduktion und Niveauunterschiede: The structure of Böll's Katharina Blum' Monatshefte, vol. 74, no.2, 1982. The novella form is seen as being maintained as well as renewed by the book in an essay published in 1981 (Sinka, M.: 'Heinrich Böll's Die verlorene Ehre der Katharina Blum' Colloquia Germanica, Bern, vol.14, no.2, 1981) while the early reviews had often accused the book of mistakes in formal aspects.

used for some reviews might suffice to give an impression: "Where rage can lead", "Told in rage - written as if with a fist", "Böll's revenge entertainment", "Rage doesn't always inspire creativity". The assumed clouding of his ability is seen in the seeming sloppiness of the language and style, the haste with which it seems to have been written, the 'mistakes' in the plot, the uneven attention to detail, weak humour, type-cast, stock characters, lack of form, too much form etc.  

The other major accusation is that it is plainly bad literature. This is most often linked to Böll's personal involvement in the issues, and sometimes introduced by the assumption that a piece that is so openly political can, a priori, not have any aesthetic qualities, and

---

verlorene Ehre der Katharina Blum’ Generalanzeiger für Bonn, 23.8.74. and Braunschweiger Zeitung, 22.8.74.;
Sybold: 'Zorn macht nicht immer schöpferisch' Frankfurter Neue Presse, 21.8.74.
indeed does not 'deserve' any attention from a 'literary' point of view. 49

The positive reviews also often mention the fact that Böll has now reacted to the 1972 press campaign, but they mostly assume this connection does not need to be justified or is simply typical of Böll. 50 Many of the positive reviews concentrate on the author and his character and base their opinion of the book on that. 51

3. Analysis

The fact that the reviews are so definitely divided between positive and negative and that the justification for the judgments is usually based on the political behaviour and recent experience of the author (i.e. his article in Spiegel and the ensuing reaction), must be seen in relation to the content of the book itself, as well as to the internal social and political situation in

49 'Zu Böll und zu Bernhard' Schweizer Monatshefte, 54 Jg. 1974-5 II S.542-544
51 Tank, K.L.: 'Bölls Notschrei' sees Heinrich Böll as a moral institution; Brender, H.: 'Von der Unzerstörbarkeit der menschlichen Hoffnung' claims Heinrich Böll is led by pity and outrage; Linder, C.: 'Und sofort auf ihn geschossen' op.cit. mentions that Heinrich Böll writes out of a psychological need to free himself of certain emotions; Eggers, H.: 'Gewalt gegen die Zeitung?' Blickpunkt, Berlin, NR.239/74 writes: 'the 72 campaign left deep scars on this sensitive man, here now is the result.'
the Federal Republic at the time, as has been described in Chapter Two.

3.a. Depoliticizing techniques:

Even though the reviews are politically explicit, they diffuse the wider political implications raised by the book. This is effected in a number of ways.

One way of achieving that effect is that of concentrating on the author and his personal involvement with the topic. This is the case in almost all the reviews and must be seen in connection with the, by now, very widespread popularity of Böll as a personality. Writing about a book by Böll without writing about him as a person must be like cooking without spice. The author automatically popularizes his own book and the piece to be written about it. In the following analysis of the reviews it was difficult to separate the use of the 'author-concept' from various other issues. The preoccupation with the author is spread across all groups of Böll's reviewers. Because of this, a close analysis of the way the author is used proves to be a very good indication of the reviewers' understanding of literature and its social effects.

In the group of negative reviews the author's closeness to the material is frequently cited. This seems to give an automatic justification for the dismissal of the topics the book opens up. Böll is described as over-
reacting to some minor imbalance in news-reporting. The issues are thus limited, contained and diffused. The most extreme example of this type of approach is Hans Habe's review. Habe argues that Böll has lost all right to the status of 'writer' because this novella had finally exposed him as a self-centred, irrational person, who cannot be trusted. The connection to the topic of terrorism opens up room for retelling of the press-incident which makes good reading.

A very similar effect can be observed in reviews which state their sympathy with Böll's intentions: The author's personal convictions, now considered praiseworthy, are seen as central to the evaluation of the book. This also has the effect that the book's wider political relevance is curtailed by focussing on this individual experience, or need, which leads to a marginalization of this relevance. These reviews are not only positive, some are very angry with Böll for not having done a 'proper job', for having lost his 'critical intelligence'. Reich-Ranicki's review must be mentioned here. His approach seems to be sympathetic to and positive about the contemporary relevance of the novella. This alleged relevance is then, however, channelled into a discussion of literary values which, although they are

expressed in general terms, are really his personal preferences. Lamenting a lack of 'art' in the efforts of contemporary writers to portray their world he writes:

So there are ever more clever books about contemporary literature. And no literature - at least no literature in which the echo of that which has occurred in the last years in the FRG could be found. 55

Böll's achievement is that he is able to include in his works a 'topicality' which is in Reich-Ranicki's eyes absent from most other contemporary West German literature.

Even though Böll's books were highly controversial and questionable literary products - ... - they nevertheless displayed a unique vision, yes an extraordinary feeling for those themes, situations and moods in which the 'topical' becomes apparent automatically. What Böll tells may be better or worse. But it touched and touches the central core of the German present. This is also the case for Die verlorene Ehre der Katharina Blum. 56

A discussion of this topicality is not part of Reich-Ranicki's review. Instead he defines Böll's theme as traditional and eternal:

55 'So gibt es immer mehr kluge Bücher über zeitgenössische Literatur. Und keine Literatur - jedenfalls keine, in der sich das Echo dessen wiederfinden liesse, was sich in der Bundesrepublik in den letzten Jahren ereignet hat.' Reich-Ranicki, M.: 'Der deutschen Gegenwart mitten ins Herz' op. cit.
Böll has from the start contrasted injustice, the viciousness and cruelty of the world with the purity or the simple decency of his central figures. ... A very old topic re-establishes itself here. ... The confrontation of the suffering individual with the hostile environment and love failing due to this environment - both themes are central also to the novella *Die verlorene Ehre der Katharina Blum.* 57

In this framework, the previously emphasized topicality fades into a mere cover under which the eternal themes are presented. This mechanism diffuses and tames any active relationship to the themes touched on by the novella.

A more obvious manner in which the political implications of the novella are marginalized is by simply omitting any discussion of the social-political questions which are raised by the book. I do not wish to claim that this is a deliberate intention of the reviewers. Although some of the reviews state that Böll is making a justified criticism or that he is realistic in his content, there is virtually no discussion of any of the social and political questions raised by the book in any of the reviews. The only discussion of this kind can be found in one essay on language by Scheiffele, which analyses the language used by Böll as mirroring and criticizing the

57 'Böll hat von Anfang an gegen die Ungerechtigkeit, die Bosheit und Grausamkeit der Welt die Unschuld, die Reinheit oder ganz einfach die Anständigkeit seiner zentralen Figuren ausgespielt. ... Ein uralter Topos feierte hier Urständ. ... Die Konfrontation des leidenden Individuums mit der feindlichen Umwelt und die an dieser Umwelt scheiternde Liebe – beide Motive stehen im Mittelpunkt auch der Erzählung von der Verlorenen Ehre der Katharina Blum.' ibid.
systematic, inherent violence which has developed in West-German culture and which has spread into everyday language. More often than not a discussion of issues such as police interrogation-tactics, gutterpress monopoly, the witch-hunt after leftist radicals, is stifled by remarks such as: Böll 'has no experience of this type of journalism', 'there are more 'realistic' incidents described in any detective story than in Böll's book'.

He is also accused of getting sidetracked into a much too idealized description of his heroine.

3.b. The use of content

The content is often summarized in order to inform the reader quickly. These plot summaries also give interesting hints as to the assumptions underlying the reviews. A comparison is possible here as many of the reviews have plot summaries.

The plot summary is generally used to provide the bulk of material for many reviews and to support its argument. However, this is not done openly but by subtle selection of the most suitable content which then gives the impression that the content 'naturally' supports the judgment of the reviewer. What is selected can then give some hints as to what the reviewer's unproclaimed assumptions are. These assumptions relate not only to


topics which are discussed in the reviews such as literature, freedom of the press, sexuality and police investigation methods, but also social acceptability, proper ways of dealing with conflict and the political uses of literature.

In his review entitled "The Pure and the Pigs" Günther Schloz uses selected items of content as well as a summary to emphasize how clumsy, crudely written and absolutely unartistic the book is. After introducing the book as a tirade, inspired by hatred to such a degree that the "artistic means refuse to function", Schloz summarizes the plot:

Böll's heroine is called Katharina Blum. She is as pure as her Christian name, as natural as her surname and so honorable that she considers her honour lost even though it is other people who have tarnished it. Her honour lost, she considers herself justified in becoming violent. She shoots the reporter Werner Tötges (what a name-finder this Böll is!* who has dragged her in a scandalous manner through the PAPER, has deprived her not only of her honour but also of her mother and who after all that dares to burst into her home with the offer:"How about us having a bang for a start?" And while he "goes for her dress" Katharina's gun goes "bang, two, three or four times."

60 Schloz, G.: 'Reine und Schweine. Wohin der Zorn führen kann' op.cit
61 'Katharina Blum heisst Bölls Heldin. Sie is so rein wie ihr Vorname, so natürlich wie ihr Zuname und so ehrbar, dass sie ihre Ehre verloren gibt, auch wenn es andere sind, sie sie ihr abgeschnitten haben. Aus verlorenen Ehre versteht sie sich dazu, Gewalt zu verüben. Sie erschießt den Reporter Werner Tötges (welcher Namenerfinder dieser Böll!), der sie in skandalöser Weise durch die ZEITUNG gezerrt, ihr mit seinen Sensationsberichten nicht nur die Ehre, sondern auch die Mutter geraubt hat und der sich erdreistet, ihr nach alledem mit dem Angebot ins Haus zu fallen:"… ich schlage vor, dass wir jetzt erst einmal bumsen." Und während er ihr "an die Kledage" geht, macht Katharinas
The emphasis on the character of Katharina is very strong, as in the longer plot summary which follows. She is described ironically to make her look slightly silly:

It was the fate of this competent, good and rather heartily cool Katharina that, at the time of the Carnival in Cologne she should, at a party in the flat of her motherly friend, spontaneously and unavoidably feel tenderly close to an uninvited guest.

The description of the heroine as being too sensitive to be true, too naive to be convincing, is then taken to be proof of the low quality of the book. The same technique is used to discredit the description of the police:

... after the interrogations (in the manner of: "Did he fuck you then?") had not brought forth any proof...

and journalistic practices:

For Böll, it is apparently sufficient to prove how violence can develop and to make understandable what violence can lead to, by showing how (...) the alert reporter with a red Porsche ("a real pig") finally goes after Katharina herself, with the already cited 'bang-happy' advances and the, alas for journalist-pigs, so natural groping for the dress.

Pistole dann "zweimal, dreimal, viermal" tatsächlich "bums"). Schloz, G.: op.cit.
63 '...nachdem die Verhöre (in der Tonart:"Hat er dich denn gefickt") keinen Aufschluss ... erbracht hatte.' Schloz, G.: op.cit.
64 'Als bei solchem Stand der Dinge der alerte Reporter mit rotem Porsche ("ein richtiges Schwein") sich
Schloz's assumption that "artistic means" will "refuse to function" if faced with "so much outrage" will need to be analysed elsewhere. Here let us merely note what his plot summary seems to tell us: From the way he describes Katharina's sex-life, he seems to assume that women who are sexually selective are also prudes and therefore unlikely to spend a night with a person whom they have just met. This sexist assumption is then used to discredit the book. Should literature in Schloz's eye confirm, not challenge, the most commonly held preconceptions and prejudices? Having presented the book by means of a distorted plot and characterization, the critic feels no need for any less biased justification before dismissing the entire book as a "minor work", "a piece of sloppy polemic, thrown together impatiently." 65

Joachim Günther's review in *Neue Deutsche Hefte* concentrates its criticism on the lack of realism and conviction he perceives in the plot and suggests Böll's lack of experience with the 'detective story' genre as the reason. 66 His own confessed lack of familiarity with

65 'ein im Zorn geschludertes, mit Ungeduld zusammengestücktes Nebenwerk'. Schloz, G.: op.cit.
the tabloid Bild-Zeitung does not disqualify him, however, from assessing Böll’s picture of Bild as artificial. His plot summary, even though it is much less biased that the previous example, is very interesting:

... a young woman, who is built up as a just, cool-clever creature of virtue, although from a tainted family (brother in jail, father dead, corrupt, mother sick, leaning slightly towards alcoholism), has worked herself up to the level of "certified housekeeper" from poor circumstances, with the help of a lawyer-couple who appreciate her worth, to modest prosperity with a freehold-flat and a car. At a party at Carneval she gets to know a young man. Love at first sight. But the lover, who is the first to understand the difference between being amorous and making advances, is a wanted violent criminal, who is said not only to have committed bank robbery but also murder. The narrator later takes this back; lets his male secondary character, who remains pale anyhow, only be a deserter from the federal army, and a plunderer of a safe containing the salary for two regiments and large sums of financial reserves and, on top of that, a forger. The police search for this man at Katharina's, but he has disappeared mysteriously in the morning. She herself is interrogated at length, gets into the PAPER as "Robber's sweetheart" and experiences all the reprisals of society which are heaped upon a suspected person. In that way, furious hatred mounts up inside her (the story wants to demonstrate "how violence develops and to what it can lead"). She seemingly grants an interview to a typically nasty news-reporter and shoots him dead when he starts the interview not with questions concerning the matter at hand, but with a drastic sexual advance.

The imprecision in this account of the content is interesting: the "lawyer-couple" refers to the Blornas - he is a corporation lawyer and she is an architect (the wife's profession is overlooked). They merely enable Katharina to amortize her loan faster than she would otherwise have done and cannot really be said to have helped her "improve herself". The summary is constructed to make the plot seem predictable and shallow. We can therefore only conclude that the reviewer dislikes the plot precisely because it is very predictable and close to the commonly experienced reality: "There are worse and also more peculiar things in life." One of the criticisms he levels against the plot is, however, that it is not realistic and believable enough. The reviewer also assumes that the person who is in a conflict situation is to blame for this conflict and that is is uninteresting.

'Bilanzfälscher' sein. Da die Polizei den Mann bei Katharina Blum sucht, er aber am Morgen auf mysteriöse Weise verschwunden ist, wird sie selbst lange vernommen, kommt als "Räuberliebchen" in die ZEITUNG und erfährt alle Repressalien der Umwelt, die sich auf einen Verdächtigen häufen. So sammelt sich ingrimmiger Hass in ihr an (die Erzählung will ja verdeutlichen 'wie Gewalt entstehen und wohin sie führen kann'). Sie gewährt zum Schein einem Ausbund von Zeitungsreporter ein Interview und erschießt ihn, als er das Interview nicht mit Sachfragen, sondern mit einem drastischen Annäherungsversuch beginnt.' Günther, J.: op.cit.

68 This leads the reviewer to judge the book as falling short of Goethe's prescription that a story should not show 'the general in the shape of one in a million cases but that it has to show the general in the single case'. The use of the Goethean pronouncement about what a story should do rests on the assumption that we all know what constitutes 'the general' and a 'single case' as well as on our agreement with this pronouncement. In the review it is not elucidated or analysed beyond the fact that it comes from Goethe, which is presumed to be sufficient recommendation.
to read about this. This leaves no room for a discussion
of the conflict itself.

Reinhard Kill confesses in his review titled: "Böll's too tasty anger" to have been painfully
disappointed with the book, as the topic was "nearly
negligently missed" and because this happened in such a
"literarily inadequate, warped, stilted, cramped
manner".69 He goes on to say that the book is no
pamphlet. If Böll had written one, it would have become a
duty for every journalist to read it, but as Böll has
only wanted "to take his revenge, his means reflect on
him." His plot summary uses many very brief quotes from
the book without information about who is being quoted:

His (Böll's) invented heroine, who is however
afflicted by reality, is called Katharina Blum, is
27 years old and a certificated domestic help. The
night before "Weiberfastnacht" 1974 at a party in a
"town which is merry according to the
season"(therefore Heinrich Böll's Cologne) she gets
to know Ludwig Göttchen who is wanted by the police
for robbery and murder. She, the prude, the "nun",
who left her husband "because of insuperable
aversion", felt immediately "great tenderness for
him and he for me", danced with him "exclusively and
fervently". She goes with Göttchen to her apartment
for "a night of romance", helps him to escape
through a heating duct and finds herself, because of
the suspicion of aiding and abetting, in the
interrogation machinery of the police and in the
headlines of the PAPER.

The most talented headline maker of this paper,
the reporter Tötges (looks "sordid", drives a
Porsche) builds the case up more and more. He
shamelessly falsifies statements from Blum's
acquaintance, climbs, dressed up as a painter, into
the sick room of mother Blum who has just been
operated on for cancer and blames the death of the
shocked convalescent on her "stubborn killer-

69 Kill, R.: 'Bölls zu süffige Wut' Rheinische Post,
10.8.74.
sweetheart"-daughter. He pokes around in the past of Katharina's friends and employers, insinuates things, makes the drawing of conclusions likely, etc.

The woman, insulted as a "Kremlin-stooge" and "communist-bitch" in anonymous letters, persecuted by smutty suggestions arranges to meet the person who brought death, Tötges, for an interview in her flat and shoots the "character assassin", who wants "to bang" her "first". After the reconstitution of her lost honour she shows no remorse.

She is "pretty, smartly dressed, friendly, very intelligent, reliable, industrious, neat, faithful, proud, able to plan ahead ingeniously, extremely ready to help, a singularly nice young thing." With so much clear purity it doesn't matter that she is also "cool, prim, without a sense of humour, in sexual matters extremely sensitive. But nevertheless this awkward heavenly wonder-being will spontaneously open up for Gött: "My god he was simply the one who was to come." There the life and love story becomes a holy story. How this passively straight young woman, who reacts linguistically with scruples similar to Böll, who formulates as correctly as the board of editors of the Duden, plans and executes a murder, that is, how inside her violence develops and where it leads: this remains Heinrich Böll's unrevealed literary secret.
The level of the novella's plot is often referred to as if it were unproblematically one-dimensional or as if it co-incided with the level of reality from which the reviewer operates. Kill is not alone in overlooking the frequent discussions in the book about the difficulties of establishing something as a fact. The incident concerning the reporter's alleged entry into Katharina's mother's sick-room is in the novella accompanied by a lengthy elaboration about whether it can be seen as true or as just a boast by the reporter, about who considered it true and how this affected that person, etc. The issue concerning the fact-status of true or invented incidents which is central to the book, is in Kill's review overlooked completely. This is all the more surprising as the reviewer has stated that he was very interested in a discussion of "whether we are actively or passively part of the information process". This side of the discussion is, however, sidetracked into very shallow considerations.

Verfolgte bestellt den 'Todesherbeiführer' Tötges (nomen est omen) am Karnevalssonntag zu einem Interview in ihre Wohnung und bumst ihren 'Rufmörder', der sie 'erst einmal bumsen' will, mit der Pistole zu Tode. Reue zeigt sie nach der Wiederherstellung ihrer verlorenen Ehre nicht. Sie ist 'hübsch, adrett, freundlich, sehr klug, korrekt, fleissig, ordentlich, treu, stolz, fast genial planend, radikal hilfsbereit, ein einmalig nettes Ding'. Bei so viel klarer Reinheit schadet's nicht, dass sie auch 'kühl, zimperlich, humorlos, in sexuellen Dingen äusserst empfindlich' ist. Und doch öffnet sich diese sperrige, himmlische Wunderwesen spontan für Götten: 'Mein Gott, er war es eben, der da kommen soll'. Da wird eine Liebeszur Heilsgeschichte. Wie diese passiv redliche, sprachlich so skrupulös wie Böll reagierende, so korrekt wie die Duden-Redaktion formulierende junge Frau einen Mord plant und ausführt, wie also in ihr Gewalt entsteht und wohin sie führt: Das bleibt Heinrich Bölls literarisch nicht offenbartes Geheimnis.' Kill, R.: 'Bölls zu süffige Wut' op.cit.
of literary value. As Böll only wants revenge "his means reflect on him". This is similar to the previous review where the literary means are said to "refuse to function"... faced with "so much outrage". The relationship between the effective functioning or mere presence of the 'artistic means' and the perceived involvement of the author with the theme, proven or not, remains unmentioned.

A discussion of the topics which are opened up by the novella and the manner in which these relate to the readers' concerns is neglected in favor of a hurried attempt to judge it. One can see here a turning away from the discussion of certain obvious social/political questions by the use of an admittedly limited literary criticism and evaluation.

This pattern of using the content is fairly common in the reviews published in the dailies. A plot summary serves to make the review interesting as it is a very compressed, and therefore often sensationalized enumeration of the most 'shocking' events in the book. The selection is predictable: The police commissioner's question: "Well, did he fuck you?" is cited often, as if the use of the phrase was accepted as a fact in the novel.71 The text, however, includes a lengthy discussion of whether these words were actually used and if so, who used them. Katharina's image as 'nun' and her words about

her lover: "He was the one who was to come." are also used frequently. This builds up an image of Katharina parallel to the one built up by the concerted efforts of police and gutter press in the novella: suspicion is heaped on a person's character, even if this person is fictitious, because she happens to fall outside the norm. The norm remains safely undefined. Some of the reviewers here reveal their own prejudices in their judgments.

This analysis of the use of content in reviews poses questions about the reasons for the choices of topics and approaches by the critics. This needs to be seen separately from their general ability to write reviews of any particular standard. The content is misused and exploited to make the review more 'palatable' and to support the critics' often shallow judgment, not only of the novella, but of a number of other topics. For the book under discussion this means a distortion of its themes and approaches. For the reader, the oversimplifications and sensationalizing effects of these summaries promote the expectation of a highly exciting and thrilling book. The use of the content lends a commercial character to the reviews. An imprecise use of content is very easily transformed into an effective advertisement. After all - some of the content is highly controversial, therefore certain to attract attention. The reviews are then aiding the sales of the novella, even if, or perhaps because, they are often very critical.
3.c. The academic reception

In the academic reception, Böll's perceived close involvement with his material is also seen as a reason for concern. Philip Payne goes as far as stating that: "When Katharina takes out the pistol it is not Tötges who stands before her but Springer and it is Böll who fires the shots."72 This is so because:

Whenever Böll comes across a situation in which the individual is persecuted by the state or, as here, by the press he reacts with a paroxysm of rage that shakes his whole being.73

Payne sees this as the response of an "incorrigible moralist". Jochen Vogt shares with many of his colleagues from the dailies the assumption that the press-furore around Böll's essay in 1972 must be seen as having left its mark on Böll's creative work.74 Hanno Beth, Günther Wirth and Hanjo Kesting write review-essays which give considerable room to the social and political implications of Böll's themes, even though they have different ways of understanding and interpreting the novella.75 Both Kesting and Beth come to very positive

73 ibid
conclusions about the novella, but to negative conclusions about its general reception, recognizing that for many journalists the relevant questions might have been threatening:

... Böll ... has clearly recognized the structures of public media violence and presented them for public debate. It seems to me to be no co-incidence, however, that the critics of Katharina Blum have, being implicated and at the same time dependent, generally avoided this question.  

Kesting and Beth criticize the shallowness of the reception, which seems more interested in the author's opinions than in his findings by presenting the book as Böll's private revenge. Kesting's findings of misrepresentation in the plot summaries and shallow polemics in place of any analysis or information are very similar to mine. He mentions Habe's viciousness, Reich-Ranicki's diffusing treatment and Schloz's vehement criticisms. It is interesting to see that within academic criticism there are pockets of very aware and critical writers. As I have mentioned, the existence of these reviews proves that this type of awareness is possible in the institution but also that it has mostly only marginal effect in comparison to the numerically and structurally overwhelming dominance of institutionalized reviewing.

3.d. Conclusion

76 ‘- die Strukturen publizistischer Gewalt hat er klar erkannt und zur Debatte gestellt. Es scheint kein Zufall zu sein, dass sich die Rezensenten der Katharina Blum als Betroffene und zugleich Abhängige durchweg um die Diskussion dieser Fragen gedrückt haben.’ Beth, H.: op. cit. p.74
In the context of the media and political situation in the FRG, this kind of reception leads to questions about the political climate of the time. The daily press as well as the more independent weeklies and periodicals had trouble in treating the novella in an open fashion. Were various methods employed to distract from its highly political content? The three characteristic aspects of the reception are: the use of the 'author', open omission of the political implications from the discussion and misuse of the content with the effect of sidetracking and marginalizing any discussion of the challenges to many entrenched social practices which the novella presents. Here the so called independent newspapers are implicated as well as the small regional papers. In the context of the times this reception functions as a muffling, diffusing and watering down of the potentially sharp social conflicts which are touched upon by the novella. The terrorist scene, its roots in recent German history, the role of the press and its unclear connections to the police and intelligence agencies as well as big business interests, the issue of the use of semi-official slander to promote first a social and later a political discrimination against certain groups, as had been successfully practised by Nazi-propaganda against communists and slaves, are all topics which are in need of wider debate in Germany. The opportunity to initiate this debate, to evaluate the historical inheritance critically, is thwarted by this reception.
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3. Fürsorgliche Belagerung

Fürsorgliche Belagerung elicits perhaps the most interesting reception in terms of its internal dynamics (involving the communication channels between text, readers, critics and author) of all the three novels. Arriving on the literary scene during a time of unprecedented tension in domestic politics, the book is initially given a crushingly negative treatment which after Heinrich Böll had commented on the reception in a speech and in two interviews leads to an introspective debate about the social role of criticism.

a) Media situation

Between the publication of Die verlorene Ehre der Katharina Blum in 1974 and of Fürsorgliche Belagerung in 1979 lies the most dramatic period of domestic political tension in postwar German history. During this period the activities of the Red Army Faction, RAF, became more and more desperate and violent, as I have described in the second chapter, while the Federal Republic climbed to the peak of world influence in economic and political matters. The SPD Government had accepted the positioning of medium-range nuclear missiles on German soil and the
development of an extensive network of nuclear reactors, both in the face of widespread popular opposition. The parliamentary opposition was very strong and became more and more dominated by right-wing radical demands during the peak of the terrorist activities. As I have mentioned in chapter two, in the wake of the terrorist threat the government initiated various measures and laws relating to the activities of publication and teaching and to the dealings between accused people and their lawyers, which were felt to curtail basic civil rights.¹

Böll's relationship to the media was subtly changed again during this period. Owing to the extreme political tensions the media climate was stirred up to a high degree and Böll was used by many sides. His reactions were, by the end of this period, relatively predictable, and one could gain the impression that there were situations where his reactions were manipulated. There was a tendency by parts of the media to treat him not as a specific individual, but as an institution and/or to capitalize on his high publicity value. The name "Böll" possessed so much currency now, that every- and anything connected with it made the headlines.²

¹ Vierzehntes Strafrechtsänderungsgesetz, 22.4.76., Gesetz zur Änderung des Einführungsgesetzes zum Gerichtsverfassungsgesetz, 30.9.77., Kontaktsperergesetz (contact barrier law) introduced 28.9.77. passed 2.10.77. printed in Wilharm, I.: op.cit. p.151-153
² For instance the following headline: 'In brothel only talked about Böll, lover's pay needed to be paid anyway, for the Doctor felt spiritually relaxed', Düsseldorfer Express, 20.2.75. or the note in Aachener Nachrichten, 2.4.75. 'Die "verlogene" Story des Heinrich Böll' which reports an April fool's joke using Böll's name.
At the beginning of this period of intensified tension Böll was singled out in order to link him to the crimes of the terrorists: On 21.11.74. Otto Freiherr von Sass, who worked under the pseudonym Matthias Walden as the chief commentator of the radio station Sender Freies Berlin made the following comment on the late edition of the news on the ARD T.V. station after a report about the state funeral of the murdered president of the supreme court, Drenkmann. Referring to the funeral speeches he said:

It was a proclamation for the law abiding state and a renunciation of that violence which wants to destroy it. ... By this evening at the latest, the time has come for the question of how this freedom and this legally bound state was defended before Günter von Drenkmann became the victim of his assassins.

The seeds of violence had come up long before this murder happened. And whether the seed comes up and how fertile it is depends on the condition of the soil into which it is put. ... The soil of violence was fertilized by the evil spirit of sympathy with violent criminals. For years renowned publishers threw printed products of revolutionary character onto the book-market. Heinrich Böll termed the legal state system against which this violence is directed, a "dunghheap" and said that he only saw "leftovers of rotting power" which were "defended with a rat-like fury". He accused this state of persecuting the terrorists "in a merciless hunt".

3 'Es war ein Bekenntnis zum Rechtsstaat und eine Absage an die Gewalt, die ihn zerstören will. ... Spätestens am Abend dieses Tages ist es Zeit für die Frage, wie denn diese Freiheit und dieser Rechtsstaat verteidigt wurden, ehe Günter von Drenkmann das Opfer seiner Mörder wurde. Die Saat der Gewalt war aufgegangen lange bevor dieser Mord geschah. Und ob die Saat der Gewalt aufgeht und wie fruchtbar sie ist, hängt von der Beschaffenheit des Bodens ab, in den sie eingebracht wird. ... Der Boden der Gewalt wurde durch den Ungeist der Sympathie mit den Gewalttätern gedüngt. Jahrelang warfen renommierte Verlage revolutionäre Druckerzeugnisse auf den Büchermarkt. Heinrich Böll bezeichnete den Rechtsstaat, gegen den sich die Gewalt richtet, als "Misthaufen" und sagte, er sähe nur "Reste ver Faulender Macht, die mit rattenhafter Wut verteidigt" würden. Er beschuldigte
The quotes from Böll were a combination of excerpts from a speech he gave in September 1966 and from the famous letter to the Spiegel-magazine written in January 1972. There were available to Walden many more recent comments by Böll on both the state and the terrorists, even one stating that after the Drenkmann murder anybody still sympathizing with terrorists was beyond help. However, he chose this combination. His comment became the subject of a protracted legal battle between Böll and Walden and his employers.

When Jean-Paul Sartre visited Andreas Baader in prison in December 1974 he described the conditions of the prisoners as 'torture' and called on Böll to serve on a committee for the defence of political prisoners in Germany. Böll agreed in principle. Asked if this would...
not create the impression that he was being used to defend the terrorists' actions, he replied that he had by now come to the conclusion that the terrorists were the only people in the country who knew that he had never felt any sympathy for their political concepts. This earned him another load of stern accusations of giving moral support to the terrorists as well as insinuations of being simply stupid. A few days later, when he and the Berlin Professor for Theology, Helmut Gollwitzer, were honoured with the Carl von Ossietzky medal of the League for Human Rights in Berlin, the CDU representatives of Berlin refused to attend the ceremony with the claim that, in their view, Böll and Gollwitzer were amongst those who had "sown and cultivated the seed of violence in our country" and had "been guilty of spiritual complicity". Böll called this reaction "a narrow-minded, shitty, gutless attitude of denunciation". He took the leader of the Berlin CDU, Heinrich Lummer, to court, but lost the case in the first and second sitting. The justification was that somebody who participated in public discussion had to endure

10 'kleinkarierte, beschissene, feige Denunzianten-Attitüde', ibid.
counterattacks. Böll's habit of turning to the courts in order to clear his name indicates a basic trust in the neutrality and fair mindedness of the legal system.

Klaus Staeck, who in November 1974 participated in a very successful German art exhibition in London with some controversial political collages and placards some of which showed the leader of the CSU Franz Strauss, was at the centre of the next row. The production of the catalogue for this exhibition had been supported by a donation from the Goethe Institute. When this became known to the Foreign Minister, Hans-Dietrich Genscher, he protested in a letter to the Goethe Institute in London, saying that he "disapproved" of this action, calling the placards "defaming".\(^1\) Böll agreed with Staeck when he said that he felt blacklisted by the foreign minister's comment.\(^2\) Böll described this case as censorship and announced during a T.V. interview that he would in future refuse to represent the FRG abroad.\(^3\) The Staeck 'case' and the first hearing between Walden and Böll were combined in the media to characterize Böll as 'out of control'.\(^4\)

\(^1\) He was informed by CSU member of parliament Max Schulze-Vorberg, 'Verdikt gegen Entmannung', Der Spiegel, 4/1975
\(^2\) 'Ich will runter von der Liste', Der Spiegel, 4/1975
\(^3\) For which he got support from Günter Grass
\(^4\) 'Nobel-Geböll', neue Bildpost, 2.2.75.; 'Für wen halten Sie sich eigentlich Herr Böll?', Deutschland Magazin, 1/1975; G.A.: 'Die politischen Querelen Bölls/Dichter wird zum pathologischen Fall', Südost Tagespost, 31.1.75.; 'Kunst und Diplomatie', Kölner Stadtanzeiger, 16.2.75.
With the freeing of a number of imprisoned terrorists through the abduction of Peter Lorenz, the attempts to link any leftist intellectual activity to the source of this violence became more numerous. But more than that — with the government's seemingly weak decision to let the terrorists go in exchange for Lorenz's life, calls to strengthen the state were linked to reminders of where the sources of the evil could be found.15

This ... surrender of the state based on the rule of law was no accident: it is the consequence of a softening of the state-concept since 1967 in favour of left revolutionary theorems... At the height of the Meinhof terror, Heinrich Böll drivels of the supposed sixty million who hunted six, and only a few weeks ago Ex-Chancellor Brandt insulted as hysterical scaremongers those CDU/CSU politicians who in the Berlin election debates had made the matter of internal security the main topic.16

Now the way was free to link leftist intellectuals with the Brandt government and make both responsible for terrorism. Hans Habe put it simply:

... Berliners don't forget that Gustav Heinemann, once Germany's 'First Gentleman' addressed the cutthroat Ulrike Meinhof as 'dear' Mrs Meinhof. They don't forget that Heinrich Böll, Germany's most

unhappy Nobel Prize winner interpreted the motives of the 'political' criminal gang mildly and glorified them in literature. ... They don't forget that their Free University has changed into a school of terror and that Chairman Brandt has judged the demands for energetic measures against the left-extremists as a 'witch-hunt'...

These developments are very important in relation to the reception of Fürsorgliche Belagerung, as this book deals quite specifically with terrorists and their potential victims, as well as with the manner in which these victims are protected. The discrimination against leftist intellectuals increased throughout 1976 and 1977, and although Böll got most of the headlines, other writers, theatre directors, church leaders and media workers also felt the pressure. The proposed legal changes


18 For instance Luise Rinser, (see Frankfurter Allgemeine Zeitung, 1.10.77.); see also: Reich-Ranicki, M.: 'Böll wird diffamiert', Frankfurter Allgemeine Zeitung, 3.10.77., Engelmann, B.: 'Wir Schriftsteller warnen vor dem Rückfall in die Barbarei', Deutsche Volkszeitung, 20.10.77.; Claus Peymann, director of the Stuttgart playhouse was accused of strengthening the terror-scene and misusing a state institution for anti-state activities by allowing a collection of money for dental treatment for Gudrun Ensslin, one of the imprisoned terrorists. (See: Bavendamm, D.: 'Wer oder was ist ein Sympatisant?', Deutsches Allgemeines Sonntagsblatt, 25.9.77. and Krämer-Badoni, R.: 'Warum gerade Peymann?', Die Welt, 21.9.77., Brender, H.: 'Nicht auf jede Provokation antworten!', Deutsche Volkszeitung, 22.9.77.) Bishop Kurt Scharf was mentioned in this context because he visited Ulrike Meinhof in prison in 1974, Pastor
concerning the incitement to violence were often discussed in relation to Böll's last book *Die verlorene Ehre der Katharina Blum.* Böll was accused of not saying something suitable whenever another kidnapping had occurred. When he did make an appeal to the terrorists to release Schleyer, the President of the two most powerful federal employer organizations, this appeal was condemned for still showing signs of sympathy towards the terrorists or was simply criticized because he hadn't actually "turned away from sympathizing". The climax was reached during the weeks of the Schleyer abduction, where official reactions were kept to a minimum in order to avoid jeopardizing the negotiations, while the right-wing sections of the political parties used the hour to prepare changes which would "dry" out the "swamp" of sympathizers. During these weeks, an interview Böll

Heinrich Albertz because he drew a parallel between violence of terrorists and violence of institutions, theology professor H. Gollwitzer because he supposedly belittled the dangers of terrorism for years. One can also mention the cases against Wallraff: (i.e.: Linder, C.: *Frankfurter Rundschau*, 11.11.76., 'Methoden-Verbot', *Konkret* 1/1977), and the case of Volker Schlöndorf, (i.e.: 'Warum kämpft ihr denn nicht?', *Vorwärts*, 6.10.77.)


recorded for the Bavarian radio station was dropped 10 minutes before it was supposed to go on air because it was thought to be too one-sided, and his son's flat was searched again.\textsuperscript{23} The barrage of insinuations, suspicions and denunciations culminated in the statement made by the Presidential Minister of Rhineland Palatinate during an interview with Bild that "a sympathizer can already be somebody who says 'Baader-Meinhof-Group' instead of 'Gang'".\textsuperscript{24}

The term "sympathizer" had by now gained such explosive power that some papers and magazines tried to clarify the term as well as stem the tide of denunciations which the use of this term had set in motion.\textsuperscript{25}

...the concept of a sympathizer has in the meantime taken on the quality of an aggressive political term which by now nearly recalls the "enemy of the people" of times gone by.\textsuperscript{26}

Kinder', Die Welt, 16.9.77.; 'Aus revolutionären Phrasen wurde Hass', Handelsblatt, 7.9.77.; For instance the changes to curriculum and teaching materials proposed by the leaders of the CDU during their annual meeting in early September in Emden. See: Spoo, E.: 'Schuld sind die 'sogenannten Intellektuellen', Frankfurter Rundschau, 12.9.77.

\textsuperscript{23} Schütte, Wolfram: 'Wahnsinn mit Methode', Frankfurter Rundschau, 3.10.77. 'Ich fühle mich fremd in dieser Welt', Stuttgarter Nachrichten, 6.10.77.; 'Haussuchung bei Böll's Sohn', Die Welt am Sonntag, 2.10.77.

\textsuperscript{24} Klugmann, N.: 'Bild im Test. Wer schützt Heinrich Böll?', Spontan, 11/1977

\textsuperscript{25} The Spiegel-Magazin runs a series of articles in order to clarify the term, Deutsches Allgemeines Sonntagsblatt, publishes a long article called 'Who or What is a Sympathizer?', Bavendamm, D.: 'Wer oder was ist ein Sympathisant?', op. cit. as does Frankfurter Rundschau, 'Die Sympathisantenszene - eine 'gallertartige Masse', 19.9.77.

\textsuperscript{26} '... hat der Begriff des Sympathisanten inzwischen die Qualität eines politischen Kampfbegriffes angenommen, die
In the new climate of suspicion of terror and search for sympathizers sprout classic traits of McCarthyism: a spirit of persecution and campaigns of defamation on one side, pressure to justify oneself and a mania to apologize on the other.

Böll was now also defended by various critics: Reich-Ranicki thought the institution of the free writer was under attack:

A defamation campaign is going on, carried out in some dailies and magazines. It is directed mostly against Heinrich Böll. He, who never in his life has advocated violence or terror with a single word, has been suspected and defamed for weeks in certain papers.

The reading world values Böll, because he knew how to combine in his books what one had expected least from a German writer: Morals, charm, consciousness of responsibility and humour. He has managed the singular feat of becoming a Praeceptor Germaniae and to stay a Rhinish jester... The attacks against Böll are directed less at him personally than at the institution of the free writer which apparently is a thorn in the eye of many.
Wolfram Schütte saw matters more dramatically. Referring to the cancelled interview he wrote:

... it would moreover have been an act of journalistic duty just to let a man speak in his own defence for 8 minutes after he had in the last few weeks constantly been the object of massive reproaches, insinuations and defamations, object of a witch-hunt of hatred. Have we already changed so much that we no longer realize what kind of tragedy is being acted out here? When will the "Reichskristallnacht" for the spirit take place here? The noise of breaking glass can already be heard everywhere. Who except Böll will finally say: "We have had enough." So that courage does not remain a foreign word amongst the intellectuals. 29

The wider implications of the situation for intellectuals and for the integrity of culture in West Germany were perceived by some other commentators. Where Schütte saw a need for Böll to defend himself and was outraged about this opportunity not being given, Brender's comment a month earlier indicated that he thought this attitude is a mistake:

The invitation to distance oneself from the crime is sheer impertinence. The most important thing is to realize that. ... The consequence will be an examination of all progressive powers in our land in

ist.' Reich-Ranicki, M.: in Titel, Thesen, Temperamente, ARD 1. 3.10.77.
29 '... es... (ware) .. doch geradezu ein Akt journalistischer Pflicht gewesen, einen Mann zu seiner Verteidigung auch einmal acht Minuten lang sprechen zu lassen, nachdem er ununterbrochen in den letzten Wochen Gegenstand massiver Vorwürfe, Unterstellungen und Verleumdungen, Objekt hasserfüllter Hetze war... Haben wir uns schon so verändert, dass wir gar nicht mehr merken, was für ein Trauerspiel da gegeben wird? Wann findet die "Reichskristallnacht" für den Geist bei uns statt? Es klingt bereits überall. Wer ausser Böll, sagt endlich: 'Uns langts.' Damit Zivilcourage unter den Intellektuellen kein Fremdwort bleibt.' Schütte, W.: 'Wahnsinn mit Methode', op. cit.
order to either control them or to throw them out. Naturally one knows what Böll wants, one can read it, one will read it in future. 30

He believed that the numerous public pronouncements rejecting the deeds of the terrorists or any violent action were an indication of how threatened the progressive forces are. 31 He argued for a rallying of forces in the face of this attack. Röhl, on the other hand, believed that Böll was very powerful. In his commentary 'How many divisions does Böll have?' he stated:

Are ethics about to take over politics, about to realize their power? Do poets and students change the world? How many divisions does Böll have? Very many - in spite of his Schweijk-like coquetry with powerlessness. The power which doesn't come from the fists but only "from a good face" (Biermann), is larger than assumed. The rigorously ethical would only have to forge an alliance with the political and economic powers who are themselves out of political and economic self interest, striving for a change of conditions. 32

30 'Die Aufforderung, sich von dem Verbrechen zu distanzieren, ist bare Frechheit. Das erste, worauf es ankommt: das zu erkennen. ... Was folgt, ist der Versuch, alle auf den Fortschritt gerichteten Kräfte in unserem Land einer Prüfung zu unterziehen, um sie entweder auszuschalten oder zu unterwerfen. Natürlich weiss man, was Böll will, man kann es nachlesen und wird es in Zukunft nachlesen.' Brender, H.: 'Nicht auf jede Provokation antworten!', op.cit.
31 see Brender H.: op.cit. and 'Mord beginnt beim bösen Wort', Der Spiegel, op.cit.
Böll recognized that both he and the question of the terrorist-sympathizer were being manipulated by many very conflicting interests. On the one hand, those in the SPD, who wanted to move back from the liberalizing policies of the early seventies to something much more authoritarian, had some interest in keeping the issue alive. He felt that this group threatened him in order to impress other less independent people. On the other hand, there were liberal forces in the CDU who were also pressured into a more authoritarian position:

In his calumniation Böll recognizes a twin strategy of his opponents: in him they intend to remove the figurehead of critical democrats on the one hand. Böll: "If one shoots down one of these free birds like me, one can also scare those few not yet intimidated, young teachers, young workers who are financially dependent. If I fall, one can swat the others like flies." On the other hand, says Böll are those still liberal Christian Democrats supposed to be sworn to a hard Strauss line through this unscrupulous hunt: "Nobody, not even Strauss, will seriously take me for a terrorist. I only serve him as a vehicle."

Böll had for a considerable time rejected the label of 'conscience of Germany' or 'Praeceptor Germaniae', a

Böll maintained that the mere fact that he could be interpreted in this light indicated not an abnormal eagerness on his part to play the role of a cardinal or martyr, which the sociologist Helmut Schelsky had assigned to him in the book "Die Arbeit tun die anderen", but merely the existence of a vacuum in the public life of the FRG. He said in an interview:

What should worry a sociologist of the rank and intelligence of Helmut Schelsky is not me as a person but the fact that this development was possible ... There is ... a certain emptiness. Authority or influence is not executed by others... What worries me along with Mr Schelsky, is that authority has destroyed itself and that relatively unreliable forces like writers, like intellectuals have reached the position of moral authorities at all.

For Böll the problem of the FGR's failure to deal with an apparently absent moral authority and criticism was illustrated by the cancellation of two of Sartre's plays after he had visited Baader in prison.

36 'Was einen Soziologen von der Intelligenz und dem Rang Schelskys beunruhigen müsste, ist nicht meine Person, sondern die Tatsache, dass es zu dieser Entwicklung gekommen ist... Da ist... etwas leer. Da wird Autorität oder Einfluss von anderen nicht ausgeübt.. Das beunruhigt mich mit Helmut Schelsky gemeinsam, dass die Autorität sich selber zerstört hat und dass relativ unzuverlässige Kräfte wie Schriftsteller, wie Intellektuelle überhaupt an die Stelle moralischer Autoritäten gelangt sind.' quoted from Zimmer, D.E.: 'Bundesanstalt für Gewissen?' Die Zeit, 8.8.75.
The fact that Böll was aware of his predicament was mostly veiled by the biased media treatment. He continued to be used by the media during the next years. For example, in a series on "Freedom 78", the magazine Stern featured a picture of Böll prominently at the beginning of an article which enumerates, in a sensationalized manner, a series of case studies of the consequences of the application of the Radikalenerlass, and of various other legal changes in the FRG.\textsuperscript{37} No wonder then that Böll was found to be as well-known as the leading politicians by an opinion poll conducted in 1978.\textsuperscript{38}

Böll as a public person was struggling to gain access to the media but also to control his utterings and their use. He confronted the media as a single person. Although he was dependent on the media for the publicizing of his books, his criticisms and comments on society, he was also painfully aware of the use to which the media put his work, his statements, his personality and his public standing. In order for his 'message' to be communicated, he tried various methods and strategies. As one of these, one could see his attempts to clear his name in the courts. Another was his refusal to stop commenting, to become too upset or to leave the country for good. His persistent participation gained, over the years, a measure of control over a part of the many media stories about him. This measure of control over his

\textsuperscript{37} Koch, P. Oltmanns, R.: 'Die Bösen Geister', Stern, June 1978
\textsuperscript{38} 'Allensbach Umfrage. Böll und Grass sind ebenso bekannt wie Spitzenpolitiker', Westfalen-Blatt, 9.8.78.
media-produced 'image' and the resulting 'fame' itself were aspects of the 'space' he carved out for himself in which to communicate. He continued this strategy during the reception of Fürsorgliche Belagerung.
b) **Analysis of the Reviews**

1. **The sample**

From 31 collected reactions, 3 are interviews, 5 are comments and 23 are reviews. There are 7 pre-publication reviews and one comment, all appearing between 22.7.-4.8.79. which is the date on which the book was available commercially. 6 of these reviews and comments are strongly critical of the book for various reasons. Two reviews are positive and one is too brief to really arrive at an opinion.

The later reaction is different: most reviews which appear later than the middle of August are positive. Two negative reviews appearing in the first half of August seem to complete the first very negative reaction. Many of the later reviewers refer to the surprisingly negative initial reaction and often try to rectify it.

A dialectic interaction between Böll and the media can be traced in the reception of **Fürsorgliche Belagerung**. Again Böll's novel is forced to function as a vehicle for many very contradictory intentions. At first glance the confusion about the relationship between author and work, haste, and a disproportionate self-confidence seems to have led the critics into spectacular misjudgments and contradictions. This again prevents the communication of those socially relevant questions which are the major thrust of the book. Between the author and his audience the media acts as a distorting factor. Böll
feels this to such an extent that he is again compelled to give interviews to rectify the situation and to open up the lines of communication blocked by this initial, hostile set of reviews. This improves the situation slightly. But we must remember this is Böll and not some unknown author for whom this would not have been possible. The second wave of reviews is quite different in approach and character. There is a considerable debate amongst the reviewers about their response to the book and their social role and responsibilities. This is an explicit debate rather than the implied debate which is continuously going on in all the reviews. The negative reviews are not only found to be wrong-headed or inadequate but they are analysed and used to make more general points about the Böll reception, about review criticism in general. The pattern of the reception is also seen to illustrate Böll's position in the process of ideological reproduction of society.39

2. Analysis

The reception of the novel can be seen to fall into three groups: 1.) that group which consists of reactions from those who repeat familiar arguments from their previous reviews of Böll's books; 2.) those reviews in which some critics surprise us with their mostly negative response or perhaps simply with the vehemence of their

criticisms; and 3.) the last group which is characterized by a debate about the role of criticism.

2.a. Predictable reactions

The familiar reaction, both positive and negative, centres on the usual themes: on the positive side there is the argument for Böll's humanism and, on the negative, the argument about Böll's misguided political convictions which is often linked to a proportionate absence of artistic ability. Helmut Gollwitzer praises the book for its inherent humanism which expresses Böll's great love of people. 40

This book, which comes close to the total social reality in the most immediate and encompassing manner of all Böll's books, is at the same time his most human - this is what one would like to say, if it didn't sound like a lowering of the quality of his earlier books. 41

He also indicates that the book proves that Böll is no terrorist sympathizer:

... he couldn't have expressed more honestly the great distance which stands between him and these disquieting children of our society. All those who have denounced him as a sympathizer may take note of this. 42

40 'Sie ist die Widerspiegelung der Menschlichkeit dieses Dichters, seiner grossen Menschenliebe..' Gollwitzer, H.: 'Die Gegenmacht der Menschlichkeit', Deutsches Allgemeines Sonntagsblatt, 29.7.79.
41 'Dieses am direktesten und umfassendsten in die gesellschaftliche Gesamtwirklichkeit vorstossende Buch Bölls ist zugleich sein menschlichstes - so möchte man sagen, wenn das nicht nach Herabminderung seiner früheren klänge.' Gollwitzer, H.: 'Die Gegenmacht der Menschlichkeit', op.cit.
42 '...er konnte nicht aufrichtiger die grosse Ferne darten, in der er sich zu diesen beunruhigenden Kinder (die Terroristen) unserer Gesellschaft befindet. Alle,
The negative reviews chastise the book on the basis of unspecified reasons which centre around the perceived political and social convictions of the author. Armin Biergann starts with the title: "the most lacklustre and abstract title which ever existed from Böll" and ends with a condemnation of previous Böll plots. Everything is evenly bad:

...sour bickering, rumbling scolding and sentimental idyll ... a mixture of village idyll, terrorist soap and romantic melodrama. 43

The reasons for this "on the whole sentimental, astonishingly limply constructed and artistically merely average book" he sees in Böll's attitude to society:

Whenever Böll tries to subject his characters to his more and more rigid world-view, the most unbelievable distortions and simplifications occur, which one could regard as proof of artistic freedom and even accept if it were not for the fact that behind them stands a negativity filled with hatred which has directed him for years to repeatedly attack the same things. 44

die ihn als Sympathisanten verleumdeten, mögen das zur Kenntnis nehmen.' Gollwitzer, H.: 'Die Gegenmacht der Menschlichkeit', op. cit.
43 'säuerliche Raunzerei, polterndes Schimpfen und sentimentale Idylle ... eine Mischung aus Dorfidyll, Terroristenschnulze und Liebesmelodrama' Biergann, A.: 'Wie in schlechten Romanen', Kölnische Rundschau, 23.7.79.
44 'Wenn es Böll darum geht, seine Romanfiguren seinem wohl ständig starrer werdenden Weltbild unterzuordnen, kommt es zu immer ungläublicheren Verzerrungen und Vereinfachungen, die man als Beweis künstlerischer Freiheit hinnehmen und sogar akzeptieren könnte, stünde dahinter nicht eine hasserfüllte Verbiesterung, die ihn seit Jahren immer wieder dasselbe attackieren lässt.' ibid.
He furthermore sees Böll as displaying a "limitless fury against everything journalistic". Günter Zehm's review is very similar. He thinks the book is "a failure in a nearly frightening manner" and sees all its shortcomings as originating in "Böll's inability to register the social reality which surrounds him". He calls the book a "phantasm of most queer dimensions" and "total kitsch", thinks it is "what the enlightened philistine expects from a new Böll" and cynically predicts that it will be a bestseller.

A less simplistically argued review which also criticizes the book was written by Detlef Schneider. Here other familiar criticisms are voiced, which are often raised by leftist critics, namely Böll's apparent lack of political astuteness and correct political thinking.

The fact that Tolm is both a capitalist and a 'nice guy' is said to make the book unconvincing and constitutes a mistake in the construction, for "how do the fears of a capitalist concern us?" and "the 'nice' Tolm doesn't fit his social role". Schneider takes objection to his impression that every character in the book seems to be depicted as a victim with some sympathetic traits:

So much pure humanism suffocates any attempt to give a really radical critique of the conditions of this country, just because it includes those who are

45 Zehm, Günter: 'Wenn einer allzugut bewacht wird', Die Welt, 11.8.79.
46 'Nette Bourgeoisie', Linkskurve, 3/1979
responsible for these conditions and doesn't even show its victims. ... violence has been diffused into a vague general threat. One can no longer recognize from this novel that it originates from the bourgeois apparatus of oppression.

Mentioning the end of the novel where Tolm tells his wife that he thinks "a socialism must come, must win ..." Schneider writes:

Surely not "a" but "the" socialism will come and win. But not because the bourgeoisie will withdraw its own base of existence and destroy itself. ... Socialism will only come through the revolutionary action of the oppressed. About those, however, the true gravediggers of the bourgeoisie, we don't hear in Böll's novel.

In Schneider's review a reference is made to a review by Hans Meier, at the time Minister for Culture in CSU-dominated Bavaria and editor of the paper in which the review appeared. 

Schneider thinks the surprise praise which Böll's book is given by the conservative critic is not deserved. But he concedes that Böll has provided some justification for it. The portrayal of violence as

47 'Soviel reine Menschlichkeit erstickt jeden Ansatz einer wirklich radikalen Kritik an den Verhältnissen in diesem Land, eben deshalb, weil sie die Verantwortlichen für diese Verhältnisse einschliesst und noch nicht einmal ihre Opfer zeigt. ... Gewalt... ist in eine allgemeine und diffuse Bedrohung aufgelöst. Dass sie ihren Ursprung im staatlichen Unterdrückungsapparat der Bourgeoisie hat, lässt sich aus diesem Roman wahrlich nicht mehr herauslesen.' Ibid

48 'Sicher wird, wenn auch nicht ein, sondern der Sozialismus kommen und siegen. Aber nicht dadurch, dass sich die Bourgeoisie selbst ihre Existenzgrundlage entzieht und sich vernichtet. ... Der Sozialismus wird einzig kommen durch die revolutionäre Aktion der Unterdrückten. Von ihnen aber, den wahren Totengräbern der Bourgeoisie, ist in Bölls Roman überhaupt nicht die Rede.' Ibid.

originating from the whole of society which Schneider criticized is assumed to please Meier, whom he sees as a representative of the bourgeoisie.

2.b. Surprising reviews

Meier's review is indeed positive and this is surprising, as some very denunciatory commentary on Böll had been printed in the same paper. However, Meier's review is not simplistic or narrow, indeed it is probably less limited by its underlying political assumptions than Schneider's. Oversimplifying slightly, Meier interprets the book as being not concerned with capitalism and socialism, or state and terrorism, but with fathers and sons, lost in a disintegrating world without any ability to get out or to find a solution:

Arrogance, fidelity, self-abnegation towards a system - they keep the fabric of the two worlds of fathers and sons together. A murderous mystical logic, faithful until death - and only he who risks self-destruction here, social failure and social expulsion there, can get out. Böll describes the 'scene' nowhere near as simplistically as I have here with a few quotes, rather one should point particularly to the detailed knowledge, the complex portrayal of the separate groups, families, relationships in the novel."

Meier argues that the book gives no panorama of German history or a recipe for social change. Justice is represented as not only being on one side, violence as having many origins. Although he sees 'penny-novel' characteristics in the work, he calls it "more complex than the other books since Gruppenbild" and is looking forward to Böll's further development. One may argue about whether Meier's review does justice to the intention of Fürsorgliche Belagerung, or whether he was led by a need to produce a more liberal image for himself. The review is relatively informative and certainly does not entirely obstruct an effective dialogue between reader and novel.

I find it hard to say the same about the next group of reviews which are surprising both because of their strongly worded criticisms and because they are written by people who had previously supported Böll. These

51 'Faced with the election campaign of the Bavarian fire-raiser, the CDU is, as we all know, presenting itself increasingly as liberal and open, in order not to confuse the voters with too much whipcracking. And Meier, who would dearly like to be Minister for Culture in Strauss's cabinet participates, of course.' - 'Wie wir alle wissen, gibt sich die CDU im Zuge des Wahlkampfes des bajovarischen Brandstifters zunehmend liberal und weltoffen, um die Wähler durch Peitschengeknall nicht zu verwirren. Und Meier, der so gerne im Strauss-Kabinett Kultusminister werden würde, macht da natürlich mit.' in: 'Eine glatte fünf für Marcel Reich-Ranicki', Die Neue, 4.9.79.

52 Even though it is called 'a touching book ... after the aberration of Katharina Blum'. ibid.

reviews have in common an impatient disappointment with the book, a dismissive treatment of the plot and a surprising certainty of judgment. This is worth mentioning because the speed with which these reviews had to be written might usually have dictated a degree of caution.

Although Augstein's very ironic review makes it quite obvious that he assigns very low quality to the novel and classes its themes as boring and outdated, the reader is left guessing why this may be so. The only justification, apart from the personal taste of the critic, is Augstein's implied assumption that Böll should have written a realistic depiction of the FRG. He points out a lack of convincing reasons for the surveillance of the Tolm family, as well as the outdated manner in which pornography and the church's attitude towards sex are handled. The language and the plot are equally ridiculed.

A similarly unreflected attitude underlies the review by Reich-Ranicki, except that it is formulated more bluntly:

It is, to say it right away, a weak and questionable, in parts even a simply dreadful book. My God, what have I been through in these days, how I have suffered! Twice I had to read the lot...

No, the German language isn't as inadequate and poor as Böll would like to make us believe. ... This language renders me speechless. And I ask myself: Who in this country except Böll could afford to write as badly as this?

54 They were all written before the book was available.
55 'Es ist, um es gleich zu sagen, ein schwaches und fragwürdiges, streckenweise ein geradezu fatales Buch.
This review is neither an examination of the book nor an attempt to inform the potential reader. It merely plays a game with the reader by presenting bits of the plot in such a manner that it appears common, awkward, outrageous and unworldly:

Sabine has trouble with her husband. The young and successful manager is a dashing man, steeled by sport but with faltering sexual potency and with a leaning towards silly jokes in bed of all places, which makes things even worse for the tender Sabine. A clear case: a substitute must be found.

However, Sabine is, as the daughter of Fritz Tolm, strictly watched: Böll nevertheless finds a happy solution: Nobody can say that Hubert, one of her constant guards, has troubles with his potency, of which Sabine assures herself several times even though in great haste and only "in passing". He who had "before been so nice, so quiet, so tender and afterwards so serious, and calm" proves to be what a good policeman is supposed to be: a friend and helper.

Mein Gott, was habe ich in diesen Tagen durchgemacht, was habe ich gelitten? Zweimal musste ich das Ganze lesen,... Nein, so dürrig und armelig ist die deutsche Sprache nicht, wie uns dies Böll glauben machen möchte. ... Diese Sprache verschlägt mir meine. Und ich frage mich: Wer ausser Böll könnte es sich hierzulande leisten, so schlecht zu schreiben? 'Reich-Ranicki, M.: 'Nette Kapitalisten und nette Terroristen', op.cit.

56 'Sabine hat Kummer mit ihrem Gatten: Der junge und erfolgreiche Unternehmer ist ein fescher, ein "sportgestählter" Mann, aber mit seiner Potenz ist es nicht weit her, und er neigt gerade im Bett, was für die zarte Sabine noch schlimmer sein soll, zu dummern Witzen. Ein klarer Fall: Ersatz ist dringend von Nöten. Indes wird Sabine als Tochter... des Fritz Tolm streng bewacht: ... Trotzdem findet Böll eine glückliche Lösung: Hubert, einem ihrer ständigen Bewacher, kann man Potenzschwierigkeiten nicht nachsagen, wovon sich Sabine mehrfach, wenn auch in grosser Eile und nur "zwischen Tür und Angel" überzeugt. Er, der "vorher so nett, so still, so zärtlich war und nachher so ernst und ruhig", bewährt sich hier, wie ein guter Polizist es sollte: als Freund und Helfer.' ibid.
Even though Reich-Ranicki had started the review with the sensationalizing 'confession' that nothing, not even this book, could shake his respect for Böll, he ends by stating that although Böll has the right to high credit, he has overdrawn his account this time. This review only touches the surface of the novel, but comes nevertheless to a clear verdict which encourages a very strong bias against the book. The complaints about the language and the plot are highly personal value judgments which are not backed by any kind of analysis. Reich-Ranicki has written similar reviews about Böll's books before, but this review is surprising by its vehemence and draws its media success from this.

Wolfram Schütte's review lacks the arrogant narrow-mindedness of Reich-Ranicki's even though they agree in many ways about the novel. He relates his criticism to some of Böll's remarks about dishonest criticism:

... I only know that it's a fraud if an author is praised for his good views, and is forgiven the form in which he presents them.
There is too much analysis of content done here. The content of some prose is a gift and you shouldn't look a gift horse in the mouth.57

Schütte had expected something quite specific from Böll:

A writer, particularly an epic writer, who has had close experience of what could be termed the lingering diseases of the Republic and who has already reacted to it categorically and in a masterly way with the novella Die verlorene Ehre der Katharina Blum, from such a writer the most

intensive, encompassing 'realistic' novelistic depiction or panorama of these times was to be expected. 58

In the next paragraph the impression is created that Böll's intention was to fulfill this expectation:

I believe that the 415 page novel was planned and intended by Böll, who has worked on it a fair time, as such an epic panorama of the times and society. 59

The proof for this assumption he sees in the length of the novel, its characters and the many faceted connections of the subjects and themes as well as the form. From all these Böll is said to have expected to achieve an "epic totality". Having constructed the criteria for criticism from a range of Böll's assumed intentions, Schütte now goes about proving where and why Böll failed to satisfy these. The relatedness of themes and characters to those of earlier books is the first point of criticism:

Böll stays too close to himself, takes virtually no risks in imagination, experience, with new characters and different problems. ... In these numerous references back to his own work .. this tea-party-principle, I see a premature capitulation in the face of the great intention writing the novel

58 'Ein Schriftsteller, vor allem ein Epiker, der das am eigenen Leib erfahren hat, was man die schlechendenden Krankheiten der Republik nennen könnte und der schon mit der Erzählung Die verlorene Ehre der Katharina Blum sowohl entschieden wie souverän darauf literarisch reagierte hatte: - von ihm war das intensivste, umfassendste, "realistischste" Roman-Bild oder Panorama dieser Zeit zu erwarten.' ibid.

59 'Ich glaube, dass der 415 Seiten starke Roman Fürsorgliche Belagerung von Böll, der an ihm geraume Zeit gearbeitet hat, als ein solches episches Panorama der Zeit und Gesellschaft geplant und gedacht war.'ibid.
of our times and society which has important consequences.

Schütte feels the "peculiarities which make your hair stand on end and oddities which make you shake your head" are the "expression of a deep injury to his (Böll's) sensibility, which made him literally speechless." The inadequate, dull and stereotyped language is said to correspond to stereotypical situations and both seem again to originate from Böll's destroyed psyche:

If one stops a moment and looks around this battlefield of wrong words, one notices, one knows, one senses: it was Catholicism with its prudery which has caused this in a moralist.

He describes Böll as being preoccupied with sex and love and fighting a loosing battle against "pornofilth", indeed as having lost this fight in a "saddeningly, spooky and deeply depressing manner". After a long enumeration of all the different expressions and references to sex in the novel, Schütte complains that the characters in the book are "uptight and screwed-up, not free, open and warm" and comes to his conclusion:

He (Böll) has given up and surrendered more than merely a language ... more than we - his comrades

60 'Böll bleibt sich zu nahe, wagt so gut wie nichts an Phantasie und Erfahrung mit neuem Personal und anderen Problemen.... in den mannigfachen Rückgriffen ins eigene Werk, ... in diesem Kränzchen-Prinzip sehe ich eine folgenreiche Vorwegkapitulation angesichts des grossen Vorhabens, den Roman dieser Zeit und Gesellschaft zu schreiben.' ibid.
and friends in Christ and Marx - can welcome: he has given up the heretic energy of the anarchistic Leni Pfeiffer and has surrendered the oppositional courage of Katharina Blum. ... the wish for a general reconciliation has left reality behind and the pulpit is finally set up for the sermon.

Even though Schütte starts the review with a quote from Böll to the effect that the form is mostly overlooked by the critics in favour of the 'views', and promises to take this to heart, he nevertheless proves Böll right because he has not analysed the novel's form in relation to its possible meaning. He merely stays at the level of the plot. The book is a 'disastrous failure' a 'catastrophic mishap' because it dares not fulfill Schütte's expectations, which he thinks are congruent with the author's. What then is the book actually charged with? It seems to be charged with having been written by the wrong author. The critique is as lengthy and as fervently and polemically written as it is, because Schütte is really upset, upset that Böll dared to perform in an uncontrolled manner, in an unexpected way. Instead of approaching the book from an inquiring and constructive angle, Schütte assesses it on the basis of a comparison with an artificial non-existent ideal. Realizing that Böll has not managed to portray the reality which Schütte wanted to be described, he charges

62 'Er (Böll) hat ... mehr auf- & preisgegeben als bloss eine Sprache... mehr als uns - seinen Freunden und Genossen in Christo und Marx - lieb sein kann: aufgegeben hat er den häretischen Elan der anarchistischen Leni Pfeiffer, und preisgegeben hat er den Widerstands-Mut der Katharina Blum....der Wunsch zur allseitigen Versöhnung (hat) die Wirklichkeit hinter sich gelassen, und die Kanzel ist endgültig zur Predigt gerichtet.' ibid.
him with being too weak, old, scared or simply too screwed-up to be able to do so. Schütte's expectations are not questioned or justified. Böll is simply blamed because as quoted above, "... since **Gruppenbild mit Dame** the most intensive, encompassing 'realistic' epic depiction or panorama of these times was to be expected." and because his entire work is deemed to be a "running commentary of the history of postwar Germany, of the Federal Republic and especially of its Rhinish-Catholic provinces".

2.c. Introspective reviews

All the reviews mentioned so far except Schneider’s and Meier’s appeared before or at the time of the publication of *Fürsorgliche Belagerung*. The later reception is much more positive.63 The launching party at which Böll gave the ironic speech "Nett ist rosa", in which he joked about the "suffering critic" could have something to do with the changed opinions.64 His

---

64 Böll, H.: 'Hübsche, rosa Würste', Kölner Stadt-Anzeiger, 17.8.79. Also as: 'Über die Verwandschaft von
interviews with Dieter Zilligen on T.V. and Robert Stauffer on radio certainly provided new ways of approaching the work. Böll mentions that he considered the transitions between the concepts of watching/protection and watching/surveillance the most important and topical phenomenon of the times. He therefore intended the main theme of the book to be a consideration of whether those who are guarded or those who are policed are worst off. Böll also openly admits that he had set traps for the critics.

.. you are quite right, some things I fit in quite consciously, I also quite consciously fit in, when it doesn't happen naturally some so-called sloppiness, because I hate perfectionism. ... Furthermore ... - this is really a joke which I allow myself - I would like to give more support to the critics' cliche of about my sloppiness and slovenliness, which by now is well publicized. Like I throw a bone to a dog, I throw in a few sloppy mistakes. ... What has surprised me is that some critics - have taken the bait and have swallowed it without humour.

"nett und "rosa"", in: Materialien für die Interpretation Fürsorgliche Belagerung, op.cit. pp.9-11
66 'Ich wollte ..., die Übergänge zwischen Überwacht und bewacht darstellen, weil ich das wirklich für eines der wichtigsten, aktuellsten Phänomene und Probleme unserer Gegenwart halte, nicht nur in der Bundesrepublik, sondern international.' ibid.
67 .., Aber das Thema, wer ist schlimmer dran, die Bewachten oder die Überwachten, ist das Grundthema des Romans.' ibid.
Of the later reviews, Balzer's is by far the most detailed and best argued, which is to be expected, as he is a specialist on Böll and the editor of his Works. But Heissenbüttel and Vormweg, who wrote earlier than Balzer, already pointed to the negative early reception of the work and come to very interesting conclusions. Vormweg, for instance writes

... the provocation for which Böll's novel has been taken has upset the literary critics so effectively that revealing insights into their rather dubious metier which is torn between commercialism and highest literary demands have been possible for the first time for a long time. "The confusion into which the conceptions of literature have strayed at the end of the seventies, is reflected in the reception of the new novel by Heinrich Böll in virtually exemplary ways, and embarrassingly so."

He points to the strange 'bedfellows' i.e. to the agreement between hitherto very opposed critics in the case of this book and defines the basic error he sees in most criticism as follows:

Where they don't talk simply arbitrarily, at random, yes even foolishly, all the damning reviews are based on the fiction of a positively conceptualized man of straw: a still living but already
transfigured classic whom the real Heinrich Böll
isn't fit to hold a candle to any longer. 70

He deems the reproach about 'language-erosion' unfounded,
even though he concedes that closer editorial supervision
might have been beneficial. He sees the language, which
he describes as searching, experimental and fragmentary,
as adequately expressing and describing the very complex
and difficult problems which are faced by the characters
in the novel and which are brought to the surface through
it. Vormweg also rejects the attack on Böll's apparent
preoccupation with and defeat by the sexual, angle as
Schütte had so eloquently described. He writes:

Böll is interested in how people manage with all
their always insufficiently overcome ideological
dependencies in a reality which is made up of a
conglomerate of such dependencies and with which
they do not always cope very well. ... Even though
they would like to live their lives in a very
enlightened way, mostly they are not able to. ... peoplen are mostly screwed up, and without that being
their fault. 71

He feels that the discussion about Fürsorgliche
Belagerung has hardly begun and that it can only be

70 'Wo sie nicht einfach beliebig, willkürlich, ja
läppisch daherdreden, beruhen die Verrisse sämtilch auf
der Fiktion eines diesmal positiv gesetzten
Pappkameraden: eines schon zu Lebziten sozusagen
verklärten Klassikers, dem der reale Böll nicht mehr das
Wasser reichen kann. ibid.
71 'Böll interessiert sich dafür, wie die Leute mit all
ihren durchweg nur halb zusammengebrochenen ideologischen
Abhängigkeiten in einer Wirklichkeit zureckkommen, die
sich aus einem Wirrwarr solcher Abhängigkeiten
zusammensetzt und der sie keineswegs selbstverständlich
gewachsen sind. ... Auch wenn sie durchaus so richtig
aufgäklärt dahinleben möchten, die Leute: fähig sind sie
dazu durchweg nicht. ... Die Menschen sind nun mal meist
verkorkst. Und ohne dass sie es sich selbst eingebrockt
hätten. ibid.
carried out in a debate about those conditions which Böll has again made clearer and more conscious than before. This review is a proposal for an active participation of the readers in the 'production' of the novel, even though it suggests a certain degree of agreement with the concept of the novel as a realistic depiction of our time and does not go very far into a debate of 'those conditions', presumably social conditions, which Böll has made clear and more conscious.

Helmut Heissenbüttel agrees with large parts of Vormweg's interpretation, yet takes it further. He doesn't feel that any editorial negligence can be assumed, he feels the style of the narration must be left as it is found. He has harsh criticism for both Reich-Ranicki and Rudolf Augstein and goes as far as saying that critics now no longer read in order to understand but in order to issue directions about what is allowed.

The critic, seen like this, no longer reads to understand and communicate understanding, but he reads for evidence and suspicious circumstances. Like a protector of the constitution he takes evidence out, portrays it as representative of the circumstances and then proceeds to analyse the total situation with the help of this evidence. The method seems familiar. And I say this very firmly because just such a method seems to me to constitute one evil of criticism in the Federal Republic of Germany. Now what we are talking about is no longer the establishment of an order of rank, never mind according to whichever superseded criteria, what we are talking about is that the critics presume to say what is allowed and what isn't. 72

72 'Der Kritiker, so gesehen, liest also nicht, um zu verstehen und dann Verständnis zu vermitteln, sondern er liest auf Indizien und Verdachtsmomente hin wie ein Verfassungsschützer, löst Indizien heraus, stellt sie für den Zusammenhang als stellvertretend hin und analysiert
Balzer's essay, by far the longest piece on Fürsorgliche Belagerung, completes the impression of a resounding blow to the standard criticism of Böll up to now. He details Böll's attempts to avoid the misrepresentations of his work as 'realism' which are also at the base of some of the misunderstanding about Fürsorgliche Belagerung. \(^7\) He also corrects the shallow misconceptions of Böll's language as dry, common and inept by way of a lengthy analysis of Böll's conception of language and his intention to 'de-automatize' it. \(^4\) He agrees with Heissenbüttel that no editor should have 'corrected' the language. His interpretation of Fürsorgliche Belagerung is very tightly argued and comes to a very positive conclusion.

Balzer defines the theme as 'love-relationships' in all their variations - more specifically triangle situations and their inherent impossibilities. \(^5\) The material is the situation of the FRG at the end of the 1970's. The approach which is used to start the discussion of the theme is encapsulated in the contradiction expressed in the title. One can translate Fürsorgliche Belagerung as

nun mit ihrer Hilfe das Ganze. Das Verfahren erscheint nicht unbekannt. Und ich sage das hier in aller Bestimmtheit, weil mir gerade in einer solchen Verfahrensweise ein Übel der bundesdeutschen Kritik zu bestehen scheint. Es geht dabei nicht mehr darum, Rangordnungen herzustellen, nach welchen überholten ästhetischen Kriterien auch immer, er geht darum, dass Literaturkritiker sich anmassen zu sagen, was erlaubt ist und was nicht.' Heissenbüttel, H.: op.cit.

73 Balzer, B.: op.cit. pp.37-54
74 Balzer, B.: op.cit. pp.54-63
75 Balzer, B.: op.cit. pp.71-74
'considerate siege'. Here Balzer sees the "structuring linguistic nucleus for the relationship between theme and material".76 The notion of security is worked through in the gamut of interpretations which the different combinations of the various meanings of the two words 'fürsorglich' and 'Belagerung' produce, all of which are illustrated by different relationships in the novel. The word sicherheitsgeschädigt, 'damaged by security' is another contradictory concept in the novel which enables the discussion of the effects of the security measures and the capacity of anybody to be or make anybody else 'secure'.

The concept 'damaged-by-security', so important for Böll, has found its material in the security measures of 'Germany in autumn', whereby the novel through a process of necessary construction, was able to combine the challenges of the theme contained by this word, with those which grew from the choice of material.77

Balzer sees the outrage about the apparent lack of linguistic ability as a good sign, because it at least finally recognizes the importance of the language. According to Balzer there is a parallel relationship between language and object and fiction and reality. For Böll's work, what is important is not so much what the author has intended, i.e. what he might be hiding behind

76 '...der strukturierende sprachliche Kristallisationskern für die Verbindung zwischen Thema uns Stoff' Balzer, B.: op.cit. p.66
77 'Das für Böll so wichtige Wort "sicherheitsgeschädigt" hat sich mit den Sicherheitsmassnahmen von "Deutschland im Herbst" einen Stoff gesucht, wobei der Roman durch "notwendige Konstruktion" die Anforderungen des in diesem Wort enthaltenen Themas mit denen, die aus der Stoffwahl kommen, zu verbinden vermag.' ibid.
the actual meaning of the words, but the manner in which he 'hides' words in his texts thus creating certain reactions and causing recognition.\(^{78}\) The ending of the novel is consciously vague and open; for Balzer it is the "adequate expression of the central conflicts of the plot, which the morality of the language follows into the speechlessness of laughter."\(^{79}\)

One can see here the outcome of a development not only in Böll, who wrote consciously to bring forth such a reaction, but also in those critics who damned him in such an exaggerated manner and in those who could then see, in the overreaction of their colleagues, characteristics of what they felt was wrong with their discipline.\(^{80}\) The debate between Vormweg, Heissenbüttel, Balzer and the rest of the critics seemed to bring important issues to the surface which had hitherto not been mentioned since the 60's and early 70's. Not only did some critics realize that this was a special point of development. But Böll became aware that, for the time being at least, he had won a reprieve. He stated in an interview.

I am not at all the kind of author who fulfills certain expectations, I have said once before, many years ago, that an author who 'functions' is no longer an author, and this function which you have just described I did of course partly fulfill, against my will, to be so-to-speak the moral

\(^{78}\) Balzer, B.: op.cit. pp.56-57
\(^{79}\) '... aber der adäquate Ausdruck der zentralen Konflikte der Handlung, denen die Moral der Sprache in die Wortlosigkeit des Lachens folgt.' ibid.
\(^{80}\) as he makes clear in his interviews with Zilligen and Stauffer.
institution. ... and this function I will fulfill no longer. This is my experience after this period of hounding which I think has gone further than the literary areas. ... The three, four gentlemen who approached it so vigorously, have naturally to be seen to be right and they repeat that. But you have analysed this correctly I don't 'work' anymore.

Now the pressure which has sometimes pushed me into this role, it was really a forced situation, too, the pressure is gone. And that is why this 'shooting practice' ... has had something liberating for me.

2.c. Conclusion

In summary the reception of Fürsorgliche Belagerung has the following characteristics: even though the novel arrived on the scene during a period of extreme domestic-political tension, its reception is not as overtly divided as that of Die verlorene Ehre der Katharina Blum. It is a startlingly crushing reception which meets the novel on publication. The justifications and reasons given for this negative assessment are not consistent, many critics reacting as if they had expected something different from what Böll delivered, others continuing

their mostly critical treatment of Böll's work. In this group of reviews there are good examples of a highly developed technique of defeating the man of straw. Many critics build up a distorted picture of Böll, in order to find it wanting, without any attempt to reflect on their own part in this process. After Böll's intervention in the form of interviews and speeches, which may or may not have had an effect on the course the later reception of the work took, the reviews become much more introspective - indeed an explicit debate touching on the social use of criticism can be observed.
PART III
IDEOLOGY AND CRITICISM

CHAPTER SEVEN

CHARACTERISTIC FORMS OF CRITICISM

Most of the criticism I have analysed is entirely subjective but goes to varying lengths to obscure this fact. With 'subjective' I would like to describe a range of attitudes and approaches to texts which are central to literary criticism. As I have described in the previous chapters, the failure to problematize the criteria by which the text is to be judged, is very widespread amongst all levels of criticism. However, as I have analysed in Chapter Three, the tradition of criticism supports an illusion of objectivity. Many critics are unaware of this contradiction. The pressures of the institutional situation on critics are mostly not conducive to a realization of the social limitations of criticism. Nevertheless there is concern amongst critics about the relationship of art to society and the social role of literary criticism. The contradiction of the subjective approach and the traditions of illusory objectivity is, according to my evidence, the single most characteristic feature of literary criticism. It makes possible the presentation of arbitrary, capricious opinions in a manner which suggests that they are the result of a substantial researched argument. It gives the
discipline of literary criticism a kind of code of
honour, which entails that members accept literary
conventions, knowing that nobody believes in them. The
characteristic forms of criticism which I formulate in
the following chapter trace the mechanisms which
constitute this contradiction between actual subjectivity
and illusory objectivity.

Objectivity is a pose which the critics assume by
means of various techniques. Closer analysis uncovers
that the roots of their arguments are a very subjective
view of the texts. This subjectivity, leaves the review
open to the selecting mechanisms of the two institutions
of which they are part, namely those of the media and of
the 'literary institution'. These mechanisms classify the
novels, assign certain labels to them. This
classification creates certain positions for the novels
within the range of positions available for literary
texts. These positions, resulting from the public debate
about the novels, predestine the novel's later standing
within the processes of the institutions. Not so much
their success in the book-market, but more importantly
their assessment for selection for the literary canon,
the school and university curricula, the relevant
literary and cultural traditions is decided by this
process. These positions can be described by an
interpretation of the reception of each book. The three
books are all allocated positions which are made to look
controversial and therefore seem to require further
attention from both the media and literary criticism. The terms in which the controversy is expressed derive from the institutions of commercial media and literary criticism.

The type of positions the novels are allotted have a signifying effect on the continuity of the institutions who have created these positions. I have found that the literary institution is able to not only reproduce its own characteristic categories and methods but also its monopoly on the definition of these categories.

Considering that the three novels are quite different in content, form, style, and historical reference and were received by a media preoccupied with different social and political issues, it is astounding how similar and consistent the reception of the three works is.

Apart from some notable exceptions, which I will describe at the end of this chapter, the reception of the three novels by Böll published in the seventies have many common characteristics which might usefully be described under 4 headings, even though they overlap and combine in various ways:

1. Themes and selection
2. Presentation and approach
3. Legitimization
4. "Quality control"

1. Themes and selection

The majority of the reviews choose a very similar range of themes. A discussion of the author's person, his intentions or ability is characteristic of the reviews of all three books. This is not done in such a manner that it can shed more light on the themes of the novel. Rather the reverse is the case. The author is evaluated from a subjective point of view which tends to obscure the debate of other themes. The most common theme used, then, is that of an individual opinion about Böll, his political views, his psychological flaws, his religious convictions.¹ In the eyes of the critics these traits range from being positive, commendable and endearing to infuriating, dangerous and even bordering on the psychopathic. The frequent discussion of his person rather than his art, of his tastes and loves rather than his choice of themes, of his more controversial actions rather than his literary relevance for the culture of the FRG diverts the focus of the reception.

The content of the novels is the second most common theme. From the available material the development of the storyline, is used most often. Some reviews, particularly in small papers, give a plot summary only and let that speak for itself. But more characteristic is

¹ see: Chapter 4, section b) 3.a., Chapter 5, section b) 3.a., Chapter 6, section b) 2. a. and b.
the use of content to liven up the review, so as to give it conviction and persuasiveness as well as giving the reader a small reading sample. In dailies, citing directly from the text is less common than a plot summary which many reviews use in order to refer to the content during their debate of the novels' aesthetic value. The academic reviews quote more extensively as they take their task more seriously and have more room available. The selection is repetitive and narrow. From all books the most 'shocking' parts of the plot are referred to most frequently while specific historical and social/political references are conspicuous only in their widespread absence.

Another topic which frequently appears in the reviews is the aesthetic value of the novels. With only very few exceptions, all reviews arrive at some sort of judgment of the novel. This judgment may vary from a short sentence appended to a plot summary, to a lengthy discussion under various aspects such as style and form. Most reviews present themselves as required to bring forth this judgment and create the impression that they argue to support it.

The most striking aspect about the themes discussed by the reviews is their repetitiveness. Certain areas are predominantly discussed under one narrow aspect, other areas are hardly selected at all and thus are
characteristic for the reviews only due to their obvious absence.

2. Presentation and approach

The narrow range and repetitive selection of themes facilitate a certain approach. The presentation of the materials serves the reviewers' aims and not necessarily the readers' wish to be informed. The personal opinions about the author individualize the discussion. However, perhaps more importantly, they result in a tendency towards misrepresentation of materials, as became obvious in the use of the content in Chapter Five.

The treatment of the socio/political aspect, which all of the novels contain, can be cited as another example. Here the pattern most prevalent is the individualizing of the debate. The social/political themes of the novels are presented as consequences of an idiosyncratic tendency of the author. A wider approach which treats these issues simply as generally relevant to the understanding of the novel and to the readers' consciousness of their social and political position is rare indeed. The individualized debate of wider issues creates an impression of timelessness, and blandness. If the individual personality traits of the author are said to bring forth the themes and problems of the novel, then the assessment of the relevance of these themes and of

2 See: for example Chapter 4, section b) 3.d.
the novel can easily be achieved in terms of these personality traits. Yet a large part of the interest and appeal in the reviews is derived from this approach as it lends itself to the creation of an aura around the author. It leads to the formation of a small range of stock characters by means of which Boll is stereotyped: the well-intentioned humanist, the muddle-minded idealist, the dangerous intellectual. The impression of irrelevance and triviality of the wider social issues is balanced by the appeal of the sensationalizing preoccupation with the media personality.

Other instances of misrepresentation of material can be found in the references to the plot. The reconstruction of the plot to back up the critics' opinion has been described in the case of Die verlorene Ehre der Katharina Blum. It is also common amongst reviews referring to the other books.

Another very interesting characteristic of the reviews is their approach to the various levels of action and interaction to which they need to refer: the level of communication between critic and reader, the levels of reality in the novel, i.e. the content, with all its multilayered relationships, the level of the process of production of both review and novel, and within that, the

3 See: Chapter 5, section b) 3.b.
The relationship of the critic and the author have to their product, namely the review and the novel. A confusion of these different layers is not uncommon. The levels of comment and content are mixed up in various ways: The novel is frequently evaluated in terms of its own content, either by presenting a certain selection of the content in order to give one specific impression, or by taking one character's comment about another and quoting that, as if it were a 'neutral' description thus ignoring the possibility of ambiguities and contradictions. Another incident of confusion of the various layers is the presentation of the content as Böll's personal conviction or plan. The fictionality is ignored by the critic when the content is seen as a straight forward description of reality and is criticized for not coinciding with the critic's perception. This is related to the very common evaluation of Böll's fiction as 'realism'. The relationship between the author and his created characters as well as the relationship between the critic and his views are often unclear. Some reviews argue that the characters of the novels have a 'life of their own', that they can or cannot be controlled by the

7 Linder, C.: 'Und sofort auf ihn geschossen...', op.cit. argues that Böll has a psychological need to write the type of stories he does.
author and so on. The fact that everything in the novel must be seen as 'intended' by the author is by no means taken as self-evident. Many reviews contain remarks about which aspect Björling might not have intended, or might have overlooked or where he lost his patience or became tired of it all. This results in a setting up of false distinctions between Björling as he has been defined and Björling as he insists on presenting himself, i.e. full of contradictions. Indeed, some essays are entirely devoted to assessing the continuity of Björling's 'characteristics' in a new novel, totally ignoring the fact that during the creative process the author brings forth all traits and aspects of each novel. To ask then, which are characteristic of him seems to separate the novel from the author in an illogical manner, as the characteristics used for the evaluation are those given to the critic by the author in his previous novels. To ask, so to speak, "How much of the new Björling is like Björling?" merely establishes the potential continuity of certain of the critics' rather than the author's patterns. So what is presented as an elaboration of Björling and his ability to 'do it again' is actually a manifestation of the critics' wish to project their previous perception of Björling's fiction onto the new novel. To make this possible, there

is an inversion of the writer/critic position in relation to the novel. The critics propret to know the 'essence' of the work and therefore claim a sort of ownership over it. The author is evaluated from that position for his ability to fulfill the criteria of the critic. The author here is made to function as a device of separation between the critics and their subjectivity.¹²

An analysis of the approaches and ways of presentation in the reviews gives an impression of a general subjectivity disguised by various devices creating an impression of objectivity.

3. Legitimization

The ways in which the reviews legitimate their approach and evaluations of the novels is another aspect which they have in common. The fact that most of the reviews seem to arrive at a firm judgment, even though they arrive at radically different ones, begs the question of how they derive the justification for this judgment.

The criteria which are employed in the construction of the argument which culminates in the assessment of the aesthetic value have to be analysed, as well as the approach within which they function. The internal logic working in the reviews can thus be described.

¹² Durzak is a representative of this type of argumentation, the best example from a daily is probably: Heizler, R.: 'Heinrich Böll in seiner Eigenschaft als Pressekritiker', Kööglinische Rundschau, 13.8.74
The choice of criteria relevant for the establishment of value includes the decision not to use certain criteria which might seem relevant to the reader and also the choice not to mention the criteria which are employed. Both tactics have certain consequences for the logic of the review.

Generally, the criteria can be described as being applied seemingly unselfconsciously. Most reviews argue from a position of implicit legitimacy. The mere fact that the review is printed seems to be enough to induce the assurance in the reviewer that what they write is safely 'sayable'. They do not seem to fear ridicule, criticism, or outrage from their readers or dismissal from their superiors, never mind how imprecise, unfounded or contradictory their arguments and assessments may be.

Other reviews argue from the position of a belief in the common values of the readers which the reviewers see themselves representing and 'defending'. These common values, though sometimes vaguely referred to, are never defined, tested or inquired into. Even though many reviews can be described as very preoccupied with the business of criticism, there is no tradition of problematizing the theory of reviewing. A self-critical or even self-reflexive stance is therefore highly

13 All of Reich-Ranicki's reviews are example for this type of legitimation. Within literary criticism this phenomenon is referred to a Vorverst"ahndnis.
unusual. Similarly, the criteria with which many of the academic reviews operate remain vague and unreflected, which again does not curtail the confidence of the reviewers.

When the criteria are stated, they are persistently defined very narrowly. The personality of the author, far from being only an interesting background feature, totally dominates the justifications for any value judgment, be it negative or positive. As I have shown for Flüörsorgliche Belagerung, the same conceptions of the author's personality can be used to support very positive as well as very negative conclusions. The same situation exists in other groups of reviews. Other criteria in the form of concepts such as 'the novel', 'the artistic means', 'the form', which are assumed to be familiar to the reader are used as norms against which the novels can be assessed. These comparisons are, however, mostly inconsequential because the concepts, notorious for their vagueness, are not defined by the critics. As I have shown for Gruppenbild, the way in which the novel's claim to be a 'novel' was handled by the different reviews indicates how utterly relative this criterion becomes if used without a clear definition.

14 Examples of this type of review are analysed at the end of this chapter.
16 This has also been pointed out by some critics, see: Arnold, H.L.: 'Fiktive Berichterstattung II, Heinrich Böll's Roman Gruppenbild mit Dame und einige Marginalien zu seinen Kritikern', in: Brauchen wir noch die Literatur? Bertelsmann, Düsseldorf, 1972
17 Chapter 4 section c. 2.b.
Another approach is the construction of criteria, which are then used as a yardstick for assessment. I have found instances where the critic constructs a criterion for the assessment of the novel from some of the author's utterances, supposedly indicating his aim or intention for the novel. This construction of criteria, often imprecise is nevertheless used to judge the novel. The criteria supposedly coming from the author himself are thus deemed to be 'fair' and 'impartial'. The fact that it is the critics' construction, is not stated and often remains well hidden while the impression that the author is judged by his own criteria is emphasized. This tactic creates the impression of being open and objective and does give the reader some knowledge of the approach used. However, it is often taken as a justification for irrelevant and highly idiosyncratic views of the novel. The critics' view seems vindicated as long as the 'approach' has been referred to. Why this approach has been chosen becomes irrelevant. Even though the logic seems to be explained, the criteria employed are often external to the novel or the readers' interests. David Myers sets out to refute an accusation by Michaelis about *Die verlorene Ehre der Katharina Blum*. But instead of arguing for a different perception of *Die verlorene Ehre der Katharina Blum* he writes about *Gruppenbild* and proves predictably that Michaelis' accusation cannot be upheld.

The justification of this approach is a perceived similarity between certain aspects of the two books. Even though his essay is interesting, its justification is illogically placed. Similarly narrow and therefore self-fulfilling are the aims of many academic reviews. Another good example is Grothmann's review in The German Quarterly. Grothmann sets out to analyse the structure of humour in Gruppenbild from the point of view of Jean Paul's concept of humour because Björling has stated to have been influenced by his humour. He finds that the humour in Gruppenbild is indeed related to that of Jean Paul, which was not in doubt. The list of examples could be continued at will. The open discussion of the criteria used in the logic of the review does, then, not necessarily constitute a clearer or fairer approach to the novels as it is not applied rigorously and self-critically enough to improve the communication between reader and novel. This technique serves only to give an impression of objectivity. The subjectivity of the reviews does not receive a solid legitimization through their approach, methodology or logic.

4. "Quality control"

The issue of what value is to be bestowed on the novels and how this classification is to be achieved is closely related to the issue of legitimization. As

---

described in the previous section, nearly all reviews produce a value judgment, indeed this is characteristically presented as their entire purpose. Even though the criteria and methods utilized in the generation of this value judgment serve only to obscure a very subjective reaction to the texts, most reviews present themselves as the place of origin of any value and their methods as the proper way to establish this value.

One technique which enables the critics to maintain the illusion that they are in charge of quality due to their objectivity is the use of abstract concepts such as 'literature', 'the novel', 'form and content relationship', 'artistic means', etc. The manner in which the frequent lack of definitions prevents a proper legitimization of the use of these concepts for an evaluation has been mentioned before. A continuation of this approach is the setting up of a tension between 'subjectivity' and 'art' and 'politics' and 'art/literature'. In the reviews, both subjectivity and politics are often argued to enter art only under the threat of a loss of quality. This point is made ad nauseum in relation to Die verlorene Ehre der Katharina Blum where both Böll's perceived personal involvement and political opinions are seen to have caused a loss in ability and thus quality. In other reviews, however, a lack of precise, practical political instruction is lamented and Böll's personal traits are seen as
The separation of literature and politics is also assumed when it is argued that Die verlorene Ehre der Katharina Blum as a political pamphlet cannot be assessed from a literary point of view. This false dichotomy is then not used consistently nor effectively and can therefore only temporarily distract from the underlying subjectivity of the critic.

I have already mentioned the necessary inversion of the positions of critic and author which ensures an impression of objectivity. A similar mechanism functions in relation to the establishment of the value judgment with the position of critics and readers/buyers. The critics argue from an assumed monopoly position in relation to value and are consequently threatened if value seems to be established by another source. In the case of the two first novels this occurs when they appear on the market as confident bestsellers. This popularity is a frequent reference point for the reviews. The sales figures are mentioned, not as an indication that this book must be important, but as an indication of something


22 This argument is used positively in H.L.: 'Heinrich Böll's neues Buch', neues hochland, IV/1974 and negatively in 'Zu Böll und zu Bernhard', Schweizer Monatshefte, II/1974/75
going wrong in the business of criticism and reception. Two types of argument follow. If the critic feels Böll's book is very good he cannot at the same time praise all those people who have bought it, because this would make his task of informing the public about valuable literary texts superfluous, as they seem to be doing fine without his help. The way out is to argue that Böll is really too good and his audience will most probably miss most of the really relevant messages.

Group Portrait is surely the most important novel of this season. But because of its artistic qualities it is possibly not going to reach Böll's traditional audience which needs this enlightenment most of all.

The other possible argument is simply to criticize Böll together with his uneducated audience who seem to deserve each other. In both arguments the assumptions about the type of person buying a novel by Böll are negative as are the many references to those in the publishing and bookselling business who help Böll achieve bestseller status. These incidents can be seen as an indication of an unwillingness on the part of the

---

critics to understand themselves and their methods as secondary or in certain cases perhaps even superfluous to the process of valuation. As some kind of value is established by high sales figures, and as these often seem to be achieved either before or in spite of the media reception, the critics face a contradiction concerning their reason for existence. The obvious conclusion is to discredit those who cause the success. In their methodology the critics try to set up a dichotomy of sales versus value, popularity versus quality and media-orchestrated versus academically certified success.27 A type of "quality control" is executed, however, by a much wider-reaching mechanism, namely that of the processes of institutionalized reproduction, which is mostly out of the conscious control of the critics even though they help to create it.

When critics seemed to have had an effect on sales and thus seemed to have exercised their desired role as monitors of quality as expressed in sales, the effect was very short-lived and ended in embarrassment for the critics. Some pre-ordered copies of Flüürsorgliche Belagerung had to be returned to the publishers, probably because of the fairly united negative prepublication reception. Sales did, however, later establish themselves as the reception moved around to correct its hasty damnation of the novel. This happened after and no doubt

partly as a result of a public speech and two very relaxed interviews. Bjoøll's impromptu speech at the launching party for *Fdrfsorgliche Belagerung* ironically points to the shades of meaning which the word nett (nice) can assume and also plays with the distinction between *druckreif* and *druckfertig*, meaning 'ready to be printed' and 'good enough to be printed'. With this remark he alluded to those critics who had argued that the novel had not been proof-read properly and had blamed the editor for the perceived 'sloppiness' of the language. The critics' very unsubtle approach and short sighted conclusions were thereby aptly disclosed. In the interviews Bjoøll talks quite freely and in a relaxed manner about the novel and about what he felt was missed by the critics. Even though the interviewers illustrated the limitations of criticism with their assumptions and undefined expectations, Bjoøll remained very patient and managed to use often inept questions for some useful debate about the novel.

In these communications the author not only re-established some power over his text, but he also broke through the critics' monopoly of communication with the readers. This incident, laying bare not only the critics' lack of a sense of humour, but more importantly the obvious lack of an objective approach, caused a moment of self-critical evaluation amongst the critics as described in Chapter Six.
The forms of criticism function as a blocking and distorting effect which does not facilitate the communication between the novels and their potential readers. The selection of themes, approaches, material presentation and justifications for the conclusions give an impression of the type of attitude towards the novels they recommend. They also indicate the function this form of criticism has in a wider social field. It is this process and its effects on the novels which I earlier described as the allocation of 'positions' for the novels. These 'positions' can now be defined more closely by way of a description of their characteristics.

I have shown that the selection of themes in the reviews is relatively consistent and almost always excludes a wider or more detailed discussion of historical/political themes with which the novels deal. This effectively discourages contemplation of the German historical/political situation as part of the reception of the novels.

The approaches used, centering either on an evaluation of the person of the author, or on an idiosyncratic interest of the critic, constrain any reflection of the novels in terms of a wider social relevance and tie the readers' interest either to their curiosity about the life of a famous personality or to an interesting but marginal aspect of the novel.
The available material is misrepresented to a high degree. This is, in the dailies, not done haphazardly but in order to tie the readers’ attention to sensational details and preoccupy them, even overwhelm them with these, so that the review becomes more like a slick commercial advertisement. So many exciting, interesting, irrelevant but catchy, unrelated details are combined that the effect is instant but very short-lived. In the academic reviews the narrowly selected aspect or approach often dominates the review to such an extent that it creates an imbalanced picture.

The justification in the reviews, of the way they legitimize their existence and judgments is mostly not expressed in words but is inherent in their language and mode of presentation. They present themselves as objective and 'natural', as a necessary part of the system that they help to construct and therefore not requiring any explicit justification.

The subjectivity of the reviews, hidden under a layer of mechanisms creating the impression of objectivity, organizes certain publicly condoned positions or meanings for the novels and their 'messages'. This range of meanings or positions is established not by the conscious efforts of the critics, but by the mechanisms of the media and of literary criticism.
Criticism and Ideology

Both the media and the 'literary institution' of which literary criticism is part, can, in Western capitalist societies, be defined as institutions. As such they have certain characteristics: one is their existential link with a process of reproduction. The activity of an institution automatically ensures its own continued existence. As such, an institution will, from the available range of activities or meanings, favour those which promote its own continuity. Another characteristic is institutional inertia. Within institutions there exists a very high tolerance level for oppositional and challenging practices. These oppositional, critical practices do not start to affect the institution until they become translated into a systematic restructuring. This however, is mostly not achieved without a redistribution of power within the institution. A redistribution of power within the literary institution would involve a redefinition of the commonly employed categories and methodologies. Texts, author and reader would have to be given free access to each other, the critic assuming a non-authoritarian, mediating role. Because literary criticism functions as an institution this becomes doubly difficult to achieve.

The reproductive mechanisms of the two institutions, media and literary criticism, effect a certain selection from the available positions of meaning for the novels.
As mentioned above, the criteria for this selection is different in each institution. The printed media, privatized and mostly monopolized, needs material which promotes sales and therefore, the choice is not for excellent quality and high information value, but for notoriety and slick, elegant shallowness except for those papers which specifically base their place in the market on a notion of 'quality' as for instance Die Zeit does. The literary pages are affected to a varying degree by this policy. The criteria applied by the reproducing mechanism of the literary institution centre on an avoidance of a confrontation with the basic contradiction of the discipline, i.e. its inability to serve the social and political needs of the majority. The strict separation of literary from political concerns must therefore be seen to be maintained. As I have mentioned in previous chapters, this implied apolitical pose of criticism is expressed in the emphasis on objective evaluation of literary products and thus an independent monitoring of values in our society as the purpose of the literary institution. Even though certain methodologies allow for greater discussion of political aspects in relation to literary criticism than others, the common characteristic is maintained, namely a definition of quality and objectivity which largely excludes the problematization of the political aspect in these concepts. An inclusion would bring institutionalized literary criticism into crisis.
Ideology in literary criticism must then be seen as a by-product of the two institutions 'media' and 'literary institution' reproducing themselves. The direct effect is that of the selection of a certain range of meanings for the novels. A second layer of ideology can be seen in the signifying effect which this selection has on the institutions themselves. Within each institution the critics have a certain independence and awareness. Untypical reviews can be accommodated easily within the overwhelming affirmative pattern. The reviews are mostly unable to reflect upon their part in the reproductive mechanisms of the two institutions. Individual reviews become ideological not only because their necessary subjectivity enables the institution to select a narrow range of meanings for the novels, but also because it prevents an awareness of the signifying uses to which the meanings they are generating are put.

Allocating positions to the novels

The media and literary institutions assign particular positions to the novels. The result of the combined selection process is always a position which seems contradictory, controversial in terms of the division of disciplines.

*Gruppenbild mit Dame* was met by a reception which emphasized the question of its literary quality. For the media, the connection to the Nobel Prize was the aspect
which could be exploited in order to attract attention. For the literary institution, the evaluation of the quality of the novel in terms of the required standards for the prize seemed justified. Gruppenbild then was assigned the 'controversial' position of "Is it high literature?", "Is it good enough for a Nobel Prize?" This position functions like an image which accompanies the novel and predetermines future approaches to it.

Die verlorene Ehre der Katharina Blum was immediately assigned the position of a personal interest story by the media by defining it as Böll's revenge. Literary criticism had difficulties here in establishing a need for an evaluation, because of the obvious political relevance and intention. There are only very few balanced academic reviews of this novella, two of them written by non-German critics.28 Those critics who treat it as literary have to disprove the claim that it is 'only' the product of revenge or purely political. The controversy established by the combined positioning of the institutions is: "Is it revenge?", "Is it literature?"

With Flütersorgliche Belagerung, the media had no obvious criteria which could serve the purpose of notoriety. They concentrated therefore merely on the vehemence of the critical response and the scandal which could be constructed from a Nobel Prize winner being

accused of producing kitsch. The kitsch/culture dichotomy required a literary critical assessment, even though a careful one. The reviews are more self-conscious than the others, there is also a lack of academic treatments of the novel. The controversial position of this novel is the question: "Is it kitsch?", "Is it literature?"

The continuing reception of the three novels is pretetermined to a certain degree by the positions which they are forced to occupy within the hierarchical system of literary judgment. These are decisive for the manner in which the books are approached by later reviewers. The positions can get adjusted slightly as we have seen with *Flütersorgliche Belagerung*. What needs to be emphasized is how narrow, shallow and undynamic these positions are. During the process of selection, the institutions prevent an active participation by the readers by not presenting a wide variety of open approaches and logically argued, socially relevant interpretations. The socially dynamic potential of the texts is buried under the gloss of the repetitive scandal or the haze of the abstract and generalized literary assessment.

From the treatment the three novels receive, one can deduce that the media managed to satisfy their criteria best in the first two novels which contain aspects easily usable for sales purposes. The third novel, lacking an obvious angle, led the media into a trap. Literary criticism had least difficulties in justifying its
activities when the supposed controversy was one of varying levels of literary quality as with Gruppenbild and not a question of areas which are taboo, namely politics and the absence of conventional literary value as with Katharina Blum and Flälersorgliche Belagerung.

The second layer of ideology is the signifying effect the selected positions for the novels have on the institutions themselves. As mentioned above, all novels are assigned a seemingly controversial position. The questions of whether a sufficient level of quality was achieved for a Nobel Prize, whether personal feelings have led an author to write a particular piece and, if this is the case, if this then automatically excludes the work from the literary genre, or if kitsch has a place in literary criticism, are questions which can only be treated and answered within the area of literary criticism and have little of no relevance to the social needs of the majority or the aesthetic or social relevance of the novels. The media, being daily in need of new controversies, sometimes capitalize on the reception at the end of the first wave of reviews.29 However, literary criticism reaps more fruits from the existence of these artificial controversies. The history of the reception of the three books illustrates that: Gruppenbild is the subject of no less than 15 academic

essays written after the year it was published. The two other novels receive very little literary attention after the initial reception. Owing to their relationship to the taboos of politics and lack of conventional value, their perceived lack of esteem within the hierarchical classifications of literary criticism is confirmed. The literary institution has, then, maintained its own continuity by extending the debate on the non-threatening subjects and dropping the debate on the subjects which might lead to a confrontation with the foundations of its discipline.

That a type of criticism which has a self-critical attitude, openly admits its limitations and wishes to inform the readers is possible, must briefly be demonstrated by describing the four or five exceptional reviews in my sample.

These are longer academic essays and have several things in common: a clearly defined approach and method, a use of Böll's thoughts as a guide for their own investigations, for which they take full responsibility. Two of the critics emphasize the incompleteness of their work.

Herbert Kaiser's essay on Gruppenbild argues simply for a careful separation of the various levels of reality i.e. aesthetic reality in the novel and non-aesthetic reality, and for a method of assessment which is adequate
to a piece of literature, namely one which ascertains its aesthetic quality first and then measures its social/moral potential as expressed and manifested in this aesthetic achievement. As I have described, many critics mix up these different levels of reality when they see in the novels' plots suggestions for real social actions and positions. Kaiser's essay is based on the premise of interpreting the fictitious actions in their aesthetic narrative mediation and assessing the social potential of the novel in terms of its aesthetic quality and not in terms of its content. He does suggest by this separation and its logical and rigorous maintenance, an approach which assesses the unity of the aesthetic and the moral which Björk has proclaimed as binding in his Frankfurter Vorlesungen.

His interpretation is based on two hypotheses which aim at a critique of bourgeois language and its use:

1. Speaking and acting are in reality widely apart; language aids the ideological disguise of this fact, as the garbage collectors have recognized.
2. According to Björk, the writer has the task of portraying the social manifestations of decay and refuse which have been caused substantially by this corrupt language and this corrupting language use

31 He criticizes both Durzack and Bernhard who partly or wholly assess the quality of the novel by way of their political reactions to the practicability of the ending of the novel.

This approach is rare in its self-awareness, its logic and its widely set parameters. A social potential is assumed as part of the assessment of the novel, accessible only, however, through a careful interpretation of the novel. This assessment must take B\o\l\l\l's very basic approach into consideration. The author is referred to briefly in an informative and non-antagonistic fashion. The approach is non-manipulative and clearly set out. The position of the critic is also signalled to some extent by the use of German without the usual capital letters for nouns in which the article is written. This approach, developed by a group of linguistically and socially progressive German academics and teachers during the early seventies, indicates a rejection of the overemphasizing of the ability to spell and its concomitant authoritarianism.\footnote{33}

Another review of \textit{Gruppenbild} is interesting for its exceptional self-awareness. Paul Barz, writing a brief impression of the novel, recommends the book because it
gives new possibilities not only to the author but also to the readers.\footnote{Barz, P.: 'Blick auf Bücher', Westermann, 10/1971} He describes the form of the book as giving the readers the freedom to decide if they wish to follow the guiding of the author or not, without having to stop identifying with the characters. He also mentions in passing that in principle some critics have something against authors who can be readily understood by their audience. This positive attitude towards the perceived openness of the book and awareness of the readers' diversity and participation is rare amongst the critics.

Another exceptional academic approach is found in the essay on Die verlorene Ehre der Katharina Blum by Eberhard Scheiffele.\footnote{Scheiffele, E.: 'Kritische Sprachanalyse in Heinrich Böll's Die verlorene Ehre der Katharina Blum', Basis 9/1979} Even though the essay, appearing in 1979, has the advantage of hindsight in regard to the great popularity of the novella in the mid seventies, its academic theme has a carefully defined social relevance: Scheiffele intends to examine the question as to whether Böll's novella can be seen as laying bare the total moral and political system, as Marcuse had demanded from a truly critical linguistic approach. His essay, examining the linguistic behaviour described and used in the novella, comes to the conclusion that Böll's critique of language is indeed systematic and does lay bare the total moral and political system and that he is in this sense in the tradition of Karl Kraus, who has been described by Marcuse as linguistically critical.
Scheiffele also includes the participation of the reader in the process of the critique, thus granting the book a natural social effectiveness.

Stephen Smith's essay on Flügelsorgliche Belagerung, appearing in a re-edition of a monograph on Böll in 1980, has a very interesting approach. He takes Böll's refusal to 'function', in the sense of working in with the expectations of the establishment, as a guide. He accepts Böll's position as binding for critics as well, whose critical faculties he deems equally threatened by the pressure to 'function'. His method will be that of the experiment. Here he also follows Böll, who has described all of his work as experiments, in the sense that he claims not to have a clear expectation of the end product when he starts.

Smith's essay is searching and carefully written. It tries out various leads which present themselves to him. Certain formal principles are found and loosely combined to a very interesting interpretation which is then declared incomplete and temporary. This is done several times and makes for a multilayered, non-authoritarian approach to the novel. Even though Smith does refer to Böll many times throughout his essay, he neither sets him up nor slavishly follows his lead, but simply gets ideas, impressions and directions.

Conclusion

I have tried to show in this chapter that the forms of criticism can be characterized by subjectivity hidden under a layer of mechanisms giving the impression of objectivity. This subjectivity offers those institutions, in which criticism functions, 1. an unproblematic access to a continuity of concepts and practices, 2. a continuing monopoly in the definition of these concepts and practices by indirectly selecting certain texts and approaches through the operations of the institutions. This process has the effect of assigning certain values or hierarchical positions to literary texts. Once these positions are established, they tend to - owing to the fact that they were created by institutions - restrict the potential social effectiveness of the novels.

The fact that literary criticism, as practiced in newspapers and academic journals, is able to 1. maintain its monopoly on the defining of the category 'literature' by selecting texts by means of its own reproduction and 2. to automatically disempower certain other texts and approaches to texts through the signifying effects of this selection of texts, helps to prove that it is ideological in nature. This is more firmly established by proving that the positions to which the novels are restricted, mobilize meanings, attitudes and concepts which aid the continuing asymmetrical distribution of power by trivializing or marginalizing the debates of
those issues which would challenge the status quo. I have already alluded to the inability of literary criticism to serve the interests of the majority if it continues to exclude the political and subjective aspects from its methods and concepts. The social analysis of literary criticism in Germany and its history in Chapter Three has established that the history and significant traditions of literary criticism are not characterized by a democratic sharing of access to the mobilization of meaning. These traditions are more adequately described as manifestations of the continuous striving for the maintenance of a hegemonic monopoly on the defining of central terms and themes for debate in society by a small but not representative group. The need for the institution literary criticism to reproduce itself drives it to assign values, interpretations and positions to literary works which in turn have a tendency to strip them of their capacity for, and purpose to change social values and political structures. The evidence leads to the conclusion that the practice of literary criticism mobilizes 'meanings' which aid the continued asymmetrical distribution of power. My conclusion, therefore, is that the reception of Björkull's work during the 1970's, which served as an example to illustrate my analysis, can be described as being severely constrained by the ideological nature of literary criticism.
CHAPTER EIGHT

CONCLUSION

Power, Ideology and Literary Criticism

My efforts throughout this thesis have concentrated on establishing that there is a subtle connection between power, ideology and literary criticism. Using the reception of three of Heinrich Böll's novels as examples, I have attempted to characterize literary criticism, as practiced in the FRG during the 1970's. The reception of Heinrich Böll's novels provides excellent material for a study of this kind because every conceivable trait of literary criticism is represented here. The 1970's, as a period of high political tension and great social changes in the FRG, must be seen as closely influencing the manner in which the three novels were understood and classified.

The traditions of literary criticism can be traced through its history to its beginnings, which, as public communication about literature, has in Germany been pinpointed to the end of the 18th century. In the two hundred years of debate and development, many highly sophisticated, philosophical arguments have been put forward concerning the purpose, social function and philosophical basis of criticism. Many times the
contradictions of one particular school of thought caused a loss of rigour in the application of the theory and then gave rise to new paradigms. Certain characteristics have, however, been maintained until today. The discipline has been institutionalized since its establishment as a discipline at German universities. As an institution it has maintained a monopoly on the chains of communication between authors, texts, readers and buyers and through its activity as an institution it selects and favours those texts and approaches to texts which ensure its own continued existence.

My analysis of the reception of *Gruppenbild mit Dame*, *Die verlorene Ehre der Katharina Blum*, and *Fürsorgliche Belagerung* has found evidence which led to the conclusion that literary criticism as practised in the FRG during the 1970's is:

a) a subjective activity which is, however, disguised by a well entrenched, traditional image of objectivity,

b) an institutionalized activity with the support of tradition and considerable resources, which had the tendency to reproduce itself automatically

c) an influential activity because it works on and with the central operating system of communication i.e. language, and because it is empowered, owing to its institutional position, to introduce a hierarchy into the multifarious literary processes in society and thus takes
a significant part in the shaping of such central categories as 'reality', 'beauty' and 'truth'.

The process of selection is a practice which is executed by a small, but not representative group of highly and narrowly skilled people. Owing to the central position of the literary institution in our society, the social effects of their activity are much more far-reaching than the small number of participants suggests.

The social role of the literary institution is

a) the selecting, valuing and institutionalizing of certain texts, concepts and practices

b) the playing of a not central but significant part in the process of the definition of concepts. This can be achieved by the shaping of subtle new shades of meaning, by the mobilization of meaning in favor of one side of a double meaning, the smoothing over of sharp contradictions by means of ambiguity in relation to certain texts.

This significant part which the literary institution plays in the process of shaping of meaning and institutionalizing of texts and practices, becomes more significant when one considers that it is based on a practice which has been found to be subjective and does as such not express the multilayered experiences of many different groups of society but merely that of the small
group which dominates the practice. The significance of
the social role of the literary institution grows
further, if one considers that this socially narrow,
experiential base on which the practice rests, is further
restricted by the self-re-producing selection processes
of the institution itself. These selection processes
favor those texts and practices which ensure a
continuation of the institution. In the case of literary
criticism in the FRG, the characteristic forms of media-
based criticism are dominated by a highly subjective,
entertaining and politically and socially non-challenging
type of criticism which serves the book-market and the
economic viability of the paper in which it is printed.
University-based criticism favors methodologies which are
based on a professed conceptual segregation of
social/political and literary/aesthetic considerations,
which have, however, clear political implications,
excluding or redefining those areas which would disrupt
the traditional social isolation of the practice.

As my description of the reception has shown, these
characteristic forms of criticism largely avoid
problematizing or challenging their institutional and
subjective character because this would mean a
legitimation crisis. The tradition of a veiled
subjectivity is well entrenched as is the usefulness of
an appearance of political neutrality through the
professed segregation of political from aesthetic
concerns.
The combined effects of the narrow subjective base and the institutionalized selections result in a type of literary criticism, whose social role is, in summary, one of support for those preconceptions and social patterns which maintain the continued asymmetrical power distribution in the FRG. My analysis of the reception of three novels by Böll has shown that literary criticism, as practiced in the FRG during the 1970's, can be described as being ideological in that it helps to mobilize meaning which aids the continued existence of asymmetrical power relations.
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